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Abstract

Abstract
For decades local knowledge has been seen as an important requirement of property
valuers in both residential and commercial markets, when undertaking valuations.
Following criticisms of valuation methods in the early 1990's local knowledge became a
mandatory requirement of professional surveying organisations in the UK.

Despite this

prominence no formal definition exists as to the nature or content of local knowledge.
Based on empirical research involving a valuation experiment, postal questionnaire and
depth interviews with residential valuers in England and Wales, this thesis provides a
broader understanding of local knowledge in respect of the open market valuation of
residential property.
The research critically examines the literature relating to both local knowledge and
current valuation practice (the environment in which local knowledge is required).
Consideration is also given to professional knowledge and learning from a theoretical
perspective.
Based on the research undertaken, the thesis reinforces the need for practitioners to
have knowledge of the area. The thesis highlights that valuers without local knowledge
are more likely to produce inaccurate valuations, and may be drawn into errors in the
selection of evidence.

At the same time they will take longer to produce a valuation.

However, different degrees of familiarity exist, which also impacts on the valuation
process.
A definition of local knowledge is provided, as are the factors which underpin this
knowledge in terms of the inspection, selection of evidence and appraisal. The thesis
also demonstrates how knowledge generally remains within the local milieu and the
barriers to the transportability of valuation knowledge are discussed.
Given the willingness of valuers to value in unfamiliar areas, the thesis concludes that a
mandatory licensing system should be introduced to remove the problems associated
with valuing in unfamiliar areas.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1. INTRODUCTION
Within the UK the majority of the housing stock (67%) resides in the owner-occupied
sector (RICS, 1997), which is bought and sold on the open market.

Given that in the

majority of cases the capital value of the property is the known factor, the valuation of
residential property involves the direct comparison (and adjustment) of known capital
values. Such comparisons will be of similar properties to the subject, sold in the recent
past or of properties currently available on the market, to form an open market value.
Hence the term direct capital comparison (DCC) 1 applied to the method.
In determining the value of residential property much is made of local knowledge which is
seen as the "prime requisite" of valuation when using DCC (Dennett, 1997).

It is this

knowledge that enables the valuer to make sense of the limited data available.
Residential property valuation is often considered as the "Cinderella" of valuation.
Relatively little space is devoted to the subject in texts and research (Mackmin, 1985;
Jenkins, 1992), even less to local knowledge. In similar fashion, surveying degrees in the
UK appear to devote limited teaching time to residential valuation 2, compared to that
spent on teaching commercial valuation (theory).
dichotomy.

There is, therefore, something of a

In a personal correspondence (Anon, 1997) it was highlighted that 90% of

valuers spend 90% of their time valuing houses, yet 99% of research is in commercial
practice!

Whilst this statement is perhaps an exaggeration of reality, it nonetheless

emphasises the concerns of residential valuers.
In the past fifteen years the residential market has witnessed considerable change.
During the late 1980's the market rose considerably, with over 2 million transactions
recorded during 1988 (Housing Finance, 1996). In 1988 too, figures from the Nationwide
Building Society (1998) and Halifax Building Society (1995) [now Halifax pic] show price
rises in excess of 50% in some regions of the UK (see Figure 1).This of course masks
any localised changes.
Following changes in the marketplace (not least the announcement by the Chancellor to
remove double tax relief), the rise in prices was followed by a sharp drop in the level of
transactions. The perceived sustainability of prices by both the public and professionals
ended (Anon, 1993a). The collapse in prices led to a situation in which some 1.7 million

1 Direct capital comparison is also known as the comparative method, sales comparison approach, or market
value approach.
2 Within this thesis the words valuation and appraisal, and valuer and appraiser are used interchangeably.
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homeowners were affected by negative equity throughout the first half of the 1990's
(Which?, 1996), exacerbated by the increases in interest rates. With those more
unfortunate (some 345,000 during 1990-1995 (Housing Finance, ibid.) having their
homes repossessed.

Changes in House Prices 1983-1997
250

200
.Halifax
Nationwide

CO

6
150

100

Period

NB Figures refer to change based on 1983=100.

Figure 1 Changes in house prices between 1983 and 1997 according to the Halifax
and Nationwide house price indices.
In the residential market it was the public who suffered more, with lender's losses covered
by the mortgage indemnity premiums paid by the borrower. Evidence from Standard and
Poor's (Standard and Poor's, 1996) reinforces this view, with the main banks' and building
societies' credit ratings seemingly unaffected by the collapse of the property market.
However, the effects were not just restricted to the residential sector. The commercial
markets suffered too, highlighted more than anything else with the collapse of the Canary
Wharf development (Stewart, 1993).
Following criticism of valuation practice, the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
(RIGS), in 1993, launched an inquiry into all aspects of valuation including methods within
the commercial sector, which resulted in the publication of "The Mallinson Report" (RICS,
1994). The report was much needed, especially when considering the difference in
values produced by surveying firms in the Scott's Restaurant case (Gourlay, 1990), or the
later Queens Moathouse case (Anon,1993b).
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Following publication of the Mallinson Report (RIGS, ibid.) revisions were made to
professional guidance which led to the publication of the RICS Appraisal and Valuation
Manual (RICS, 1995), more commonly referred to as the New Red Book (also referred to
as the Red Book).
The revised guidance not only applied to commercial valuers, but also to those in
residential markets, and came into force from 1 st January 1996, with subsequent
revisions and advice provided in the professional journals. Despite changes to practice,
and the drive to improve methods, Crosby et al (1997) are critical of the way court cases
involving alleged negligence against valuers appear to focus on the "margin of error"
principle.

Arguing against this principle, the authors suggest that valuers should be

judged more on their methods rather than whether a valuation is within a certain range of
values.
Whilst the White Book (RICS, 1992) provided guidance, suggesting it a matter of good
practice that residential mortgage valuers have knowledge and experience in the
particular locality of the subject property, the introduction of the Red Book made this a
mandatory obligation (see Practice Statement 5) (RICS, 1995), requiring valuers to have
"sufficient" local knowledge of the property and market in which they are valuing.
The catalyst for making local knowledge mandatory (so far as residential valuation is
concerned) appears to have emerged from the changes in valuation practice following the
collapse of the market. The outsourcing of valuation work by lenders reduced, leading to
a situation in which staff valuers, or those of subsidiary firms, were required to operate in
unfamiliar areas. This led to a growing concern about the size of areas in which valuers
worked (Chamberlain, 1992), with complaints being made to the RICS, and considered as
part of a wider investigation by the Monopolies and Mergers Commission (MMC) into the
supply of residential valuation (see MMC, 1994; RICS,1993).
Despite the prominence of local knowledge in the valuation process, literature on the
subject remains limited. It is on this basis that the research largely originates. Whilst the
Red Book calls for the requirement of local knowledge no formal definition is provided.
One of the main aims of the research is to fill this gap and provide a more comprehensive
definition of local knowledge.
However, the research goes beyond this to consider the whole issue, to include: Does
local knowledge actually exist? What are the important factors that a valuer must be
aware of? How is this knowledge acquired? How long does it take to get to know an
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area? Is such knowledge transportable; and are there limits to its transportability? Is the
phrase "local knowledge" the correct term to use in the valuation context?
To test the existence of local knowledge the research has provided a study in which
valuers with and without local knowledge are asked to value a property on the basis of
identical sets of information.
If a difference does not exist, can it be said that local knowledge does not exist? It may
still do, but valuers, through their experience and knowledge acquired may be able to
adapt to situations and alter their approach to provide an equally accurate valuation.
Perhaps the factors themselves are not important, but it is the knowing what to look for
which is? In such cases such knowledge could be considered as being transportable.
Whilst the focus of the research is on providing a greater understanding of local
knowledge in residential valuation, the research encompasses other issues, including
those of competency, the provision of education, and professional knowledge more
generally. Furthermore, the application of this research is not just restricted to residential
valuation, but also has implications for commercial valuation practice, where local
knowledge is considered important too.
In order to address the aims and hypotheses of the research, both a mix of quantitative
and qualitative research techniques are adopted. A quantitative approach is utilised to
consider differences in valuations between 'local1 and 'non-local' valuers. This style of
approach has been used in similar experiments examining biases in the valuation
process (see for example Wolverton, 1996). However, this only tells part of the story,
therefore a qualitative approach is adopted to "add flesh to the bones" of the
(quantitative) research (Morton-Williams, 1985).
The use of a qualitative study, in addition to the above is adopted as it allows the
researcher to determine what actually exists, and is a more responsive technique in
determining facts (Walker, 1985). This is particularly useful in real estate, where practice
is a subjective exercise, relying upon the intuition of each individual valuer. To merely
ask for responses is insufficient. Scott (1988) discovered that when prompting valuers as
to whether a certain factor is important, a positive response might be given regardless of
whether it is in reality.

Boydell et al (1997) argue in favour of qualitative research in

property appraisal, not only on the basis that valuation is an "art", but also because it is
seen as an approach to the generation and development of theory.
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On this basis interviews were conducted with valuers after the valuation study to
ascertain their views on the issues of local knowledge, including the factors that are
considered important in making up this knowledge base, how local knowledge is defined
and perceived by themselves. To widen the views, the interview responses were backed
up with a mail questionnaire sent to practitioners across the country, to provide additional
evidence on issues relating to local and professional knowledge, and its acquisition from
a wider sample.
In pursuing the objectives of the research, chapter two reviews the literature on local
knowledge. Initially it attempts to define local knowledge, and identifies weaknesses in
such an approach based on the available literature. Consideration is then given to the
main issues that the research seeks to address, insofar as they are noted within the
literature. The chapter also draws on literature relating to local knowledge from outside
the real estate field to add further comment to the debate, and place the whole issue in
context.
Chapter three considers valuation methods and practice, with particular attention to the
role which local knowledge plays within the valuation process. The chapter also reviews
weaknesses in practice so far as they impact on the issues raised in the research, though
not necessarily directly related to local knowledge itself.
The fourth chapter reviews the literature relating to professional knowledge. The various
knowledge types from a more theoretical perspective are identified, and applied to the
issue of local valuation knowledge.

Consideration is given to the acquisition and

development of professional knowledge, including the limits to the use of such
knowledge. The related issue of competency is also considered.
Chapter five draws out the alternative research methods available as a means of testing
and meeting the objectives of the research.

Detailed consideration is given to the

development of the research methods employed, and important issues relating to the
various strands of the research conducted for this thesis.
Chapter six presents the results of the research, outlined initially under each separate
experiment (i.e. valuation study, postal questionnaire and depth interviews), before the
research is discussed in full. Chapter seven then summarises the main outputs from the
research, and provides the overall conclusions, including a discussion of further research
outputs arising from the research.
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2. LOCAL KNOWLEDGE
2.1

INTRODUCTION

In the valuation of residential, or any other type of property, reference is frequently made
to the three factors that influence value - location, location and location. Through simple
deduction, it is obvious that in such cases, knowledge of the property and its environs is
necessary, even essential, in the valuation process. This importance is reflected in
guidance provided to valuers, where reference is made to the need to have "local
knowledge" (RICS, 1995).
However, despite the significance of local knowledge in the valuation process, literature in
professional and academic textbooks and journals is limited. That which does exist is
often embedded as a single sentence or short paragraph as part of a larger text. This is
perhaps a sign that the issue is understood sufficiently not to warrant any discussion;
practitioners often quote their "knowledge" or "feel" "of the local market" (Jenkins, 1992).
Nevertheless, during the early 1990's a number of discussions arose out of the
correspondence pages of the professional journals, for example The Valuer1 and
'Chartered Surveyor Weekly1 (now Property Week), which suggests that this
understanding amongst professionals, as to the nature of local knowledge, is not so clearcut.
This chapter will review the literature available, beginning with an overview of
professional guidance, before a more formal attempt at defining local knowledge is
provided in terms of both the "local" and "knowledge" components (2.3). Consideration is
given to more comprehensive literature on analysis in America (2.3.2.2), prior to
discussing issues of competence (2.4), legal aspects (2.5) and the transportability of such
knowledge (2.6). This is then summarised (2.7).
2.2

THE NEED FOR LOCAL KNOWLEDGE IN THE VALUATION PROCESS

According to Dennett (1997) local knowledge is the prime requisite when valuing
residential property using the direct capital comparison (DCC) approach. It is this
knowledge that enables the valuer to identify different valuation areas, and select the
appropriate comparable evidence and market data. Wyatt (1994) believes that valuers
rely on this knowledge (and experience) in the valuation process to make financial
adjustments for different locations, which is used in an implicit and subjective manner.
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According to McGhie (1991) valuers, with appropriate local knowledge, could produce the
majority of council tax valuation bandings sitting at desks.
The importance of local knowledge is also expressed in job recruitment. For example, an
advertisement for valuation surveyors by the Cheltenham and Gloucester Building
Society (see Property Week, 31 January 1997:81) required valuers to have at least four
years relevant experience, together with "a good knowledge of the local housing market'.
Elsewhere, the surveying firm DTZ promotes itself with the slogan "local knowledge
worldwide" (see http://www.dtz.se/uk/). In a similar fashion, other surveying firms market
themselves like this; for example Grimley (see http://www.grimley.co.uk/) and Knight
Frank (see http://www.knightfrank.co.uk/) both use the phrase "local expertise worldwide"

The issue of local knowledge is not new, nor for that matter one purely synonymous with
real estate. The RICS 'Manual of Valuation' Guidance Notes, more commonly referred to
as The White Book (RICS, 1992), expressed the view that valuers, in performing their
duty:
"must have knowledge of and experience in the valuation of the residential
property in the particular locality" (Valuation Guidance Note 2A).
At that time, such guidance was only a recommendation of 'good practice'. Today, this
guidance is repeated in the 'Specification for Residential Mortgage Valuation' (RICS and
ISVA, 1995), and also, more importantly, enshrined under Practice Statement 5.1.1 (a) of
the 'RICS Appraisal and Valuation Manual' (RICS, 1995) (that replaced the White Book),
which states:
"The Valuer must be able to demonstrate that he:
(a) has, in respect of the particular type of property, sufficient current
local, national and international (as appropriate) knowledge of the
particular market and the skills and understanding necessary to
undertake the valuation competently".
This statement therefore, places a mandatory obligation on the valuer, to have knowledge
of the particular area when performing valuations, which fall within the confines of the
Red Book. The Red Book goes further to state that where valuers have insufficient
"current knowledge" they must be assisted by a valuer who has.

3 The web addresses were correct as at August 1998.

Only in exceptional
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circumstances, where a valuer can justify deviation from such practice, would such a
change in practice be allowed. Nevertheless no further quantification is made as to what
local knowledge is, what is "sufficient", or what being assisted by a valuer means; is this a
colleague within the practice, or making contact with valuers who have such knowledge?
The reasoning behind the move towards the mandatory requirement is not fully known,
though the changes in the market for the supply of valuation advice may have been a
contributory factor. In the 1970's most valuation work was carried out by small, local,
independent practices (Dennett, ibid.). This was a situation that changed little, until the
rise in the market during the late eighties led many of the larger financial institutions to
acquire estate agency chains and set-up subsidiary valuation firms.
In the wake of the market collapse, and the reduction in valuation work, many local firms
acting as panel valuers for lenders complained that work was being depleted, or cut-off
altogether, with lenders sending in-house valuers to unfamiliar locations (RICS, 1993). In
such cases, valuers lost that all-important local knowledge (Dennett, ibid.). This was an
issue considered as part of a wider investigation into the supply of valuation advice by the
Monopolies and Mergers Commission (MMC), see MMC (1994).
The report, whilst recognising the change in the size of firms, and level of mortgage work
carried out by the lenders and panels (see Table 1), concluded that given the large
amount of valuation work it was inevitable that some cases would arise where reports
were of poorer quality. However, from the evidence supplied from the lenders, the
Commission was satisfied with the procedures adopted, which did not materially affect
the advice supplied.

Lender

Percentage of Mortgage Valuations Performed by:
Panel
Subsidiary firm
In-house valuer

Halifax

36

35

29

Abbey National

69

8

23

Nationwide

0

95

5

Woolwich

0

86

14

Leeds

64

4

32

Cheltenham & Gloucester

37

0

63

Source MMC (1994). N.B. Leeds Permanent Building Society became part of the Halifax.
Table 1 Percentage split of valuation advice by main lenders in 1992.
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In the literature outside the real estate field, Malmberg et al (1996), in discussing the
spatial agglomeration of economic activity consider that circumstances within the local
milieu are of particular importance. According to Fielding Smith (1998) local (specialised)
knowledge is derived from continually dealing within an area, which is essential for the
delivery of services; it is particularly desirable for its ability to solve problems (Hassenein,
1997). It can also provide a competitive advantage (Marchaj, 1964; Bevan, 1993).
However, whilst such statements extol the merit in having first-hand knowledge of an
area, no formal definition of local knowledge is provided. Given such circumstances, the
onus is placed upon the individual valuer to demonstrate that such requirements are met
(Crossley-Smith, 1996).
Local knowledge is of course not a concept purely associated with real estate appraisal.
A literature search on the term "local knowledge" on the internet database (BIDS)
revealed a number of articles relating to diverse issues such as land management (Bosch
et al, 1996); agriculture (Truttman et al, 1996); disaster planning (Wisner and Luce, 1995;
Butler, 1987). Elsewhere, Geertz (1983) used the phrase local knowledge in relation to
law, whilst Sieber (1973) considers the benefit of local knowledge to the researcher in the
formulations of problems to be investigated.
2.3

A DEFINITION OF LOCAL KNOWLEDGE

Despite its importance in the valuation process, the RICS (or for that matter, any other
professional appraisal body in the UK) does not provide any formal definition of the term
"local knowledge".

Similarly, no information is provided as to its content.

Also the

Glossary of Property Terms (Jones Lang Wootton and South Bank Polytechnic, 1989)
fails to provide an entry.
What literature that does exist, often goes only as far as to express its importance (see
for example Howarth, 1995). On this basis, it may be assumed that local knowledge is
well understood within the profession, not only in terms of its content, but also its spatial
limitations. Indeed, professionals, and estate agents alike, often make reference to
"knowing their market" (Jenkins, ibid.).

However, following the introduction of the Red

Book, a number of issues were further qualified within the pages of Chartered Surveyor
Monthly (CSM), following queries from members. One such issue was that of Practice
Statement 5 (see Anon, 1996); furthermore, on the basis of comments by Lavender
(1997), it may be considered that local knowledge may not be fully, or sufficiently
understood.
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In terms of providing a tentative definition of local knowledge, it is necessary to go to the
basic components of "local" and "knowledge". The Oxford English Dictionary provides a
number of different meanings for each. For "local", this can be taken to be "a place or
locality, "belonging to a town or comparatively small district, as distinct from the state or
country as a whole". This could be a region or district. This definition is further qualified
in relation to Local Government, where local relates to some administrative area, this
could relate to a town, city, county or unitary authority.
Taking "locality", a derivative of the word local, this is defined as a "place or district, of
undefined extent, considered as the site by certain persons or things, or as the scene of
certain activities". This could be the area in which a valuer works, which would place no
limit to the extent of an area.
The term knowledge, a derivative of the word know, is an "acquaintance with a fact;
perception, or certain information of, a fact or matter; state of being aware or informed;
consciousness".

In general terms this relates to information or intelligence, acquired

through study, research, or an acquaintance with ascertained truths, facts or principles.
On this basis, the term local knowledge could be assumed to relate to an awareness or
familiarity with a "local area" (locality) gained through experience, but also theorising and
reflecting, including on locally published material. This then raises the issue as to what is
a local area, and what constitutes the facts or components of this so-called awareness.
The issue itself, of knowledge, will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. However,
the issues raised in the literature relating to the various components will be discussed
within the confines of this chapter.
2.3.1

The Local Issue

Local is an abstract term. Adair et al (1996) in using an hedonic technique to determine
residential submarkets suggested that the term locality is "at best notional". Geertz
(1992) in considering the limits to local knowledge suggests that the earth is local relative
to the universe. A similar view is taken by Pearson (1995), who considers real estate
(and land uses) to be placed along some continuum, ranging from a "cemetary lot" as the
smallest to the world as the largest (see Figure 2). In this way, local will vary depending
on the context of the situation.
However, according to Geertz (ibid.) who uses "local knowledge" in terms of social
anthropology, local knowledge is not just about places, but also encompasses time, class,
variety of issue, and more importantly issues of the vernacular.

This broad-brush
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approach to the term is of some use when considering local knowledge in terms of
residential appraisal within the UK, and is addressed to some degree by the RIGS, in
respect of the need for "current" knowledge.

Longest
Parcel

Smallest
Parcel
Cemetary lot

SingleFamily
Dwelling

Planned Unit
Development

City/
New Town
Submarket

Region/ City

The Nation

The World

Figure taken from Pearson (1995): 125.

Figure 2 Continuum of real estate parcels by level of aggregation.
The word local is one that is not easily defined, more specifically with regard to the extent
of the boundaries. The Oxford English Dictionary (as noted earlier) does not place any
defined extent to the term locality.

This reflects the notion that as speed increases,

distance shrinks, for as Caimcross (1997:xi) reflects, "distance will no longer determine
the cost of communicating electronically" with location becoming less of a determining
factor in decision-making.
Geographers and economists have often gained comfort from sticking to regions in their
analysis, often for a matter of statistical convenience (Curran and Blackburn, 1994).
Indeed, both the Halifax and Nationwide stick closely to the regions in their analysis of
house prices in the UK. The problem in using regions is the large areas they cover, with
extensive variations in levels of character within these areas (Curran and Blackburn,
ibid.), house price indices have often been criticised for their global coverage, which does
not reflect the more localised movement of prices. This is being addressed to an extent,
now that the Land Registry is publishing data at postcode level. This data which relates
to over 7,500 postcodes nationwide (some areas with fewer than 100 properties), is
clearly showing localised hot and cold spots (Nuki and Hamzic, 1998).
A region, is just one of many bases of area, and through any of these concepts it is
possible to divide the country into a number of mutually exclusive areas (Fesler, 1968).
However, one of the difficulties in such definitions, is the multiplicity of factors, which are
used (Fesler, ibid.). According to Curran and Blackburn (ibid.) research based on spatial
phenomena in the UK has often become dated because of the pace of change in the
restructuring of Britain's social and economic structure.
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Fesler (ibid.) draws on the term "area" as a geographic or administrative concept, and in
regard to this, is critical of the way there is no assumption as to the magnitude of an area.
He states that boundaries of areas are largely superficial, in which an area could easily
be sub-divided to produce sub-regions and sub-sub-regions.
Within the UK, analysis of the size of the Counties and Unitary Authorities shows diversity
in size area, based on Ordnance Survey (1996).

This is partly attributable to the

reorganisation of Local Government in recent years that has seen the division of Counties
into smaller Unitary Authorities; Wales is a prime example of this. The City and County of
Cardiff, for example, largely lies within a 5-mile radius of the city.

For Swansea, the

radius is 10-15 miles. This contrasts with Pembrokeshire, which covers an area with a
radius of 15-20 miles around its central point. Within England a similar situation occurs,
although a number of Counties cover a wider area, for example Shropshire, Hereford and
Worcester and Norfolk, which cover an area between 30-40 miles in radius.
In physical geography reference is made to a "local climate", which is stated as being the
"climate of a small area" (Small and Witherick, 1995). Similarly in the field of planning, a
"local plan" is deemed to cover an individual district within a local planning authoritie's
area (Jones Lang Wootton and South Bank Polytechnic, ibid.). This would be an area
smaller than a County, and more akin to a Unitary Authority. The common theme in both
these cases is that "local" refers to some small, and perhaps more defined area.
In the literature on local knowledge outside the real estate field differences occur with
regard to the area in which local knowledge is deemed to cover. It could be a single farm
(Hassenein, ibid.), an area of around 5-10 miles radius (Wisner and Luce, ibid.) or an
area up to 50-60 miles in radius (Duffield et al, 1998).

Local knowledge is also

considered in crime (Milburn, 1996), where it is often stated that a criminal had "local
knowledge" of a particular road, track or town. In this respect local could be considered
as relating to a town or City, or part thereof. At sea, local knowledge is also considered
important, and was an issues raised following the Sea Empress disaster, where knowing
the local sea conditions in Milford Haven harbour could have prevented more serious
environmental damage (Fowler, 1996).

Again no clear picture emerges from this

literature.
Local is also used in the media. The BBC for example has local television stations, which
generally cover the Regions, whereas local radio relates to county areas.

The

telecommunications industry is another field which uses the term local. British Telecom
charges for local, regional and national calls. Local calls cover the specific code area,
and neighbouring areas. For Cardiff (dialling code 01222) a local call would also include
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calls with the dialling code 01443, 01446, 01495, 01633. These codes cover an area as
Newport,

far as

Pontypridd,

Pontypool,

Cowbridge,

Cwmbran,

Newbridge,

and

Llantrisant; some 20 miles wide.
Wyatt (1995) refers to the practice of patch valuations within the Valuation Office, in
which each valuer deals with a range of property types within a restricted geographical
area.

However, recent changes within the Valuation Office have seen the practice of

patch valuations removed. Instead, in line with market thinking, valuers work in different
specialisms, e.g. council tax, leisure property within that group area, although depending
on the nature of the market, a valuer may cover a number of different groups. In effect
valuers now work in a wider area, but specialise in a specific field.
In the US, information on the locality is considered important, and whilst reference to the
area in which a valuer should operate is not clearly specified (i.e. mandatory licensing
exists only at the State level), consideration is given to areas which a valuer should be
aware of in the analysis phase of the appraisal. These being the neighbourhood, district
and market area (Appraisal Institute, 1994).
The neighbourhood is considered as an "area of complementary land uses" for the
purposes of an appraisal, in which there are similar property types, population features,
economic profiles, zoning and land uses.

More often than not, the boundaries are

defined by key physical factors, for example, transportation links, rivers/ lakes, or
changes in topography.
A district is distinguished from a neighbourhood, in that it only encompasses a single
(homogeneous) property type. As a consequence a neighbourhood may be made up of a
number of districts. The size of a district may vary, for example in a large City a district of
say apartments may cover an extensive area, whilst in a smaller City only a more limited
size.
The final term, market area, is the area in which properties effectively compete with the
subject property.

The size of the market area varies, it may only cover part of the

neighbourhood, all of it, or even extend beyond into other neighbourhoods which
effectively compete with the subject property.
Miller and Gallagher (1998) choose to distinguish between regional and neighbourhood
analysis.

The neighbourhood is considered especially important in the valuation of

residential dwellings, and relates to an area in which the dwellings show a degree of
homogeneity, with the occupants showing a degree of economic homogeneity. Regional
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analysis covers a wider area. Given that people may buy a home up to 50 miles away
from work, factors over this wider area need to be considered as part of the appraisal.
However, Shenkel (1978) warns that given the diversity of neighbourhoods, such
definitions should be flexible. A similar view is taken by Bloom and Harrison (1980) who
argue that neighbourhoods are a difficult term to define precisely.
It was cited earlier, how the introduction of a mandatory obligation, for valuers to have
local knowledge, potentially arose out of the changes in practice arising from the late
eighties boom and bust. According to McConnell (1997) lenders restricted the number of
panel valuers they used, and set up in-house valuation departments (with valuers working
in specific areas) following the recession which led to improvements in valuation
accuracy.
However, this view appears to contradict the complaints made by independent valuers to
the RICS as part of the MMC investigation, where it was in-house valuers who covered
wider areas. The practice of in-house valuers working further afield is evidenced by
Chamberlain (1992) who was concerned that as a staff (building society) valuer, he had
been requested to expand the area in which he works, that already encompasses 12
London Boroughs, and large areas of Hertfordshire and Essex.
Part of this situation could relate to the increased use of databases, allowing valuers to
access data on individual comparables. This could enable a valuer to cover larger areas,
though this assumes all the necessary data is available, and that the valuer has sufficient
market contextual knowledge to appreciate the data.
Similarly, evidence from the research also points to panels working in specific (limited)
areas.

Appointment to a building society panel is dependent upon the firm having

adequate competence and local knowledge, in a particular area (MMC, ibid.; Clarke and
Hales, 1996). Furthermore, the author is aware of one building society, which restricts
appointment on the basis that the practice must be within 25 miles of the subject property
to be valued. Lambarde-Scott (1993) was critical of firms gaining mortgage valuation
business on the basis of reciprocity, rather than on the basis of having adequate local
knowledge.
Nevertheless, even today McConnell (ibid.) refers to the practice of valuers travelling
"some" distance and "down valuing" property. The common theme in all this is that of
distance, which has often been the key issue that valuers have cited when determining
the extent to which a valuer has local knowledge. Practitioners often feel that there are
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surveyors, travelling longer distances, to areas where they are unfamiliar with the local
market. In one case (Anon, 1993) reference is made to a situation in which a valuer has
travelled a "good" distance to an area, and not known the precise location of the village
where the property was to be valued.
Other cases include a valuer from Torquay valuing a property in Frome, some 110 miles
away (McAllister, 1994) or even a valuer in Swansea inspecting a property in the
Malverns (Rhodes, 1994).

However, Rendered (1995) feels that valuers travelling

distances of some 30-40 miles is of concern. This compares with another valuer who
suggests that in the area of his practice, someone 15 miles away, would not be aware of
the prevailing market conditions (Herdson, 1994).

Rhodes (ibid.) notes that guidance

suggests a distance of 20-25 miles is acceptable.
However, distance is only part of the issue. In Syrett v Carr & Weave [1990] 2 EGLR 161
the judge felt that the evidence provided by a valuer who only worked within a 10 mile
radius of his office was rather limited, given that the market for the property under
consideration was much wider than this.

In this respect the evidence provided by a

valuer who worked in an area including Wiltshire, Gloucestershire, Hampshire and
Sussex was preferred. Clearly distance is only one part of the equation; the other is the
extent of the market of the property under consideration.
In 1993, the ISVA president, John Chambers, launched a scathing attack on property
professionals, who valued in areas where they had no local knowledge, and accused
them of threatening the recovery of the market by down valuing. He was also critical of
the larger lenders, whom he felt, required panel valuers to work in restricted areas, yet
sent their own in-house staff to much wider areas (Eade, 1993).
In the RICS submission to the MMC report, a number of complaints were provided of
valuers travelling a significant distance (RICS, ibid.).

These included valuers from

Manchester, Birmingham and Nottingham valuing in the 'Potteries' area, and two cases
citing valuers from Cardiff valuing property in Pembrokeshire some 120 miles away.
There was also one case in which a valuer stated that he covered quite a large area,
although he felt he did not have the necessary local knowledge in all of that area.
However, the literature also provided the view that distance was not an issue, rather
"good valuers can value anywhere" (Treays, 1994: 17), provided that is, thorough
investigations and research are performed, including talks with local agents. In a similar
light, Millington (1994) notes that an experienced valuer will be trained to know the factors
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which impact on value, which should therefore enable them to value properties over a
substantial geographic area.
Moreton (1989) considers local knowledge to be of paramount importance as a way of
preventing cases involving claims against insurance. In a later article (Moreton, 1993) it
was suggested as a matter of good practice to provide details of the geographic area
which the practice covers to insurers. However, on the issue of professional indemnity
insurance, Falcon (1992) indicated that policies do not restrict the area in which surveys
are conducted, and goes further to say that even if restrictions were imposed, they would
be difficult to define, draft and enforce. Nevertheless, it is still an issue which concerns
providers of such insurance (see RICS, 1994).
The varying idiosyncrasies of the local market may also play a part.

In eliciting

knowledge from a building society valuer, Scott (1988) found that the level of values over
an area might play a part in determining the valuer's area. It was considered that in an
area such as Bristol, property values remain fairly constant over a wider area. However,
in South Wales, values drop and vary considerably in and around the cul-de-sac valleys.
This factor may therefore place a limit on the area in which a valuer may operate, or feel
proficient in.
However, Grainger (1996) takes a more pragmatic view.

In discussing the issue of

Practice Statement 5, with regard to local knowledge, he suggests that valuers who travel
over 100 miles could be considered to have sufficient current local knowledge on the
basis that they regularly value in that area.

In this sense frequency is associated with

knowledge. Waters (1996) highlights this issue too. He states that a valuer, who only
occasionally travels 50-100 miles to an area, is unlikely to provide the same degree of
accuracy as a more "local" valuer.
Grainger (ibid.) goes further, and states that the issue is not just about geography, but
also one of property type. In this respect, he refers to a hypothetical situation, in which a
property located six miles out of town is to be valued, yet there are no similar
"comparables" around.

In such cases valuers would rely on their knowledge and

experience, something which a valuer unfamiliar to the area may not have.
The issue of distance, in relation to current guidance, has partially been addressed by the
RICS, who, in responding to the issue of valuers performing valuations out of area, and
as to the definition of local, state that:
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"... The manual's approach is to focus on knowledge, skills and understanding ...
the valuer must have knowledge of and experience in the valuation of residential
property in the particular locality.
Neither of these requirements limits the geographical area in which a valuer may
operate: a valuer can travel any distance to the subject property but must be able
to show that he/she satisfies the above requirements." (Anon, 1996:70).
Clearly, in this sense, much is placed upon the knowledge that the valuer has of an area,
as opposed to the distance travelled. The limits placed on the area in which the valuer
works thus appears to relate to having sufficient information on which to form an accurate
opinion of value. The process of DCC relies heavily on accurate and up-to-date data.
Given the limited availability of this, valuers will rely mostly on their own work.
Experience and providing frequent valuations in the area are thus important factors.
However, as Adair and McGreal (1987) point out, the experienced valuer with knowledge
of an area, may formulate an opinion of value based on three, or even fewer
comparables. Experience in this sense is very important.
2.3.2

Knowledge Component

So far the research has considered the "local" component. This section describes the
knowledge component in the context of the specific attributes which impact on value, that
are considered part and parcel of the valuers knowledge base. In drawing this section
together various sources are used, including valuation texts in the UK and US, together
with case law, reflecting the various parties who have a view as to the knowledge
component. The specific issue of professional knowledge is considered later in Chapter
4.
As with DCC, texts are sparse with regard to issues relating to local knowledge.
Millington (ibid.) refers to "old George" at the local bar, who, having lived in the area for
sometime, is able to provide "excellent local knowledge" and "first class" advice.
Nevertheless, Millington is wary of such practice, given that property comes in various
types and forms.

Under such circumstances he suggests that the layman may miss

important factors to which the experienced and trained valuer has become accustomed.
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2.3.2.1 UK Practice

Millington (ibid.) places an emphasis on the skill, competence, expertise and intimate
knowledge, which the professional valuer has compared to the layman, in providing
accurate advice. However, he falls short in failing to draw out factors that form this
extensive knowledge, other than those of valuation in general.
Mackmin
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Figure 3 Comparison of classes of valuation attributes according to different texts.
Prior to considering the specific factors, which impact on value, some form of
classification would seem logical. The literature provides some classes of variables,
though no consensus exists as to these classes, which vary from two (Britton et al, 1989)
four (Mackmin, 1994; Adair, 1992) and five (Greaves, 1984; Reynolds, 1984). A
comparison of these classes is provided in Figure 3. The RIGS in the Red Book (RIGS,
1995) provides seventeen headings under which a number of attributes are listed, which
are considered important in the recording of information. In terms of the current research,
six classes are suggested, embracing the following:
Property
Location
Environment
Economic
Socio-economic
Psychological
That said, there is a greater recognition of attributes that require consideration in the
appraisal, though these should not be considered as being exhaustive.
Mackmin (1994) states that valuers should have a broad knowledge of the area, in which
they practice, stating that the knowledge comes from experience of previous valuations
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Although factors, including awareness of radon gas,
performed in the locality.
contamination, and other hazards such as flooding is cited as those which only the
experienced valuer will be aware. Clearly experience is very important, and possibly the
reason why organisations, such as building societies, require valuers with a number of
years experience.
The BBC's "Watchdog on the House" (BBC, 1998) provided evidence of a case in
Bewdley, where a Building Society Valuer, allegedly not familiar with the local conditions,
failed to take account of a river and mooring rights, and so "down valued" the property. It
was further suggested that any valuer local to the area and familiar with the various
conditions would have taken account of the peculiarities.
However, rivers can cause problems of flooding, and is an issue which could become
evermore problematic as dwellings are increasingly built upon flood plains (Hollis, 1998).
On the East Coast of England, it is not so much the rivers, but the sea which is causing
problems, as the coastline is gradually being eroded (Davidson, 1998).
knowledge of the rate of erosion, and areas affected is critical.

In such cases

Valuation forms in the UK for banks and building societies provide little assistance. The
majority of standard mortgage valuation forms focus on the property itself. However, in
developing an integrated residential valuation system, the Halifax Building Society made
reference to the neighbourhood in the collection of data, to be recorded and associated
with subsequent valuations in that area (Jenkins et al, 1995).
Aimes (1997), in addressing the issue of valuation accuracy with regard to non-local
valuers, suggested that comparables are only part of the valuation equation. Rather it
requires an appreciation of the following factors:
the subject property, including its pro's and cons
surrounding properties
neighbourhood
presence or absence of demand for that particular type of property
national economic factors
the local housing market and those factors affecting it, e.g. labour shortages
or excesses, and undue concentration of the area's economy in one direction.
Of course, Aimes (ibid.) does not suggest that each of these factors should be brought
explicitly to bear on the situation every time, instead, they are factors that the valuer
should be continually aware of in the course of day-to-day activities.
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According to Willcock (1995) estate agents with local knowledge will have the advantage
of knowing the local schools, supermarkets, and the general lie of the land.
Elsewhere, Clegg (1988) suggests valuers should be more aware of market factors,
including social and economic trends; Government policy including incentives; and
market patterns and demand. Rendered (ibid.) refers to the importance of knowing the
local agents in the area, and the moods of the market, which overtime, should enable the
valuer to anticipate possible rises or falls in prices.
According to Jenkins (ibid.) the experienced valuer will develop a "feel for the market",
which provides an awareness of the structure of values in the market and their
relationship with data sets. This is coupled with knowledge of the market, and those
factors, which determine value. It is on this basis that the valuer is able to determine a
"base" value for the subject property. Beyond the property itself, and the market, are the
buyers themselves. Howarth (ibid.) notes how the local valuer will know the buyers in
their market, and the types of property they desire.
The courts too have emphasised the importance of local knowledge (MAES ECP No 1 pic
v Stimson [1995] EGGS 90). The specific legal implications on practice are discussed
later, nevertheless, it is worth mentioning at this stage the specific attributes that the
courts have seen as being important as regards local knowledge.
Of particular importance has been the need for the valuer to be aware of local market
conditions, and the need to be wary where markets are on the turn (see for example
Bristol and West Building Society v Christie and Others [1996] EGGS 53; Scotlife
Homeloans (No 2) Ltd v Kenneth James and Co. [1995] EGGS 70). In Coventry Building
Society v William Martin and Partners [1997] EGGS 106, an experienced local valuer was
criticised for not exercising care with regard to the prevailing market conditions at the time
of the valuation, but also, in failing to give due consideration to the subject property's
undesirable location and unusual internal design.
In what is perhaps one of the most important cases to date, to consider the issue of local
knowledge, it was suggested that the local valuer (unlike a valuer unfamiliar to the area)
would be aware of factors such as the proximity of the subject property to a railway line or
proposed bypass (Abbey National Mortgages pic v Key Surveyors Nationwide Ltd and
Others [1996] 2 EGLR 99). The main implications of this case on practice are discussed
later.
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Experience is a factor often associated with local knowledge.

In Gibbs and another v

Arnold Son and Hockley [1989] 45 EG 156, it was stated that the partner, who signed the
valuation form, added a reference to chalk workings in the area, which were known to
affect properties in the area. This clearly shows the partner's local knowledge, gained
through experience. Against this, in Cormack v Washbourne [1996] EGGS 196, a valuer
was criticised and held negligent for not viewing a geological map of the area. Had this
been done, the presence of "reading beds" 4 underneath the subject property would have
been recorded, and alerted the valuer to the potential problems that this may cause. In
Lyons and another v FW Booth (Contractors) Ltd and Maidstone Borough Council [1981]
1 EGLR 147 a valuer saw local knowledge as being beneficial in accessing geological
and ordnance survey maps.
Clearly geological factors are an important part of local knowledge, of which the valuer
should be aware. Hall (1998), in considering the issue of subsidence resulting from the
proximity of trees, suggests that a valuer's local knowledge could reveal old water
courses or field boundaries near the foundations, cut and fill on the site or former use of
the site, such as mining. In Matto v Rodney Broom Associates [1994] 2 EGLR 163 the
nature of the subsoil was considered to be a matter of local knowledge, and that which
needed to be accounted for in the survey.

2.3.2.2 The American Experience

In the previous section reference was made to the analysis of data at different levels in
the US.

Indeed, whilst local knowledge is not specifically mentioned, consideration is

given to the factors from an international to local level, which may impact on a property's
value, and in this respect, those factors at the local level are considered "most relevant"
(Appraisal Institute, ibid.). In total, the book devotes two chapters to the analysis of data,
this at the city and region level, and the neighbourhood and local market levels (Appraisal
Institute, ibid.).
Elsewhere, Miller and Gallagher (ibid.) devote one chapter to economic analysis, and go
further to say that, the closer (geographically) one gets to a property, the more powerful
the factors are which impact on value in that area. Though this is to deny the (significant)
impact that issues at both the national and international level can have on the valuation
process.

Meanwhile, Shenkel (ibid.) provides two chapters on both community and

neighbourhood analysis.

4 "reading beds" refers to a geological phenomena of mottled clay (sand with pebble base) overlying chalk.
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The importance of the local market in residential appraisal in the United States can be
seen with the requirement of appraisers to fill in a section on the "neighbourhood" as part
of the Uniform Residential Appraisal Report (URAR), in which amongst other factors, the
following is required:
Factors that affect the marketability of properties in the neighborhood
(proximity to employment and amenities, employment stability, appeal to
market etc.)
Market conditions in the subject neighborhood (including support for the
above conclusions related to the trend of property values, demand/ supply,
and marketing time ... such as data on competitive properties in the
neighborhood,

description of the prevalence of sales and financing

concessions, etc.). (Appraisal Institute, ibid.:130).
Whilst knowledge of the neighbourhood is clearly important, reference is made to the
"market area", i.e. the area in which properties effectively compete with the subject
property; this could be part of the neighbourhood, or encompass more than one
(Appraisal Institute, ibid.).
In relation to value, Miller and Gallagher (ibid.) and the Appraisal Institute (ibid.) both note
four forces that influence value i.e. physical or geographic, government or political,
economic and finally social.

Shenkel (ibid.) prefers physical characteristics, social

features, economic features and public services. Table 2 provides a more detailed list of
particular factors.
In providing analysis on an area, the appraiser will gain a feel for that market.

This

includes the comparable properties in that area; the factors impacting on value; the
relative advantages and disadvantages of that property in relation to other areas; current
market conditions; and future trends in values (Appraisal Institute, ibid.).
Overall, because of the need to be effective with knowledge of an area, appraisers tend
to remain in a specific region, becoming expert in that area over a period of time (Miller
and Gallagher, ibid.). This was a situation observed by Madden and Bond (1981), who in
a study on data acquisition processes, discovered that in most cases appraisers restrict
the majority of work to their immediate locality.

However, the real importance of local

knowledge is uncertain, given that in a number of laboratory based appraisal studies,
judgements of value have been provided on the basis of the appraiser having no
knowledge of an area (see for example Wolverton, 1996). This issue will be considered
in more detail in the next chapter.
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Shenkel (1978)

Appraisal Institute (1994)
1. Social Influences

1. Social features

Population characteristics
Quality of services and establishments
Community and neighbourhood associations
Crime and litter

Adaptation to occupant needs
Households as decision makers

2. Economic Influences

2. Economic Features

Economic profile of residents
Types and terms of financing
Property price and rent levels
Development, construction, conversions and
vacant land
Extent of occupant ownership
Vacancy rates

Employment in neighbourhood
Decline in metropolitan population
Change in local employment opportunities
Change in transportation or costs
Availability of alternative and competing housing
Decline of surrounding neighbourhoods
Government intervention
Property taxes

3. Governmental Influences

3. Public Services

Taxation and special assessments
Public and private restrictions
Schools
Fire and police protection
Planning and development activity

Utilities
Municipal services

4. Environmental, Physical & Geographic

4. Physical Characteristics

Location within the community
Transportation systems and linkages
Services, amenities and recreational facilities
Topography, soil, climate, and view
Patterns of land use and signs of change
Age, size, style, condition and appearance of
residences
Adequacy and quality of utilities
Presence of hazardous wastes

Topography
Access
Physical layout
Surrounding land

Table 2 Factors of importance in regional analysis according to US real estate
texts.
2.4

ISSUE OF COMPETENCY

Competence is a factor associated with local knowledge, though in order to consider its
importance, some form of definition seems sensible.

Commentators have provided

numerous meanings of the word competence (Race, 1992). Nevertheless, competence
can be considered as an ability to do something (Race, ibid.).
According to the National Vocational Qualification (NVQ) handbook, competence is
described as the ability to perform the activities within an organisation, which embodies
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the ownership of the relevant technical skills and knowledge (Greenwich University,
1997).
For the professional valuer, this would be the ability to apply professional guidance and
the relevant data to the case in hand, whether advising a lender, a member of the public,
or other client.
However, more often than not, cases brought against a valuer are usually for missing
some structural defect, rather than the method or approach taken.

Given that valuers

may work out of area, the question to ask is who is negligent; the local valuer for missing
a factor that should have been known, or the valuer for accepting an instruction in an
unfamiliar area (even though the valuation may be reasonably accurate)?
The status of a professional qualification assumes a certain degree of competence that
the professional has over the layman, as Millington (ibid.) notes with respect to "old
George". Of course, knowledge of the area is of great benefit. However, Wisner and
Luce (ibid.) consider that locals may have better knowledge than "technical experts" (who
it could be assumed are more competent). They state that in respect of the major
earthquakes during the past decade, e.g. Armenia and Mexico City, it was the locals,
rather than experts, who rescued their neighbours in 90% of cases. This occurs, because
the local inhabitants, who constantly live with such dangers (which affect their lives), take
measures to cope with such hazards.
In effect they develop their own perceptions. As Lamers et al (1995) suggest, people
observe their own environment and make their own explanations of circumstances; this
knowledge is not homogenous within the local population (Blaikie et al, 1997). Local
knowledge in such cases is critical. Elsewhere, Martin and Lockie (1993) in a paper on
catchment management, point to the need to incorporate knowledge of local people.
McConnell (ibid.) raises the issues of down valuation, in which valuations are in some
cases up to 20 per cent below what the purchaser has agreed. This, it is said, occurs
when a valuer is unfamiliar with the idiosyncrasies of the local market.

Jones (1996)

refers to how valuers from outside the local market often down value on the basis of a
"cautionary" method, rather than on the basis of comparables. Rowe (1991) refers to a
similar situation, in which "out of area" valuers base their opinion on "random" phone calls
to form an average value, to which a further 10% reduction is applied "to be on the safe
side".
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Lacey (1996), refers to how a purchaser, who has spent six months researching the local
market, and viewed properties in the area, will have a feel for the level of values in the
area. Time is therefore an issue associated with competence. According to Stephenson
(1993) a criteria for valuers to be placed on a valuation panel is the ability to demonstrate
that the valuer(s) have "at least 3 years practical experience in valuing properties in a
particular geographical area" (Stephenson, ibid.:798).

This contrasts with Kelly (1995)

who suggests that a valuer is only competent once they have seen an entire real estate
cycle (including a boom and bust). A period of seven years is provided by way of an
estimate.
On this basis, Lacey (ibid.) is critical of valuers who value at below the agreed price,
suggesting that evidence from local agents should be sought to back the sales price
where a "down valuation" is envisaged.
Brownlow (1997) too, is critical of surveyors who believe they have greater knowledge of
the local market than local estate agents. He believes that local agents, who are in touch
with the buyers in their market, are far more in tune with current market conditions than
the majority of valuers, many of whom he cites as travelling some distance, and claiming
to be competent in respect of the local market. However, Holden (1996) suggests that
whilst contact with agents is useful, it is not always practical. The best evidence for the
valuer is actual completed transactions.
Lavender (ibid.) goes even further, stating that estate agents "set themselves up as
experts with in-depth knowledge of the local market, but the bottom line is that they do not
know what your house is worth".

Evidence is provided in which four agents provided

figures between £85,000 to £110,000. In one case a figure was adjusted upwards having
been told that the price was the lowest. Examples of practices like this do not provide
any comfort to the general public. However, estate agents will adopt different strategies
in selling property, so the price placed on a property will vary between agents.
Waters (ibid.) highlights the issue of competence in light of the new valuation guidance,
and refers to a practice in which valuers are still providing advice where they do not have
the relevant skills or experience. In this case, he warns that a fee has been earnt, though
at what risk? This also raises the question as to the standard of service being provided.
A report on the accuracy of commercial valuations (Hutchinson et al, 1996) suggested
that it was national, rather than local firms, which were more accurate in their valuations.
This caused concern to some, for example Crickmay (1996) felt that local firms were
better placed to provide more accurate advice as they have "in-depth" and "hands on"
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knowledge of the local market, compared to a national firm which covers the whole of the
UK. However, this is to deny the nature of the market, and the type of property under
consideration in which the particular market may be more nationally, rather than locally
orientated.
2.5

CASE LAW5

Failure to demonstrate a certain degree of skill and competence (negligence) in the
valuation process may often result in legal proceedings. However, very few cases have
been raised on the issue of the qualification of valuers, with regard to local knowledge.
Indeed, where the issue has been raised, some commentators have questioned the
court's view (Murdoch, 1996).
In Singer & Friedlander Ltd v John D Wood & Co [1977] 2 EGLR 84 the court felt that the
collection of as much local knowledge as possible was the requirement of a competent
valuer undertaking a valuation of land, especially where the valuer did not regularly value
in the locality. In the case, the valuer concerned did not have the particular knowledge of
the locality, and was deemed to have been negligent in not acquiring this special
knowledge; although the court felt that such knowledge could have been acquired by
others in providing the valuation.
Perhaps the most important case, is one which did not directly relate to valuation itself,
but more on the appointment of an expert witness in a series of negligence claims
brought by a lender against a number of surveyors (see Abbey National Mortgages pic v
Key Surveyors Nationwide Ltd and Others [1995] 40 EG 130; [1996] 33 EG 88).
The case involved a writ, which originally alleged negligence in the valuation of 29
properties across the country against a total of nine valuers (see [1995] 40 EG 130).
However, on appeal (in the Court of Appeal), a further 22 cases had been consolidated
within the order, with a further 2 defendants brought within the action (see [1996] 33 EG
88). Figure 4 outlines the approximate areas concerned in the action. The question thus
arose, as to whether experts should be called in respect of each individual property, or
whether the court makes the appropriate order for the appointment of an expert witness.
In the action, the defendant valuers claimed that experts for each individual property
would be required, on the basis that first hand knowledge of the local conditions was
necessary; the contention being that such a valuer will have knowledge of the

' A comprehensive list of cases in which reference to local knowledge is made is provided in Appendix 1.
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comparables and a "flavour" for the location concerned. A further contention, was that a
single expert would not necessarily be considered an expert within the meaning of the
order, as such a valuer would not have the personal knowledge, or experience of the
market conditions in the areas to be reported on.

Figure 4 Map outlining areas in which properties were located according to County
boundaries (shaded) in the Abbey National case.
However, whilst the court recognised the value of having an expert for each case, the
judge had recourse to the number of cases involved, 29 in the original writ, which would
have required a total 58 valuation experts.

It was considered that one expert, even if

supplemented by an expert for each party, would be less expensive in such a case.
Furthermore, it was suggested that whilst local valuers may have knowledge of an area
(for example knowing a railway runs down the back of a street or the threat of a bypass),
they are unlikely to have such information "right at hand". Rather the valuer would:
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"... have to consult the records, and refresh his memory of prevailing conditions at
the relevant time. This is not very different from the task, which a valuer who is
not locally based will have to undertake. It is not in our judgement self-evident
that a valuer cannot, having made appropriate enquiries and investigations,
express a reliable opinion on values within an area where he has not himself
worked'. ([1996] 33 EG 90).
On this basis, the appeal by the defendants was dismissed, and an order made for the
appointment of an expert witness. However, in giving judgement, the judge considered
that the case was in its early stages, and that it was possible that the expert appointed
may profess to have difficulties in performing his duty on the wide geographic spread of
the properties. Under such circumstances the whole issue would need to reviewed, and
consideration given to the appointment of additional experts.
It is worth noting that on appeal the defendants considered that only 12 experts might be
able to express just as reliable opinions, as the 29 originally suggested. Furthermore, the
case for negligence against the nine valuers was not on the basis that they had valued
"out of area". This clearly questions whether it was necessary to call for experts in each
individual case in the first instance.
Despite this point, the case has come in for some criticism in respect of the judgement
and its impact on valuation practice. Murdoch (ibid.) views the case's suggestion that
local knowledge is of little importance with the jibe "what price the Red Book now?". In
the aftermath of the case, Lewison (1996) suggests that expert witnesses should clearly
state where circumstances lie outside their expertise.
Nevertheless, this case occurred before the introduction of current mandatory guidance
on the need for local knowledge although, even so, close examination of guidance
relating to expert witnesses suggests that the case may not actually go against practice.
According to the practice statements and guidance notes for surveyors acting as expert
witnesses (RICS, 1997a):
"The surveyor may accept instructions to act as an Expert Witness only in
matters where he has:
(a) the knowledge, experience, qualifications and training appropriate for
the assignment" (PS 3.1.).
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On this basis an expert witness would be required to have sufficient local knowledge of
the area, or be assisted by someone else in the absence of such knowledge. Therefore,
given that an expert had not been appointed in the case, it is hard to see how even
guidance today would have been broken given that the expert need not actually have the
necessary local knowledge, so long as assistance is provided, and this is so stated.
The case should be treated with caution in how it is interpreted in regard to local
knowledge, for it is exceptional on two counts:
1.
2.

The case related to the appointment of an expert witness.
The case occurred prior to the introduction of the Red Book or guidance for
expert witnesses.

Elsewhere the courts have viewed evidence provided by valuers with local knowledge as
being of greater importance compared to those with a lesser knowledge, see for example
Hallows v Welsh Office [1995] 1 EGLR 191; Hatchway Properties Ltd v Cherry Band &
Co. [1983] 1 EGLR 27. The effect of local knowledge was seen to good effect in King
and Others v Dorset County Council [1997] 1 EGLR 245, where the judge favoured
evidence by a valuer based in the Dorset area, rather than values produced by valuers in
Cardiff, whom he felt tended to under value properties in the area.
In contrast, the more recent case of Birmingham Midshires Building Society v Richard
Pamplin & Co [1997] EGCS 3, considered the mortgage valuation report of a surveyor for
the plaintiff Building Society following an alleged over valuation. The case itself relates to
a common situation of an over valuation, and the case therefore provided no new
precedent on valuation issues. However, the case was unlike many previous cases in
that it did not relate to a defect, but was related to negligence in the analysis of market
evidence, and therefore provides a useful insight into issues surrounding local
knowledge.
A synopsis of the case, taken from the legal database Lexis is provided in Appendix 2.
However, a number of key issues arose from the case, these being valuers should:
drive around and record "for sale" boards and the principal agents, operating in
the area
make contact with the principal agents in the area
be familiar with the different streets in the area when analysing comparable
evidence
take steps to verify the evidence provided
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In the case itself the valuer concerned was criticised for failing to take the above into
account, although in saying this, the court by no means made it clear that local
knowledge was essential. Rather it highlighted the need (if valuing in an area in which
the valuer is not so familiar) to make more detailed enquiries. Had there been a
mandatory requirement in the Red Book at the time the valuation was undertaken, for
local knowledge, then the situation may have been different.
Falcon (ibid.) refers to one insurer who is facing 250 claims in relation to a surveyor who
worked well outside his "local" area, in which the surveyor would have had "some"
expertise. In this respect he notes that consideration should be given to reducing such
an exposure.
2.6

TRANSPORTABILITY AND DISSEMINATION

In Section 2.3 emphasis was placed on the importance of knowledge, rather than
geography, when defining a local area. As a consequence it could be considered that the
primary issue is data, and that with a certain amount of data a valuer is able to value
anywhere. To counter this notion, there is the reality that advertisements for job
recruitment require residential valuers to have a working knowledge of an area. There is
equally the issue of how knowledge is disseminated within an area, or to those outside.
Scott (ibid.) first postulated the idea that valuation knowledge is transportable, when
developing an expert system for residential mortgage valuations. This idea arose from
two issues.
Firstly, the system, which Scott built, based on the knowledge of a valuer, was limited to
one of 47 valuation areas within Cardiff. Following favourable tests using data for this
area, the system was then applied to data of property transactions within Merthyr Tydfil.
Comparing these results against those in Cardiff, showed a degradation in the
performance of the system.

On the basis that the system was modelled on a limited

number of attributes, the addition of certain data, relating particularly to markets and
locational data, could potentially lead to an improvement in the system's accuracy.
Secondly, during the elicitation exercise it was remarked that after a "brief acclimatisation
period" it would be possible for a valuer to work in another area. During this period the
valuer would review comparables for that area to gain a "feel" for the level of values in
that area. Whilst this suggests knowledge is transportable, it also highlights a limit, that of
time. How long is brief? According to Stephenson (ibid.) this would be three years, or a
market cycle (possibly up to seven years) (Kelly, ibid.).
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Jenkins (ibid.) partially addressed this issue in developing an expert system for council
house valuations in Cardiff. In this research, valuers heuristically assigned base values
to localities, with adjustments made around this value. However, no real attempt was
made to incorporate local knowledge within the system, which by design, was not
intended to be locationally transportable beyond the boundaries of the Council's area.
However, whilst these and other systems have difficulty in valuing over geographic areas
wider than the City/ town, or even district level, a valuer often works in much wider areas.
In the case of Scott's research the valuer in question actually valued not only in Cardiff,
but also in Merthyr and other areas, showing the ability of valuers to cope with different
areas and variations therein. According to Kolbe (1995) real estate markets are formed
from a number of different markets.
Researchers in the US provide evidence that appraisers can work in different locations,
without any acclimatisation period. In a study by Wolverton (ibid.) appraisers were
selected from a totally different area from the subject in question for reasons of validity,
with each appraiser provided the same sets of information or data. This research would
suggest that data is of importance.
However, VanderVelde (1990) considers local knowledge to be specific to an area, and
remarks about the significance of information on an area is unimportant unless you are
In this sense each area, be it a neighbourhood, city or region, can be
considered to be sui generis. Accordingly, local knowledge is considered to be
uninteresting, and irrelevant, to those outside the particular area. Such knowledge is

actually there.

therefore tightly bound to a specific place, and therefore difficult to apply elsewhere
(Truttman et al, ibid.; Hassenein, ibid.) and effectively rendered useless other than in the
area in question.
Local knowledge, in this sense accumulates with those who live and work in the area, for
it is these people who are directly affected by it. VanderVelde (ibid.) refers to how the
"affairs of the community excite individuals", even the casual observer. In this way, only
those with an interest in the area become aware of the changes, be they new
constructions or a change in land use.
According to Marchaj (ibid.) local knowledge brings a competitive advantage, and
expresses this by saying sailors who know their local waters are aware of certain wind
conditions, which often places them in a superior position. Malmberg et al (ibid.) adopt a
similar view, suggesting that the sustained competitiveness and accumulation of
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knowledge arises largely through interactions within the local milieu.

In this way,

knowledge can be transported, and disseminated within the locality.
Based on their research, Malmberg et al (ibid.) developed a conceptual model on the
accumulation and diffusion of knowledge within the local milieu (see Figure 5), in which
three key issues lie behind the sustained competitiveness of firms:
Localised innovation processes
Barriers to diffusion
Attraction of outside sources of knowledge.
According to their theory, problem solving, the interaction of local firms, and exchange of
knowledge through face-to-face contact leads to innovation within the local milieu. This
innovation is reinforced by the barriers to the diffusion of knowledge, in which knowledge
is generally only traded within the local milieu, and is rarely disseminated to those outside
the local milieu. Group networking is considered a major source of reinforcement (Parker
and Handmer, 1998). Newcomers, with innovative ideas flow in to aid development of
ideas, their knowledge from other areas can be applied, and adapted to different local
conditions (Alvarez, 1998). As a consequence there is a greater inflow (of knowledge)
than outflow.

Local milieu
Legend
Innovation process in local milieu
Inflow
Diffusion of knowledge

Figure 5 Accumulation and diffusion of knowledge in the local milieu.
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Much of a valuer's knowledge is tacit, i.e. difficult to articulate and make explicit (the
issues of knowledge will be considered in Chapter 4). Because of this, much of what a
valuer knows remains in the local area, and does not get out to the wider community. As
Malmberg etal (ibid.:92) state:
"an important part of human capital is embedded in a multitude of inter-firm
relationships and therefore cannot be taken out of context without losing much of
its value.

These relationships include both formal and informal networks in the

local milieu and have often been built up over long time periods".
Nevertheless, whilst the scarcity of knowledge within the real estate profession creates
value, knowledge is traded between valuers, both within organisations and externally
(RICS, 1997b).

Moreton (1992) raises the question of providing others with local

expertise and knowledge for free. Clearly having first-hand knowledge is important, and
something which is only traded at a cost.
The theory behind the attraction of knowledge rests on the growth of innovation within the
local milieu. A comparative advantage is created through creating a local base (Asheim
and Isaksen, 1997).

As a firm expands, so people may be attracted to the area.

However, as with the barriers to diffusion, due to the specific local base of knowledge; so
knowledge from outside may be difficult to acquire. Butler (ibid.) noted problems of the
dissemination of knowledge even within the local area, highlighting inadequacies of
communication by "word of mouth". Nevertheless, personal networks are an important
part of the process, and are valuable in providing warnings against disasters (Parker and
Handmer, ibid.), with group networks a major source of reinforcement.
However, whilst knowledge largely remains within the locality, the increased use of new
technology is seen as a tool to breaking down the "local" barriers, allowing knowledge to
be dispersed over a much wider area (Parker and Handmer, ibid.; Shefer and Frenkel,
1998).
2.7

SUMMARY

The importance of local knowledge is easy to see. For what other reason is a mandatory
obligation placed upon the valuer to demonstrate that this requirement is met?
Furthermore, why do surveying firms promote themselves on the basis of having such
knowledge, and place an emphasis on the issue when recruiting new staff?
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Whilst the Red Book (RICS, 1995) provides for the requirement of local knowledge, no
formal definition, or attempt to qualify the issue is made. Whilst it may be assumed that
the requirements are sufficiently understood, the discussion of the particular issue (see
Anon, ibid.) would suggest otherwise.

Similarly, as with the whole of the valuation

process in the UK, literature is nebulous on the subject, not only in terms of the
components of such knowledge, but also with regard to the area in which the valuer
works.
The courts have not assisted in addressing the issue. Whilst the importance of local
knowledge in the valuation process is recognised, the view in the Abbey National case
caused concern because it obscured the issue with the suggestion that valuers could
value anywhere, provided they had access to sufficient information from local practices.
However, this must be seen in the context of the particular case.
Overall, it is clear from the literature that local knowledge is important in the valuation
process.

However, professionals and academics have yet to fully comprehend and

structure the issues in a theoretical sense, other than what is codified in degrees, and
professional practice and development. In this respect it is clear that there is a need for a
fuller understanding of the whole issue, including the factors which underpin this
knowledge, and a clear statement as to the requirements of the area in which a valuer
may operate with regard to valuation.
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3. THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH
3.1

INTRODUCTION

The issue of local knowledge is just one part of the valuers assumed "tool kit" in the wider
picture of residential valuation. Therefore consideration needs to be given to the issues
surrounding residential valuation practice.
This Chapter reviews the literature on vacant possession residential property valuation in
the UK, considering the assumed "textbook" approach to valuation (3.3), and also
drawing on important guidance provided by the leading professional bodies in the UK
In the course of the review
(3.4), and observations made by the courts (3.5).
consideration is given to the vast amount of literature available in the United States (US),
where a similar approach to valuation is taken, and therefore used in support of evidence
in the UK. Consideration is also given to the impact of behavioural issues in so far as
they impact on valuation practice (3.6), and other observations of current practice (3.7).
3.2

VALUATION METHODS

According to Mackmin (1994), four of the five traditional general valuation methods can
be considered appropriate in residential valuation:
the comparative method, (comparable or market sales approach),
the income (investment) approach,
the contractors (cost) approach,
the residual method.
In the case of residential valuations for mortgage purposes, the majority of valuations are
carried out using the comparative method, with the other three methods used only in
certain limited circumstances. On this basis no further explanation will be given to these
methods.
The continued use of the comparative method, particularly in light of advancing
technological developments, is no accident, indicating some practical robustness
(Wiltshaw, 1991). Indeed, its advantage lies in that it derives value from known
quantities; previous transactions within the market place, which comparatively forms the
most widely available source of evidence for valuers. Perhaps the other practical
alternative method, that of an income (investment) approach, is precluded on the basis
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that little evidence of rents and yields are available in the marketplace, with the exception
of a few areas, for example central London. This reflects the market for the sale of
property, where the majority of the population resides in owner-occupied dwellings.
3.3

DIRECT CAPITAL COMPARISON

The comparative method, also referred to as Direct Capital Comparison, is defined as:
"A method of valuation by which the rental or capital value of a property is
assessed having regard to the prices or rents recently achieved by other
properties which are similar in such matters as location, size, character and
accessibility and the extent to which appropriate adjustments can be made to
reflect differences." (Jones Lang Wootton and South Bank Polytechnic, 1989:
39).
As applied to the valuation of residential property for sale in the open market, the capital
value is invariably the basis of comparison, hence the term Direct Capital Comparison.
Despite its apparent strength, DCC has been criticised as being imprecise and
ambiguous (Wiltshaw, ibid.). Jenkins (1992) considered that in the UK valuation methods
were poorly defined, and felt that texts assumed methods were correct, understood and
sufficient. This has led to little space being devoted to DCC. Even today, revised texts
provide little for the valuer and student alike on DCC.
The most widely read general valuation texts, such as Millington (1994) and Richmond
(1994), devote five pages each to DCC. Within the UK, the only text devoted solely to
residential valuation, 'The Valuation and Sale of Residential Property' (Mackmin, ibid.)
devotes just four pages to DCC. Nevertheless, Mackmin does draw on issues such as
the determinants of value, inspections and valuation guidance, elsewhere within the text.
In comparison, texts in the US, for example the Appraisal Institute's 'Appraising
Residential Properties' (1994) devotes three chapters to the sales comparison approach
alone.
Mackmin (ibid.) suggests that valuation by DCC can be broken down into four steps:

Select comparables
Extraction and analysis of comparables
Adjust comparables for noted differences
Formulate an opinion of open market value.
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However, in reality the valuation is composed of more than four stages.

Firstly, the

valuation is part and parcel of the wider process, which includes the inspection and
reporting of the subject property. The information gleaned from this will be important in
the selection and assimilation of data. Secondly, the valuer is invariably provided with a
copy of the sale price (the implications of such practice are discussed later), though in its
absence the valuer may adopt some initial base value based on experience (Scott, 1988).
As a consequence, during the inspection, and later in the collection and assimilation of
data, the valuer is reflecting on this figure, and making approximate adjustments. The
valuer too, may also mentally draw on previous recollections of other inspections and
valuations in the area. The overall effect is the expansion of the process into numerous
stages.
The need for reflection during the valuation process was raised in the case of Watts and
another v Morrow [1991] 15 EG 113. In the case the practice of the valuer to dictate
notes of the report during the inspection was criticised for being "negligently weak on
reflective thought".
The preliminary requirement is that the valuer has a comprehensive set of records. An
essential tool for the valuer in using DCC is the availability of a register (database) of
comparable sales, particularly in England and Wales where the availability of information
on sales is very much secretive. Wiltshaw (ibid.) cites the relatively small number of
transactions, particularly in a recessionary period, with firms withholding information on
transactions, a situation further constrained by the lack of public information available at
the Land Registry in England and Wales.
At the time of writing (Autumn 1998) the Land Registry is considering a proposal to
restore the "price paid" to the land register (HM Land Registry, 1997). However, whilst
this information would go some way to providing greater transparency within the
marketplace, the provision of sale price is only one part of the transaction evidence;
without details of the nature of the transaction, the accommodation and condition, the
sale price only provides part of the picture.
For a small local surveyor, obtaining evidence of comparable sales is achieved with much
greater difficulty than valuers in larger firms or financial institutions.
smaller practice a number of sources are available.

However, for the

Mackmin (1985) suggested eight

areas from which a valuer could draw information on comparable sales, these being:

Valuer's own valuations
Valuer's building society and mortgage loan valuations
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•

Valuer's agency completed sales records

•

Valuer's agency "for sale" records

•

Public auction results

•

Other agents' current listings and asking prices

•

Private newspapers advertisements for properties

•

All new houses asking prices.

Today the sources of information are increasing, especially with the advances in
technology.

Internet based services such as Estates Gazette Interactive (EGi) and

FOCUS, provide market-based information.

The Land Registry too has entered the

market (along with the Halifax pic and Nationwide Building Society) in publishing house
price figures, with bespoke reports now available for specific postal towns, districts or
even individual postcodes.

Local authorities are also providing information on the

Internet, for example the London Borough of Westminster has a searchable planning
database of current and previous planning applications.

A summary of the Unitary

Development Plan is also available (see http://www.westminster.gov.uk/index.htm).
Elsewhere, Harrison (1978) lists a total of fifteen sources of data which appraisers in the
US could use, these being:
•

Appraiser's own files

•

Multiple listing services

•

Deed records

•

Title companies

•

Assessment Records

•

Mortgage loan records

•

Real estate broker's files

•

Government and private mortgage insurers

•

Atlases and survey maps

•

Other appraisers

•

Real estate newspapers

•

Special publications

•

General circulation newspapers

•

SREA market data center

•

Miscellaneous sources

Such sources are not restricted to the US market, but may also be available (in similar
format) to valuers within the UK.
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Whatever the source, these records should be comprehensive, for the accuracy of the
valuation will depend on the quality of the information at hand. In the case of information
drawn from third parties particular care is required; Cheffings (1994) in light of recent
legal cases, warns valuers to be on their guard, and to ensure information supplied by
others is verified.

It is suggested that a valuer's file should contain certain essential

information, this includes inspection notes, location plans, the valuation calculations,
including the comparables and the valuer's thought processes leading to the opinion of
value (Waters, 1994).

Are there any similar
comparable properties
in the same street, in
the permissible time
frame?
-yes-

Is the property the
same house?

Are there any similar
properties on the
same estate?

Are there any similar
properties in the same
geographical area?

n

yes

Is it sufficiently
comparable?

Repeat process till
appropriate number
of comparables
are found.

no
T

Use alternative
valuation method, or,
make objective opinion
of value on known
information.

Figure 6 Comparable sale selection process.
Given an adequate supply of comparable data, the first step, that of comparable selection
requires the valuer to identify the most useful transactions, which provide evidence to
substantiate the opinion of value, which will complete the process. Figure 6 outlines a
comparable search process based upon the main UK literature, developed by the author.
The literature describes two alternative approaches to comparable selection. The first is
the selection of sufficient comparables which, after adjustment, provide the valuer with a
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range of values within which, ceteris paribus, the value of the subject property is
presumed to lie. The second is the selection of a single property (or transaction) which
can be regarded as making a matching pair with the subject property, after suitable
"adjustment".
The selection process requires the valuer to identify key attributes that are used to select
comparables with relevant qualities. In the case of a matching pair, Mackmin (ibid.) states
that the "match" is likely to be a property within the same street or estate, suggesting that
the search criteria will be spatial. Millington (ibid.) suggests that any comparable property
should be from within the same area, though no further spatial definition is provided as to
the extent of this area.

The focus upon spatial limits in the selection of evidence is

reflected in a study undertaken by the then Halifax Building Society (reported in Dennett,
1997), in which a survey of staff valuers considered location to be the most influential
attribute that impacts on a property's value.
Location is important not in itself but because of its specific attributes. According to
residential location theory utility was considered as a function of accessibility to the
central business district. In classical "trade-off" theory, the sole determinant of location
rent was transport saving costs (Richardson, 1978).
Maclennan and Tu (1996) consider housing to be "a varied and complex commodity'
which embraces locational

and neighbourhood attributes that may vary across

neighbourhoods. Furthermore, consumers face a number of trade-offs not only in terms
of accessibility in relation to work, but also in relation to the whole gamut of social activity
including shopping and leisure.

Based on their research, Maclennan and Tu (ibid.)

consider that both sectoral and spatial factors interact, either separately or together to
produce submarkets. Clearly search criteria should embrace "bundles" of such attributes.
Whilst the literature emphasises "location, location, location" as the search criteria,
alternative criteria are used (both explicitly and implicitly) and are likely to become more
important as technology impacts on consumer preferences (Roulac, 1996).
Given these spatial limitations which valuers implicitly place on the selection of evidence,
consideration has been given to alternative ways of modelling the market. Using hedonic
modelling of residential submarkets in Northern Ireland, Adair et al (1996) reported that
residential submarkets are not necessarily small and confined to neighbourhoods. Rather
stratified housing markets occur over a wider area, which suggests that valuers may use
data from a wider geographic area than originally thought.
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Using data for Sydney and Melbourne in Australia, Bourassa et al (1997) considered the
use of data analysis techniques to define residential submarkets compared to a priori
assumptions. Using the modelling techniques, the research showed that hedonic prices
varied across all submarkets, with one case showing the results of the classification to be
significantly better than the a priori definitions.
The best submarket classification developed through the research showed complicated
spatial patterns, though in both cases a core region (the central business district) was
identified, with fringe areas encompassing the peripheral local governmental areas.
However, in order to develop the research, it was considered that better data was
required.

The implications of the research for valuation practice suggests that

submarkets can be developed from data and used by valuers in the selection of
evidence.
Malpezzi (1996) relates to governmental influences, such as tax, subsidies and
regulations, which have a profound impact on the market, and expresses that there is no
real substitute for a detailed knowledge of local real estate markets. Such factors not
only have implications for the selection of evidence, but also in the overall appraisal itself,
highlighting the need, and importance, for local knowledge in the overall valuation
process.
Having found the comparables, Shenkel (1978) feels that checks should be made to
remove any unrepresentative or non-bona fide sales from this selection.

Essentially,

provided the comparable sale price is that of one in the open market, then it will be
acceptable.

Consequently if the circumstances of the sale suggest a premium or

discount to open market value, e.g. a purchaser paid 'under market value' because of the
vendor's need for an urgent sale, the evidence of the transaction should be disregarded.
While this is clear enough, it does not help in solving the difficulty of identifying when this
constraint applies, for unless the transaction record identifies the problem the valuer will
need to rely on memory. Epley (1988) cites a number of reasons why comparables may
not be of use, these being:
•

the properties are significantly different in size

•

there is a significant difference in age between the properties

•

there are room variances within the property.

In the event of there being no comparables, then a valuation will have to be made based
on some informed opinion (and so stated in the report) or else an alternative valuation
approach might be considered.
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The number of comparables selected will depend on the circumstances. A skilled valuer,
with knowledge of the area may use three or less comparables (Adair and McGreal,
1987), although more comparables could be used depending on the availability of data.
Whilst statisticians will argue that a sample as small as six is insignificant, Mackmin
(ibid.), who appears to prefer the matching pair approach, argues that having one good
comparable is better than half a dozen sales that require much adjustment. Epley (ibid.)
suggests that any comparables selected should be consistent with the details reported for
the subject property. Drawing on information from lending institutions in the US, Epley
(ibid.) refers to one organisation, the Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA)
which requires three comparables as a minimum, whilst Frampton (1994) considers that
four or five comparables are usually required in the analysis by members of the Appraisal
Institute.
Clearly, the more comparables that are available to the valuer, the better position the
valuer is in to substantiate the valuation, particularly where a number of comparables
show a similar 'picture'.
Once the comparables have been selected, adjustments are required for any recorded
differences. In making adjustments for differences, Mackmin (ibid.) defines three main
classes (those of location, condition and accommodation, and sales conditions) while
noting too the importance of time in the analysis. Adair (1992) offers property, distance,
Other studies have produced five classes; Greaves (1984)
noted the physical property, immediate physical amenities, location in terms of time and
distance, location in terms of neighbourhood, and finance; while Reynolds (1984)
provided date, location, motivation, physical similarity and encumbrances. Britton et al

environment and finance.

(1989) record only two, those of accommodation and situation.
Clearly, none of these classifications is, nor is possibly intended to be, definitive. Yet
some general classification would seem sensible prior to a consideration of specific
variables, particularly if different classes of attributes could or should be treated differently
in the analysis.
Beyond classes of variables are the variables themselves. Of particular importance was a
study in the UK by Adair (ibid.) which defined the major characteristics, which impact on
value (from both the valuer and the consumer), across different markets in an area of
East Belfast.

Overall a composite set of forty-seven attributes were defined. Jenkins

(ibid.) identifies 69 variables in use by the valuers observed in his study. Daly et al (1997)
echoing the work of Adair (ibid.) suggests that awareness should be given to factors
which influence the buyer's decision-making processes.
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Most texts, including Shenkel (ibid.) and Mackmin (ibid.) suggest that differences are
recorded by way of a comparables adjustment sheet, in which cost adjustments are made
alongside those attributes of the comparable properties which differ with the subject
property to arrive at the value of the latter. Millington (ibid.) suggests that allowances for
any differences should be made in "money terms", and goes on to consider a number of
possible differences such as age, structural condition, state of repair, accommodation,
floor space, layout, number of rooms, fixtures and fittings, and location.
Jenkins (ibid.) suggests that the measure used in the process should be value rather than
cost and considers that these measures are usually heuristically assigned. Nevertheless
cost is advantageous given that on-line digests of building costs are readily available to
reflect, for example, differences in accommodation. Whilst Adair et al (ibid.) suggest that
adjustments may be quantified using multiple regression techniques.
Property Address:
Comparables
Price sold (£)
Date of sale
Adjusting factors:
N°beds
Reception rooms
Kitchen
Bathroom

we

Comp

1

Comp

2

Comp

50,000

51 ,000
30/1/96

22/2/96

.
-

+ 1
.
+ 1
-

-£1,000

-£500

3

Comp

4
51,000

52,000
7/1/96

12/1/96

-

.
+
-

Central Heating
- £750
Double Glazing
Garage
-£250
-£500
Condition
-£250
Location
Planning
50,000
51,250
48,500
51,000
Adjusted Value (£)
Note - all figures are for illustrative purposes only and are fictitious, the list of attributes is not to be viewed as
being exhaustive, and it is assumed the market is stable. Table based on Estates Gazette (1975).

Table 3 Typical comparable adjustment sheet.
An example of the comparable adjustment sheet (sales comparison gird) procedure is
shown in Table 3. Where one of the comparable properties has an extra bedroom, a '+1'
is placed in the first column to denote the difference and a cost or value adjustment is
made in the second column, in this case a deduction of £1,000 to reflect one extra
bedroom. In the case where the feature of the comparable is inferior an addition would
be required. The Appraisal institute (ibid.) devotes a whole chapter to the adjustment grid
process, in which consideration is given in some detail to adjustments in both terms of
value (dollar adjustments), percentage adjustments, and adjustments in terms of unit size
(e.g. per square foot).
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In respect of the adjustment grid Smalley (1995) suggests that whilst the three most
useful comparables may be selected and subjected to critical analysis, it should not mean
that the wider set of comparables should be ignored and accounted for in the overall
appraisal.
Mackmin (1985) states that in this process, valuers in the UK are reluctant to state how
they analyse data and form their opinion of value, whilst Scott and Gronow (1986)
consider that the public feel valuers lack professionalism when justifying values on the
basis of "feel for the market". Such sentiments remain today if Anon (1996) is to be
believed. Nevertheless, according to Scott (ibid.) this knowledge can be elicited.
Commentators often treat the question of "time" separately in the adjustment process.
Clearly, the more time that has elapsed between the valuation dates of the subject and
comparable properties, so the usefulness of the (comparable) transaction diminishes. In
this respect, a number of organisations in the US provide guidelines which suggest that
comparables should be sales completed within the past twelve months, with one
organisation requiring sales that were completed in the previous six months, with any
adjustments for time supported by the comparables (Epley, ibid.). Dotzour (1990)
suggests that seasonal adjustments should be made.
Stephens and Brook (1981) consider that previous records may be of limited use in an
inflationary market unless careful monitoring of the market takes place. Clearly valuers
should make reference to available time series data such as published house price
indices, though caution is required. These indices cannot be definitive in view of the
highly fragmented nature of the UK housing market. Jamieson (1996) considers the use
of such indices as being limited given the difference in prices within regions. Indeed there
is evidence for the view that markets are fragmenting further into a myriad of localised
submarkets in which "average" is considered to be a "statistical fiction", whereby markets
are said to contain "hot and cold" spots.
In addition to general market cycles, submarkets may also display independent cyclical
behaviour, and are in any case, prone to volatility arising from significant economic
events that impact local or sub-regional markets. As Clarke et al (1994) point out, it is
necessary to know which properties are moving well, and how attractive each is to the
purchaser.
Both the Halifax and Nationwide Building Societies house price indices are considered as
strong authority for measuring the performance of the housing market (Antwi, 1995),
though the different movements recorded by each of the indices in the same period
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suggests the need for caution. In recent years criticism has been levelled at these two
indices and it may be that the Land Registry's house price bulletin, derived from all
transaction data, will supplant them.
There is an unhelpful emphasis on supply related variables in the real estate appraisal
literature, though clearly market price is determined by supply and demand. This is not to
deny that commentators are not aware of the importance of economic factors. Mackmin
(1994) devotes a chapter section to the market. Millington (ibid.) offers a whole, if short,
chapter. Stephens and Brook (ibid.) feel that valuers should continually be aware of
economic conditions and the effects they have on the property market.
However, it may be more useful to turn to theoretical and applied economic texts in order
to identify and classify demand-side variables which impact value. For example, Waxman
and Lenard (1994), in a book devoted to the description of the Australian residential
market, allocate a substantial chapter to consider the characteristics of demand for
residential property and identify, inter alia, population growth and age structure,
household formation rates, migration in various forms, income levels, cost and availability
of housing finance, government subsidies and incentives, life styles and attitudes. If such
factors are not represented within adjustment sheets, then they must be accounted for in
the final stage of the process.
According to Mackmin (ibid.) this final stage is where valuers formulate their opinion of
open market value. Clearly much hinges on this final process, though the literature is at
its sparsest here. Considerations about market dynamics, the prospects of the area,
unqualified aspects of the security itself and the perceptions of the valuer are
synthesised.
If a number of comparables have been used, a range of values will have been identified
and typically the valuer will interpolate. If extrapolation occurs (perhaps in a brisk market)
or if a "matching pair" approach is adopted, but a departure from the comparable
adjustment process is taken, then this final adjustment will need to be carefully explained.
As well as a lack of clarity and precision in this final process, detractors of the DCC
approach point to difficulties in the interpretation of evidence and to flawed methodology.
Adair and McGreal (1986) argue that valuers place an emphasis on their experience in
the market that enables them to allow for differences between comparables to formulate
an accurate opinion of value.

In doing so, Swift (1992) argues that adjustments must

reflect the variations between the suggested opinions of the purchasers concerned. This
is no small task, and Millington (ibid.) warns valuers of placing too much faith in
comparable evidence, suggesting that past evidence is of limited assistance, and in some
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circumstances clearly misleading.

Based on earlier research, Appendix 3 outlines a

number of attributes and the frequency with which they are recorded in the literature,
under the classification of attributes adopted by this research.
Despite the continued use of DCC, Mackmin (1985) is critical of the process with regard
to the lack of rigour in the adjustment process, considering that valuers place too much
reliance on their "feel and opinion"; those facts led Scott (ibid.) to note how such
emphasis leaves the method (DCC) wide open to criticism.
3.4

PROFESSIONAL GUIDANCE TO VALUERS

Whilst literature is sparse in texts relating to the processes and methods used by valuers,
guidance is provided to ensure professional standards are maintained.

Following

criticism of methods in commercial valuations (RICS, 1994) revised guidance was
provided, which is contained within the RICS Appraisal and Valuation Manual (RICS,
1995) more commonly referred to as the new Red Book. Whilst the focus of the Red
Book is on commercial valuation practice, guidance is also provided to cover residential
valuations.
Of the information contained in the new Red Book, valuers are obliged to follow the
mandatory Practice Statements (PS); failure to do so would constitute a breach of the
RICS bye-laws, unless deviation can be justified to the contrary by individual
circumstances. Furthermore, it is also advised, as a matter of good practice that valuers
follow the Guidance Notes (GN) (Grainger, 1996).

Nevertheless, if action is brought

against a valuer for negligence, then the literature available in the public domain will be
considered, including the Red Book; clearly any departure from the recommendations in
such literature would impact on any claims for negligence.
For the purpose of residential mortgage valuations, a number of sections apply, these
being:
•

PS 9 - Valuation of residential properties for mortgage purposes.

•

PS 11 - Homebuyers survey and valuation.

•

Appendices 2, 9, 10, 11 to the practice statements.

•

GN 3 - Residential mortgage valuations

In addition to these, other useful information is provided, including:
•

PS 4 - Definitions of value.

•

PS 5 - Qualifications and conflicts of interest.
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•

PS 6 - Inspections and Material Considerations.

•

GN 1 - General guidance on valuation and appraisal practice.

In essence the valuer should comply with Annex A to Practice Statement 9 when valuing
residential property, for which the valuation is limited to assessing the adequacy of
Points worthy of note include the role of the valuer, which specifies that the

security.

valuer is to advise the lender of the property's open market value, and to record any
factors likely to materially affect value. In doing so, valuers must ensure that they comply
with the required qualifications and conflicts of interest. In this respect the most important
statement is PS 5.1.1 (a), outlined in Chapter 2, in relation to the need for local (market)
knowledge.
With regard to the inspection, this is to be a visual inspection of the interior and exterior of
the property which is readily accessible at the time of the inspection, for which a number
of factors are noted, and which should be taken into account.

Clearly where an

inspection is hindered, that fact should be recorded within the report. Other information to
be incorporated in the report includes details of defects, serious disrepair, possible
extensions or alterations, and shared access.
This section (Annex A to PS 9) also provides assumptions which should be made within
the report, together with factors which should be accounted for within the valuation, these
being:
• Tenure
• Age, type, accommodation, siting, amenities, fixtures and features of the
property and other significant environmental features within the locality
•

General state and liability of repair, construction, any apparent major defects,
liability to subsidence, flooding and other risks.

The Annex to Guidance Note 3 provides a more comprehensive list of factors which the
valuer should record within his records, and which should be used within the valuation
when adjusting comparables. Nevertheless this information should not be regarded as
being exhaustive, given the much wider set of attributes that impact on value.
With regard to valuation Guidance Note 1.14.1, evidence of actual transactions are at the
heart of the formulation of value, but this also goes on to suggest other factors to consider
besides comparables, including local economic factors, planning proposals and the
overall economy. Nevertheless as prices agreed between vendors and purchasers have
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not been translated into fact (GN 1.14.1(c)), caution should be given to the weight placed
on these figures.
Practice Statement 4.2.15. notes that valuers do not have to follow evidence of market
transactions "unquestioningly", though trends in value and market evidence should be
considered. Furthermore, where there is evidence to the valuer that a recent sale of the
same property has taken place, the valuer should take all reasonable steps to establish
this figure (GN 1.14.2).
3.5

CASE LAW AND STATUTE

A review of the professional journals, e.g. Estates Gazette, demonstrates that claims are
brought against valuers for alleged negligence. It was estimated that in the aftermath of
the late 1980's boom and bust, some thirty per-cent of all cases listed in the Official
Referees Court were for alleged negligence against valuers (Mason and Rice, 1996).
Today, the number of cases is likely to be lower, though nevertheless, action is still taken
where negligence is alleged, particularly if a certain defect has not been reported.
The courts' view on valuations commissioned by lenders can be summed up by Kennedy
J in Roberts v J Hampson & Co [1989] 2 ALL ER 510, which considered a valuation
commissioned by the Halifax Building Society as follows:
"It is a valuation and not a survey, but any valuation is necessarily governed by
condition. The inspection is of necessity, a limited one. Both the experts who
gave evidence before me agreed that with a house of this size they would allow
about half-an-hour for their inspection on site.

That time does not admit of

moving furniture, or lifting of carpets, especially where they are nailed down. In
my judgement, it must be accepted that where a surveyor undertakes a Scheme
1 valuation it is understood that he is making a limited appraisal only.

It is

however an appraisal by a skilled professional man. ... His duty is to take
reasonable care in providing a valuation remains the root of his obligation. ... If, in
a particular case, the proper valuation of a £19,000 house needs two hours' work,
that is what the surveyor must devote to it.

The second aspect of the problem

concerns moving furniture and lifting carpets. Here again, as it seems to me, the
position that the law adopts is simple. If a surveyor misses a defect because its
signs are hidden, that is a risk that his client must accept. But if there is specific
ground for suspicion and the trail of suspicion leads behind furniture or carpets,
the surveyor must take reasonable steps to follow the trail until he has all the
information which it is reasonable for him to have before making his valuation".
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It is well established principle following the case of Smith v Eric S Bush; Harris v Wyre
Forest DC [1990] 1 AC 831 that a surveyor engaged by a building society to carry out a
mortgage valuation owes a duty to a purchaser, as well as to the lender, given that the
surveyor knows that the purchaser (plaintiff) will rely on this valuation regardless of
whether the purchaser receives a copy of the report. However, Murdoch and Murrells
(1995) note that in the case, the property was only of limited value, therefore the question
still remains as to whether the case is applicable to more substantial properties.
The valuer's primary duty is to the lender who has commissioned the report. The extent of
that liability has been a major issue for valuers following the collapse of the housing
market in the late 1980's.

Under s.13 of the Building Societies Act 1986, the

requirements are that the director of the Building Society is satisfied of the arrangements
to assess the adequacy of security. Whilst the person who prepares the valuation report
is to be "competent", there is no requirement for them to be "prudent" or "experienced".
However, in an attempt to reduce potential claims the valuation fee is being absorbed into
the overall mortgage cost. The Cheltenham and Gloucester pic, for example, now refuse
to provide a copy of the valuation report to the purchaser. Furthermore, as a number of
building societies merge and become banks, the requirements of the Building Societies
Act no longer apply. Whilst prudence suggests the need for a valuation, a number of
organisations, including the Bristol and West and Halifax, are considering whether there
is a need for valuations in certain cases (Ham, 1998).
With regard to the valuation itself, where a valuer is aware that the property being valued
has been sold recently, then all reasonable attempts should be made to uncover the sale
price (Interallianz Finanz AG v Independent Insurance Co Ltd [1997] EGCS 91).
Nevertheless, in most cases it is unlikely that the current property under consideration
had recently been sold. Therefore, other evidence should be considered, including the
prices of similar properties in the area, features peculiar to the property, the valuer's own
knowledge and experience of the area and the general state of the market (Axa Equity &
Law Home Loans Ltd v Hirani Watson (a firm) [1994] EGCS 90).
Market evidence is of great importance, in Birmingham Midshires Building Society v
Richard Pamplin & Co. [1996] EGCS 3 the meaning of "comparable" was considered not
to be identical, but of a property having a sufficient number of closely similar
characteristics, making the information relevant to the valuation of another property. In
the case, information about the sale price of a two-bed roomed conversion was not
considered to be a helpful guide to the value of a three-bedroomed flat, though it would
generally set a lower price ceiling. When making adjustments for structural damage, the
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cost of repairs is considered a useful guide to the diminution in value (Oswald and
another v Countrywide Surveyors Ltd [1996] EGGS 100).
It is often the case in claims for alleged negligence, particularly in a "slump" following a
"boom" period, that the courts have to decide whether or not there was an 'over
valuation'. In such cases reference will be made to a so-called "bracket", i.e. the margin
of error around the correct valuation at the time within which the valuer's figure should
fall. The "bracket" originates from Singer & Fhedlander v John D Wood & Co. (1977) 243
EG 212, where the court ruled that valuation was an "art" not a "science", therefore total
accuracy was not required. Rather there is a margin of error from the true value within
which any competent valuer would form an opinion of value. In the above case the
parties agreed that the margin of error in normal circumstances would be 10% in either
direction, rising to 15% or even 20% in exceptional circumstances such as the valuation
of a more unusual property for which fewer comparables were available (Crosby et al,
1998a).
However, Crosby et al (1998b:127) are critical of the margin of error concept, stating that
the "principle is fundamentally flawed, in both conception and operation". Waters (1998)
echoing the above views suggests that greater emphasis should be placed on whether
the valuer undertook the work in a thorough, competent and professional manner. In this
way the focus moves away from the variation in the value, towards the methods adopted
by the valuer.
In Shaw v Halifax (SW) Ltd [1996] 10 CL 341, the impact of "spiralling" movements in
housing market were considered so far as they impacted on the difference in time
between the valuation data and the date contracts were exchanged. In reviewing this
case Murdoch and Murdoch (1997) came to the conclusion that a property is worth a
certain value on the date of valuation, and should the market move, then so will the value
of the property. Under such circumstances they raise the question as to what is the "shelf
life" of a valuation?
The extent of a valuer's liability following a negligent valuation was given in the landmark
judgement of South Australia Asset Management v York Montague: United Bank of
Kuwait v Prudential Property Services: Nykredit Mortgage Bank v Edward Erdman Group
The case concerned the provision of valuations to lenders for
mortgage purposes in which the lenders claimed that had a true valuation been provided
they would not have lent i.e. a no transaction case. In the cases the Lordships ruled that
[1996] 27 EG 125.

the duty of the valuer was to supply information, not to advise on the course of action.
Therefore, if negligent in the supply of that information, the valuer will be liable for the
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consequences of that information being wrong i.e. the valuer under such circumstances
should only be liable for the difference between the valuation provided and the actual
value at that time.
BEHAVIOURAL PERSPECTIVE

3.6

A review of cognitive theory points towards a number of subjective strategies (generalised
heuristics) for problem solving when judgements are required in the face of uncertainty,
and particularly when sample sizes are small (Kahneman et al, 1982). Therefore, human
judgement may be affected by these cognitive processes, which may lead to bias.
In terms of the valuation process, the understanding of human decision-making
processes is important, especially in the residential valuation process, where valuers
have not only to deal with too few transactions, but also with fragmentary, uncertain, and
possibly incorrect data.

It is therefore necessary to understand the implications which

behavioural issues have on the overall valuation process, to assess the processes in light
of these issues.
3.6.1

Overview

Until recently research in the field of real estate had ignored behavioural issues, yet its
importance is not to be underestimated, after all, valuation, especially in the residential
market, is the product of human judgement (Gallimore, 1996). The understanding of the
appraisal process from both a theoretical and empirical perspective, too, is weak (Gronow
et al, 1996). In this respect, according to Mansfield (1998) behavioural research aims to:
•

understand the nature of decision influences, for example bias and heuristics;

•

examine the extent to which influences are assimilated by valuers; and

•

assess the impact of behavioural influence in the decision-making process.

In developing an expert system for the valuation of residential property, Scott (ibid.) called
for a behavioural perspective to be incorporated into the appraisal process, citing the
work of De Lisle (1985), who considered that practitioners could increase the "precision,
validity and reliability" of their work.
Within the UK, the issue is not going unnoticed, with special sessions devoted to
behavioural issues incorporated within the 1996 and 1998 RICS Cutting Edge
conferences, with a behavioural real estate research interest group on a global scale.
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Overall, Wolverton (1996) believes behavioural research to embrace four key areas in the
real estate process, namely the:
•

use of the appraisal process;

•

selection of comparable evidence;

•

estimation of error using actual sales data; and

•

biasing effects.

3.6.2

Information processing

One of the initial studies into valuation bias was by Madden and Bond (1981) who
investigated sources of bias in data acquisition processes of residential appraisers. With
data at the heart of the appraisal process, their work considered if the information
acquired was subject to bias. Overall the research concluded that appraisers restrict their
work to the immediate locality, and place an emphasis on multiple listing services, where
there is the potential for bias. The research was based on observations, with no objective
attempt to measure this.
However, there is some merit in their work. According to Crockham (1995) the use of
multiple listing services may lead to a deterioration of the appraisal on the basis that such
databases are commercially maintained, and may therefore fail to disclose the full
information required in order to perform an appraisal.
Diaz (1990a,b) considered the overall appraisal and comparable sale selection process.
When comparing the appraisal process performed by expert appraisers against the
normative process (as depicted in US appraisal texts) it was observed that experts
deviated away from the normative process (Diaz, 1990a). This work gives credit to the
suggestion that appraisers employ heuristics (so-called rules of thumb) which are
developed to "collapse" the appraisal process into a more cognitive efficient form.
In Diaz (1990b), consideration was given to the comparable sale selection process of
expert appraisers against those of novices (deemed to be appraisal students with no
more than one year's experience). The research identified two selection processes, one
for appraisers and one for students, in which expert appraisers examined less of the
available sales data. Furthermore, experts tended to draw on two good sales from the
initial list and use these as anchors, and thus reducing the cognitive effort in the selection
process.
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In observing the work of valuers in the right-to-buy valuations of council houses Jenkins
(ibid.) discovered the use of a heuristic known as anchoring and adjustment, in which a
target value is deduced from experience and proved or disproved by analysis.
Elsewhere Gallimore (1994) considered potential distortions in the provision of
information, through anchoring, recency or dilution. Anchoring, as noted earlier, is the
process in which a valuation is reached from some initial starting figure.

Recency

considers the way in which information is received, whilst dilution relates to the mode of
reception (sequential or simultaneous). Given limitations in the humans' ability to process
information, judgmental strategies may differ when information is presented sequentially,
as opposed to simultaneously (Hogarth, 1980).

Overall, using a postal based

questionnaire, the research found evidence for both anchoring and recency in the
appraisal process, though in the case of recency, this was in the support of positive
evidence. According to Claxton (1997), when information is provided piecemeal humans
may make decisions up quickly, and ignore, or even downgrade information subsequently
received.
Gallimore (1996) considered the potential for a confirmation bias, which is the tendency to
seek reinforcement for prior value opinions. However, the research undertaken using a
postal questionnaire found no evidence to support this view.
3.6.3

Geographic familiarity

Madden and Bond (ibid.) initially considered the impact of geographic familiarity. Whilst
most appraisers were observed to work in the immediate locality, they found that when
appraisers worked in unfamiliar areas, they relied on more "intensive" sources of data, i.e.
information supplied form third parties, for example other appraisers and financial
institutions.

It was felt that in using such sources, the appraiser is at risk in using

information from a source which had a vested interest in the sale, and thus the potential
for bias. Nevertheless no empirical evidence was provided, and no definition recorded
with regard to what "familiarity" meant.
In an investigation of the problem solving behaviour of expert appraisers, Diaz (1987)
compared expert appraisers in a geographically familiar and unfamiliar task. A total of
twelve appraisers were selected from the Atlanta area, and given an appraisal task in the
Atlanta area and one from Austin (over 800 miles away).
The research into familiarity was tested for by the following hypotheses:
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•

The problem solving behaviour of experts in appraising a task in an unfamiliar
area will be the same as that for a familiar task.

•

Experts appraising in an area familiar to them will engage in less information
search and acquisition than students will.

•

Experts will engage in more information search and acquisition in an unfamiliar
area.

In respect of the first hypothesis (Diaz, ibid.) compared the distribution of values for time,
steps and transitions. In all three cases no significant difference was observed providing
strong evidence of no behavioural difference due to locational familiarity. For the second
hypothesis there was support for the view that experts spent less time in the sales
selection in both geographically familiar and unfamiliar tasks compared to students. With
the third hypothesis, no support could be found. However, when an alternative test was
performed some evidence was provided to the hypothesis that experts actually spent
more time in searching for information in a geographically familiar task (Diaz, ibid.).
Whilst the research considered geographic familiarity, i.e. the impact of local knowledge,
the task investigated the issue of time and the selection process. This differs from the
current study where the valuations are under observation, together with time, and the
evidence drawn on from that provided, with the aim of considering if any errors occur.
In a more recent study, Diaz (1997) conducted research to assess the impact of previous
experts' judgements in a geographically familiar area, in the appraisal of an industrial
parcel of land. That study revealed no tendency for appraisers to use the previous value
judgement of an expert.

However, in a later study Diaz and Hansz (1997) found that

experts, who were engaged in the same task, but not familiar with the area, were more
likely to be influenced by the appraisal of an expert.
3.6.4

Price biasing effects

A number of studies have considered the impact, which a certain variable, for example a
list or sale price has on the final valuation. List price is the price at which a property is
offered for sale on the market. The sale price is the price at which the parties to the
transaction have agreed to proceed with the sale. Northcraft and Neale (1987) provided
the first piece of research in this area, in which they found a tendency for appraisers to be
influenced by the list price.
In a more recent study, Wolverton (ibid.) found that appraisers were not affected by the
list price. However, in the same research evidence was provided which suggested that
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knowledge of the pending sale price was influential in the selection of comparable sales,
which also had a biasing effect on the valuation. Nevertheless, the data provided in the
study (which included fifteen comparables) was of sales that were up to three months old,
with a value range of $2,500. Therefore, whilst a bias was detected, the overall impact is
minor.
Gallimore and Wolverton (1997) compared evidence of sale price bias in the UK and US.
The research concluded that valuers in the UK show a lower susceptibility to select
comparables on the known sale price, yet their end value is more biased towards this
figure.
Ferguson (1988) suggests that valuations are not "valuations" in the true sense of the
definition, but valuations to justify the loan on the bias of the sale price already agreed by
the parties to the transaction. Using data from 326 loans in the US, they found that 241
of these were at or above the sale price.
More recent research in the UK revealed that the tentative sale price as agreed between
the buyer and seller, and also provided to the mortgage valuer prior to undertaking a
valuation, has a major impact in the valuation process. Using data for 104,254 mortgage
transaction in the UK between January 1993 and December 1995, it was observed that in
65% of cases the value returned equalled the sale price provided, with 85% falling within
5% (Gronow et al, ibid.). This research provides evidence of the biasing effect the sale
price has.
In response to this research Anon (1997) states that the institutionally owned surveying
practices have a policy of preventing down valuing unless the purchase price is more
than 10-15% above the value that can be supported by the comparable evidence.
Bingham (1997) says that a valuation could be jeopardised if the value returned is out by
as little as £500. On this basis it appears that valuations are what Ferguson suggests,
simply a justification of the sale price in order to facilitate the smoothness of the
transaction (Rendered, 1997).
The impact of client pressure in the valuation process has also been considered (Worzala
et al, 1996). Their research, on the basis of tentative findings, revealed that residential
appraisers were unlikely to be influenced by external pressures from clients, although the
evidence did suggest that pressure was evident.
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3.7

CRITICAL OBSERVATIONS OF PRACTICE

Millington (ibid.) emphasises the need for an internal inspection to be performed given
that differences may exist between properties, which on the outside appear similar. This
is a view shared by others, including the courts, and is reflected in guidance provided to
valuers.

However, this contrasts to observations by Clarke et al (ibid.) who refer to

qualified surveyors undertaking valuations on the basis of a simple drive-past.
Certainly the level of detail to be recorded during an inspection is a matter upon which
practitioners do not readily agree (Jenkins et al, 1995). In terms of the inspection, the
valuer will record more details on the property itself than will be required in the valuation.
Furthermore, in terms of the inspection, this is more a report on the condition of the
property, with little emphasis placed on recording demand-side (market) related evidence,
despite its influence on the property's value.
Beyond the recording of details, are problems associated with the selection and
adjustment of information.

Whilst comparables databases are used, their use is not

uniform, and even absent within some larger organisations (Almond et al, 1997), and may
impact on the ability of the valuer to obtain sufficient evidence. In the absence of a
comparables database, the valuer may rely on memory to recall inspections, with the
consequence that important information may be missed. In doing so, the potential for
Furthermore, in the environment where valuers rely on limited
information on sales, consideration may be given to relaxing the spatial limitations placed

errors is increased.

on the selection of evidence.
Whilst the selection of evidence may be obstructed by limited data, the adjustment
process may be considered arbitrary. Whilst the literature review suggests the use of an
adjustment grid process, which is rigorously adopted in practice in the US, such a system
is not adopted in the UK. However, this is not to say an adjustment process is ignored,
rather valuers may use this in a mental format. In such cases the valuer assimilates the
evidence at hand, drawing on the more salient details in making subjective adjustments.
The danger associated with such processes is that critical attributes may be missed, or
mistakes made in the calculations.
There is a further danger that in a rising market, the current transaction becomes to be
the best evidence of market movement. Whilst valuers may make reference to market
trends and use signals like the time properties have been on the market or cues related to
economic performance, such indicators can be misleading, and tend to be backwards
looking.
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Given that the valuer owes a duty of care to the purchasers (rightly or wrongly), it appears
unacceptable that short-cuts are taken, and aspects of the decision-making process are
omitted, or undertaken subjectively.
Beyond issues highlighted in this chapter in respect of valuation practice, the Government
in the UK has raised concerns with regard to the overall homebuying process in England
and Wales. This culminated in a consultation paper by the Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR), entitled "The Key to Easier Home
Buying and Selling" (DETR, 1998).
The main concerns of the Government relate to the "speed" of the selling process, and in
this respect a number of proposals were put forward. The most prominent of these was
the provision of a "seller's pack" which would provide vital information on the subject
property, including a survey akin to the current homebuyers report. Further issues
include the need for lenders to turn around mortgage decisions in a shorter space of time,
which may impact on the lender's valuation, which is part of this process. The importance
of technology is also raised, with the provision of on-line information from both the public
and private sector required. However, the exact nature of this information is not stated.
3.8

SUMMARY

Local knowledge is an integral part of the overall residential valuation process in the UK.
This chapter has attempted to set this issue in context, through providing an overview of
the theoretical concepts of residential valuation, in respect of the most widely used
approach, direct capital comparison.
The chapter has highlighted the factors of importance in the valuation process.
Reference was made to the sources of information used by valuers, the factors
determining the selection of comparables, and the main attributes (focussing mostly on
broad classes) which should be considered in the formulation of an opinion of value for
the subject property.
An overview of new guidance imposed on valuers through the introduction of the new
Red Book (RICS, ibid.) has been provided, together with observations of the main issues
affecting residential valuation in the courts. However, whilst literature is relatively sparse
in the UK, a more abundant and comprehensive literature exists in the US, where a
similar process is adopted. This literature has been used as a supplement.
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Consideration was also given to weaknesses within current practice, with evidence
provided to suggest that valuation judgements may be subject to a number of cognitive
biases, which impact on the selection of evidence, and consequently the overall opinion
of value. Beyond specific issues of bias, are the problems associated with a number of
weaknesses in current practice, stemming largely from subjective strategies (for example
anchoring and adjustment), employed in the valuation process.
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4. THE ISSUE OF PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE
4.1

INTRODUCTION

In the valuation of residential property in the UK, valuers are seen as professionals in
their field, on the basis that the process they undertake, of an inspection followed by a
report and valuation is based on their specialist knowledge, including local knowledge.
However, in terms of real estate, very little is written, or understood about professional
knowledge.
Earlier, in Chapter 2, knowledge was tentatively defined as an "awareness gained
through experience", but also through theorising and reading texts, though in terms of this
thesis a greater understanding is required.

In this respect, this chapter considers the

issues surrounding professional knowledge.
The chapter starts by arguing for the existence of this specialist knowledge (4.2), through
which, consideration is then given to understanding this knowledge (4.3), the types of
knowledge applicable to the professional environment (4.3.2), and how this knowledge is
acquired (4.4).

The limits to professional learning are also explored (4.5), with

consideration given to the application of this knowledge to the field of surveying (4.6).
4.2

A CRISIS OF CONFIDENCE IN PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE?

Valuers, as with other professionals, play an important role in our society. Indeed the
existence of the professions (including surveyors) is based on their claim to a "specialist
knowledge". For Schon (1995), relating to the work of Wilbert Moore, the existence of
professionals is typified by the fact that who else, but fellow professionals, are able to
challenge the decisions or actions of similarly qualified professionals.
However, Schon (ibid.) is concerned with what he calls a crisis in the confidence of
professional practice, in which the claim by the professions, to have a specialist
knowledge is placed in doubt.

Such views are echoed by Hoyle (1995), and Eraut

(1994), who stresses the concerns of the general public in relation to professional
competence, monopoly and accountability.
Schon (ibid.) describes the problem by emphasising that professional practice is
characterised by "uncertainty, instability, uniqueness and value conflict" (Schon, ibid.), in
which the problems faced by professionals are both "complex and messy". Furthermore,
Claxton (1997) cites the problem of time, in which the very nature of professional practice
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often requires that professionals make on-the-spot judgements. This is true of residential
valuation practice, where it is not uncommon for a valuer to have to inspect up to five
properties per day, and produce a valuation report on each.
For valuers, part of the problem rests in their inability to explain the nature of their work.
This is common for professional practice as a whole. Eraut (ibid.:40) describes the
dilemma:
"we know very little about what is learned during the period of initial qualification
besides the content of formal examinations. Still less is known about subsequent
learning, how and why professionals learn to apply, disregard and modify their
initial training immediately after qualification; and to what extent continuing onthe-job or even off-the-job learning contributes to their professional maturation".
This is true for residential valuation practice.

Whilst an underlying theory of the

comparison process is known, it is often heard that valuers base their opinions on "their
feel for the market" (Scott and Gronow, 1986). Understanding professional practice is no
easy task. In the valuation of residential property, the valuer's domain knowledge is wide
and deep (Scott, 1988).

Professionals also rely on tacit recognitions, judgements and
skilful performances in the face of problems which are often complex, unique and messy
(Schon, ibid.).
According to Schon the problem is rooted in the deficiencies of the model of technical
rationality, which will be considered in more detail later. According to this model, problem
solving is made rigorous through the application of scientific theory and technique.
Schein (1973) believes the skills and techniques of problem solving come after the
mastery of the "core" science. In this respect, Schon argues that the model is insufficient
in accounting for the "divergent" situations of professional practice.
For consumers, making what is likely to be the most important financial decision of their
life, the receipt of vicarious advice is insufficient. So, to what extent is there "a conspiracy
against the laity?" Do professionals mystify the simple? Can the situation exist, that the
great unknowing public is able to value, just like they would consider teaching? (Hoyle,
ibid.), or is valuation considered akin to flying a plane, where the public would not
consider flying after a few hours in a simulator (Hoyle, ibid.).
If current practice is anything to go by, then there is weight in the argument that practice
is not made rigorous. According to research by Wolverton (1996) in the US, and Gronow
etal (1996) in the UK, valuers are unduly influenced by the revealed transaction price, as
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outlined in the previous chapter. Under such circumstances, what "added value" is the
professional valuer providing?

The ultimate answer seems to be very little, yet the

majority of the public still relies on the valuation. However, there is evidence to suggest a
change. In a recent consultation document into the buying and selling of property (DETR,
1998) figures suggest that 40% of buyers commission their own survey, compared to
previous estimates of 10%-20% (Anon, 1997), indicating that the public now seeks
independent professional advice.
However, despite such criticisms, valuers can provide advice on the basis of specialist
knowledge. The basis for this is grounded in the services that valuers should provide, i.e.
they should be more explicit in their reporting, and the analysis of evidence used in
support of their valuation. Such practice would require the use of an adjustment grid, as
suggested in valuation texts, and widely used in practice in the US. In such instances
valuers would need to draw on their skills, experiences and expertise, which make up this
"specialist" knowledge base.
4.3

WHAT IS KNOWLEDGE?

Having demonstrated the existence of professional knowledge in the field of residential
valuation, the next question is what is this knowledge? The Oxford English Dictionary
provides an array of definitions of knowledge, although certain key aspects stand out as
important in the definition of local knowledge, where the knowledge component can be
seen as an "acquaintance with fact; perception or certain information of, a fact or matter;
state of being aware or being informed; consciousness". However, this knowledge need
not be limited to facts that are written or codified, it could be a mental apprehension,
perception, intuition or some other cognition.
In this way the knowing could be said to be tacit. Claxton (ibid.) typifies the situation in
practice with reference to an old man called to fix a factory boiler:
"He wandered among the convoluted pipework ... occasionally putting his ear to
a valve or joint, and then pulled out a hammer from his tool bag, and banged hard
on one obscure corner" (Claxton, ibid.:165).
The boiler came back to life, and a bill was presented for £300 for the work.

The

manager queried what he though an excessive bill for the work done, and when asked for
it to be itemised was told "for tapping with hammer 50p, for knowing where to tap
£299.50". It is this whole issue of "to know" which is central to practice.
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Lehrer (1978) in attempting to define knowledge, started from the ambiguous nature of
the word "know", and considers that "to know" has a number of meanings, namely to:
•

have some special form of competence;

•

be acquainted with;

•

apprehend that something is information.

In many respects, knowledge is viewed as information (Scott, ibid.), which is considered
as intelligence. This relates well to local knowledge, where it could be said that a valuer
working in a specific area has the necessary market intelligence.
However, Jenkins (1992) goes further and through drawing on the work of Graham and
Jones (1988) distinguishes knowledge from information and data.

In this situation,

knowledge serves multiple purposes, whereas information is merely specific.
According to Jarvis (1983) professional knowledge is that which is selected from the body
of knowledge considered as specific to that body of members upon which that practice is
founded. In this way the knowledge is domain specific, but may also be locally specific
too.
Within the definitions of knowledge, is the notion that knowledge comes through an
acquaintance with something. But what constitutes this acquaintance? It is in this area
that the problems lie.
4.3.1

The Problem with Knowledge

Epistemology is the branch of philosophy, which deals with the problems surrounding the
theory of knowledge, including its definition and concepts. The term epistemology itself
being derived from the Greek word episteme, meaning knowledge.
The issues surrounding the theory of knowledge are not new, and have been debated by
philosophers for centuries. However, for the purposes of this thesis it is not proposed to
provide an historical vision of the debate surrounding the development of the issues;
these can be found in "The Encyclopaedia of Philosophy" (Anon, 1967), and the "Oxford
Companion to Philosophy" (Anon, 1995).
The main debate has centred on "what it is for someone to know that something is so"
(Mautner, 1997:174). In this respect the problem can be seen as having three corners,
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i.e. belief, truth and justification, which is evident from the following statement, where p is
a fact or statement.
"A person knows that p, if and only if (1) he believes that p, (2) p is true, and (3)
he has good grounds for that belief. (Mautner, ibid.).
For Ayer (1973) the problem with the theory of knowledge was three-fold, i.e. to define
knowledge; to determine what propositions are true, and; to explain how these
propositions can be true. According to Ayer the first question was not problematic:
"It is of no great consequence exactly where we draw the line between
knowledge and true belief. ... For if one is not content to make merely dogmatic
claims to knowledge, the range of propositions which one regards as capable of
being known to be true will coincide with those which can be shown to be
sufficient justification for accepting; and in showing how we are justified in
accepting these propositions, we shall also be answering the question how we
can know them to be true". (Ayer, ibid.:58).
A similar view is that knowledge is the ability to provide the right answer, based on some
non-accidental means (Mautner, ibid.), suggesting that some form of explicit, though
intuitive process is used.

Beyond these main statements are other issues, which are

considered, in so far as they impact on local knowledge in the valuation process.
To have knowledge requires a belief in something. There are of course two kinds of
beliefs, i.e. mediated and unmediated (Anon, ibid.). Mediated beliefs are those which are
reached by some strategy on the basis of other beliefs which may be held, whilst
unmediated beliefs are those which are adopted without recourse to other beliefs.
However, this distinction has implications for the ability to justify our beliefs.
Mediated beliefs rely on some other beliefs we may have, so belief A relies on the basis
of some other belief B, which may in turn rely on another belief C. In valuation terms, this
might relate to a belief that this property is the right comparable. This relies on the belief
that the comparable should be drawn from a certain area or submarket, which in turn may
rest on some other belief that comparables should be drawn from certain areas
(submarkets).
In these situations an infinite regress may occur, where a belief relies on another, and
that it only stops when the last belief is justified.

This then raises the question of

justification, the degree to which a belief is justified, and how this justification is built-up.
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In such circumstances, justification is the key issue (Ayer, ibid.). This could be based on
experience or some appeal to theory. Justification need not be on the basis of some
evidence, it could arise through having no evidence at all, but based on some common
sense judgement concerning memory or perception (Lehrer, ibid.).
Some have taken the view of knowledge that it can only be gained from one's
surroundings, though only when a certain factor is present in mind. This has great
appeal, for witnessing some factor would verify that something is so or vice versa, indeed:
"As adults we regularly perceive new locations, people, buildings, and all sorts of
other things and facts" (Mclnerney, 1992, 45).
In the valuation setting this may not relate to the current case, but be of use in later
cases. This also has appeal to local knowledge, in that such instances may only arise
through working within a restricted area, through direct observation of the setting.
There is the further view that knowledge should be distinguished between local and
global (Anon, ibid.). In this case the situation does not relate to local in the geographic
sense, but is more related to present and future predictions. Of course, in making the
global-local distinction, it is logical to posit that in working within an area, it is possible that
a "local" valuer is more able to justify their decision, compared to a valuer who is
relatively less familiar, on the basis of direct observation (see Mclnerney, ibid.). Taking
the earlier example of selecting a comparable, a valuer, who is local, may be more
justified in selecting evidence from a particular area compared to a valuer who is not so
familiar with the local area and individual markets. Familiar surroundings therefore
enable one's beliefs to be supported.
According to Mclnerney (ibid.) many beliefs are not based on individuals' observations,
but on the basis of what others have said directly, or of information read in texts or
newspapers. In the valuation, where information may be relied on, for example, from a
third party, the valuer will need to be able to believe in that information in order to make a
well judged opinion. This example may have an impact on local knowledge, where a
valuer working in a familiar area may know of the sources which are reliable and hence
justifiable in that belief. However, someone from outside may not have the same degree
of justification, or may hold the belief to be justified on some false pretence.
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4.3.2

Types of Knowledge

In the previous discussions knowledge has been seen as something a person is
acquainted with, but also as factual knowledge, in that something is so. In this respect
knowledge is often classified as being under one of three broad classes, i.e. "knowledge
that", "knowledge how", and "knowledge of people places and things" (Flew, 1979).
Knowledge that is often referred to as declarative knowledge, i.e. knowledge of the world
that can be represented as consciously known factual knowledge. This knowledge is
more information, rather than knowledge itself, for example, to know that a property is
within a school catchment area is based upon information gained from the local
(education) authority. This contrasts with knowledge how (procedural knowledge) which
relates to how to do something, this is sometimes termed practical knowledge. This is
more knowledge, rather than information, in that it relates to a process, for example how
to select and analyse comparables.

The final term, knowledge of people places and

things is more commonly referred to as knowledge by acquaintance, i.e. knowledge of
which one is directly aware.
The Penguin Dictionary of Psychology (Reber, 1985) adds a further category, that of
knowledge of results, which is cited as being a more general term relating to the feedback
of information that could be, for example, feedback relating to the success or failure at
mastering some discipline.
However, Eraut (ibid.) in considering professional knowledge in its broadest sense
highlights the fact that there are a number of "specifically defined clusters" of the meaning
of the word knowledge, and provides no less than seventeen different types as outlined in
Table 4.
However, care is required in using all the above classifications, for a number of these
classes overlap, or replicate themselves.

For example theoretical knowledge, which is

defined as being codified in books, could be represented within scientific knowledge, on
the basis that scientific knowledge is taught in educational establishments, where the
teaching may in part relate to the theory codified in texts, depending on the context of the
situation. Similarly, action and situational knowledge can be considered as being akin to
procedural knowledge, in that they involve processes that a person needs to know. In
this sense, knowledge can be seen as a complex web of different types or groups,
operating at different levels.
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Type

Description

Action

Knowledge sufficiently integrated with professional practice. Some thought out and
used in a deliberate manner, and some used intuitively so it can be readily called into
use.

Conceptual

Concepts, theories and ideas consciously stored in memory. It determines how people
perceive and think about the world.

Control

Knowledge important for controlling one's own behaviour (but not of others), i.e. that of
one's own strengths and weaknesses, what one knows and one does not know, how to
learn, control learning, ability to reflect and self-evaluate.

Craft

Found in the practice context. Acquired through demonstration, practice, together with
feedback. Also relates to standards and values. Acquired during pupillage away from
exams and assessments.

Experiential

Knowledge acquired through experience, and can include variety of knowledge, e.g.
that of people, practice and processes.

Of people

Judgements about people (used by managers) and is often acquired quite
unintentionally either by direct contact or via third parties.

Personal

Personal knowledge base including notes and memories of cases and problems, which
have been encountered, reflected and theorised. Will be classified as prepositional or
process knowledge, but may remain as simple impressions.

Practical

Knowledge which is acquired through experience, thus not easily codifiable. It is used
interpretatively to modify theory. It is expressed only in practice; learned through
experience with practice.

Procedural

Knowledge how. (see process)

Process

Knowledge of how to do things (know how), and how to get things done. Knowing all
the things one has to do, and making plans to do them.

Prepositional

Propositions about skills and procedures. Divide into sub-categories of theories and
concepts derived from bodies of coherent, systematic knowledge, generalisable and
practical principles and propositions about particular cases, decisions and actions.

Public

Selection of wider public knowledge bases from professional education, independent
reading, personal interest and experience, interaction with fellow professionals. That
used in practice is considered to be action knowledge.

Scientific

Favoured by higher education, acquired or formed through formally designed research.
Distinct from that developed in practice.

Situational

How people read situations in which they find themselves. Significant features, factors
susceptible to change, how factors respond to certain events. Consciously held, rarely
written down, has strong personal element.

Tacit

The way we know but cannot tell. Knowledge implicit in the practice situation.

Technical

Precise codification,
"Knowing that".
systematically and explicitly.

Theoretical

That which is codified in books and taught and examined on courses.

capable of being written down,

used

Table 4 Knowledge types espoused by Eraut (1994).
Mole (1997) drawing on the work of Eraut, expresses that the knowledge and skill of the
surveyor is a mix of the following:
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•

Prepositional knowledge

•

Personal knowledge

•

Professional knowledge

•

Moral or ethical principles.

This includes the knowledge acquired through university education, that which is acquired
through personal encounters, the know-how, which contributes to professional actions
and individual beliefs.
Hoyle (ibid.) draws on the work of Aristotle and Oakshott (1962) to consider the distinction
between technical and practical knowledge. The former is considered to be capable of
being written, such as in professional journals, whilst the latter occurs in the practice
situation and during reflection, and is therefore considered to be unable to be codified.
Much that is written about knowledge in recent times considers the development of new
technology and the ability of humans to incorporate knowledge into systems capable of
replicating what the human does. In comparing humans to expert systems, Dreyfus and
Dreyfus (1986) considered that practitioners' specialised knowledge to be formed of two
parts. These were facts of the domain, this being information available to all in the form
of texts, and heuristic knowledge, which is considered more experimental and related to
good practice and judgement. The latter, heuristic knowledge can be problematic in that
it is tacit and difficult to articulate, in Polanyi's view, "people know more than they can
say" (see James, 1997). This in not surprising, for Hogarth (1980) considers that in most
cases, a human's judgement is intuitive, often occurring instinctively and without apparent
reason.
Shanteau (1992) refers to domain knowledge as being the prerequisite for being an
expert, which encompasses text book knowledge, but also insights gained from
experiences working on problems in practice, which is often accessed through anecdotes
of past cases. These experiences relate to the situation described by Schon (ibid.) in
which the architect, Quist, considered how to fit a building onto a sloping, but "screwy"
site, through experimenting, drawing on past experiences and domain knowledge.
Scott (ibid.) in attempting to elicit knowledge from a building society valuer, considered
practitioners to use four types of information:
1.

Common sense knowledge.

2.

Text book knowledge.

3.

Theoretical knowledge.
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4.

Operational knowledge.

Beyond these four groups, Scott (ibid.) went on to distinguish knowledge types within the
valuation domain. In this respect he considered there to be two groups i.e. consensus
knowledge (knowledge generally agreed between all professionals about property
valuation) and non-consensus knowledge (knowledge which is attributable to individual
valuers and generally incapable of written codification).
In relation to the knowledge base of the quantity surveyor (RIGS, 1993) the report
considers there to be two knowledge types, i.e. those of general knowledge and domain
knowledge. General knowledge is typified by factors such as socio-economic variables,
language and communication, transport and monetary systems. The domain knowledge
is suggested to include technology relating to processes, information management
systems and legal frameworks; this is espoused as being the surveyor's "core"
knowledge. However, the report is rather weak in its exposition of knowledge, and fails to
address the complexity of knowledge used in the practice situation.
Evans (1988) in considering knowledge elicitation, chooses to distinguish between
declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge i.e. facts and rules. The facts of the
domain are considered "assertive", whilst the rules are the knowing of how to do things,
and are therefore considered as being intuitive and inaccessible, except for that, which is
studied, whilst engaged in tasks.

In this sense the knowledge owned by a person is

divisible between knowing-how and knowing-that.
In terms of developing systems and extracting knowledge from humans, the above
appears to show a general agreement on knowledge being split between that which is
understood, or capable of being written, and that which appears to defy codification,
being implicit within the practice situation. The situation is not helped when the majority
of learning occurs outside the educational setting (Boud and Walker, 1990). Eraut (1990)
goes further, and states that whilst much knowledge is used in the decision-making
process, such knowledge will only become known when it is fully and openly discussed,
with some remaining hidden even then. This Eraut (ibid.) calls "knowledge underpinning
performance" and is seen as central to the practice situation.
Elsewhere Barr and Feigenbaum (1981) consider there to be four types of knowledge
which need to be represented within artificial intelligent systems:
1.

Objects - facts about objects.

2.

Events - actions and events in the world.
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3.

Performance - how to do things.

4.

Meta-knowledge - Knowledge about what we know.

Furthermore, it is not to say that everyone espouses every single type in their day-to-day
work. Rather, only certain categories of knowledge may be drawn upon depending on
the context of the situation. In this way some knowledge remains redundant, and is only
called upon as required.
By way of example, Eraut (ibid.) states that school managers' experiential knowledge is
divided into six categories, those of:
1.

Knowledge of people

2.

Situational knowledge

3.

Knowledge of educational practice

4.

Conceptual knowledge

5.

Process knowledge

6.

Control knowledge

However, Hoyle (ibid.:53) draws on three different authors to delineate teachers'
knowledge, where no consensus is derived as to the specific components.
In the valuation profession the situation is similar, in which there are a number of
classifications, which add to the confusion.

For the purposes of this research the

distinction between know-how and know-that cannot be overemphasised with regard to
local knowledge.

These are in essence the essential components.

In this respect

valuation is taken as a process whereby the output (report and valuation) requires
specific information.
The divide between knowing-how and knowing-that can be taken as a layered process in
relation to valuation and local knowledge as a whole.

Before approaching a valuation,

valuers need to know-that certain factors influence value; they also need to know-how to
do a valuation.

In the valuation itself, they need to know-that certain factors within the

area impact on value; then there is finally the need to know-how they influence the
valuation in that particular instance.
An alternative view is to distinguish between strategic and tactical knowledge. Strategic
knowledge is universally applied, and represents, for example, the knowing that school
catchment areas impact on value.

Such knowledge is codified, and easily taught.

Tactical knowledge is more focussed, i.e. relates to the local level. Taking the previous
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example of school catchment areas it relates to the impact a specific school catchment
area may have on a locality.
This is not to say that other knowledge types are excluded from the process, rather they
are inherent, operating in different contexts and at different levels.

For example, the

knowing-that will draw on the scientific (textbook) knowledge acquired in education, which
suggests the factors, which influence value.

This would also draw on experiential
However, to introduce such concepts

knowledge, and conceivably public knowledge.

complicates the issue, thereby approaching the situation from the highest layer simplifies
matters.
4.3.3

Modes of Knowledge Use

The problem with professional practice, residential valuation being an example of this, is
the implicit nature of practice. Eraut (1985) investigated how practical knowledge could
be made more explicit, and therefore more widely available for dissemination, criticism,
codification and development. Eraut (ibid.) was critical of the fact that most texts classified
knowledge by source alone. Drawing on the work of Broudy et al (1964), Eraut sought to
describe how knowledge was acquired during school and used in later life.

In this he

developed four modes of knowledge use, which are equally applicable to other fields of
research. These being:
Replication: Knowledge does not require processing or re-organisation, but gets
presented in the form in which it was received from the text or teacher.
Application: Implies working with rules or procedures, but is more than mere
replication.

Occasionally uses the rules of one's own devising to translate

knowledge into prescriptions for action, or particular situations.
Interpretation: Concepts, theories and intellectual disciplines provide us with
ways of reading situations.

In this sense our understanding is shaped by the

interpretative use of theoretical knowledge.
Association: Related to judgement.

Use of a wide range of experience to

provide a balanced perspective of situations to avoid over interpretation.
Nevertheless, a person is able to distil and "remove" those ideas and procedures,
which seem fitting. This is a semi-conscious, intuitive mode of knowledge use.
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In the field of theoretical and practice relationships, it was considered that they were still
dominated by the applicative and interpretative modes of knowledge use (Eraut, ibid.).
Whilst the mode in which knowledge is used provides little in terms of the thesis, it
provides an insight into how professionals may learn.

Replication is a key area,

particularly in the valuation process. Taking the earlier example of different submarkets,
a new graduate may be told that when valuing in submarket X, comparables should only
be drawn from that submarket.

In future valuations in that area, that process will be

replicated. Association too is important in that it relates to a "tacit" way of knowing, in the
sense that the process occurs implicitly.

Such circumstances could involve bringing

previous experiences into the new situation.
4.3.4

Knowledge Creation

Beyond the different types of knowledge espoused earlier, and the way they are used, is
the issue of how knowledge is developed and created.
Knowledge creation is seen to occur in two ways, either in an academic sense through
some form of scientific research, or by professionals in practice (Eraut, ibid.).

The

creation of knowledge by researchers in the academic field is easy to grasp.

Such

knowledge is widely disseminated through conferences and in professional journals.
Some of this is taken on-board by professionals and developed in practice.
Knowledge creation in the professional sense is more difficult to comprehend.

It may

occur by a practitioner solving an individual case, and will contribute to that practitioner's
personal store of experience (Eraut, ibid.), and may be passed onto colleagues.
However, such knowledge is not widely disseminated, it is rarely written down and
codified, and so remains implicit in the practice situation. Experience is the key in this
sense.
For Scott (ibid.) the problem existed as to how a valuer's knowledge could be represented
within an expert system.

Drawing on the work of Chignell (1986), the knowledge of a

professional is located on a continuum between either a "theoried" or "theoryless"
domain.

In a theoried domain, the knowledge is well structured and can be easily

implemented into a system. In a theoryless domain, however, the individual entities are
not known. In terms of residential valuation, Scott (ibid.) argued residential valuation was
in many senses a "theoryless" domain.
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Arguably, parts of practice are not known.

However, theories do exist in texts as to

valuation practice, where the comparison process is exposed. Part of the problem rests
on the content of degrees, which demand teaching in many different fields, including law,
management and economics.

There is also a general focus on commercial valuation

practice, where the valuation method is seen as more scientific and demanded by the
larger commercial employers. Mackmin (1985) was critical of the lack of time and space
devoted to the subject in both teaching and the professional press. The situation is much
the same today, where compared to commercial valuation, only a limited amount of time
is spent in relation to residential valuation on degree courses.
The dual qualification system, preferred by the surveying profession, of a degree followed
by professional training leading to associate status has no doubt contributed to the
situation. In such circumstances the theory taught on degrees has become divorced from
practice.
But where does local knowledge fit in this situation? To what extent is local knowledge
itself a theoryless domain?

The literature review demonstrated that both texts and

journals provided little towards this area of practice, that which exists was only in small
statements and paragraphs.

Further information can be drawn from wider literature,

insofar as the attributes, which impact on value, are considered in the overall valuation
process.

However, beyond this the underlying issues remain nebulous.

As a

consequence local knowledge is acquired, and learnt through experience on-the-job.
4.4

KNOWLEDGE AND COMPETENCE

It was documented earlier that very little is known about professional practice beyond the
knowledge which is acquired in the initial training period in the form of texts and the
content of exams (Eraut, 1994).

The slow development of expert systems in the

surveying profession since the work of Scott (ibid.) over a decade ago shows that
systemisation is a long and arduous process.

Part of the problem is cultural, in that

practitioners are slow to embrace technology, given its perceived threat to their
employment. However, the problem also relates to the situation in that much of practice
remains implicit and difficult to make explicit. Scott (ibid.) referred to this as the "paradox
of expertise" in which the more competent the professional becomes at their job, the
greater the difficulty they have in articulating what they are doing.
Furthermore, knowledge is central to the practice situation. In order to act humans need
to know. Knowledge is also essential to perform competently (Eraut, 1990). Competence
is therefore an important feature in the knowledge debate, and is therefore related to
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learning.

In chapter 2, competence was briefly discussed as being an ability to do or

perform something.
According to the Concise Oxford Dictionary (1995, 9th Edition), competence is related to a
person being adequately qualified or capable, which is very broad in its examination.
What is adequate or capable? Jarvis (ibid.) believes a person who is competent is able to
perform their task proficiently, which requires the appropriate knowledge and skills.
Extending this, Messick (1984) considers it to be what the ideal person can do under
"ideal circumstances" and embracing the "structure of knowledge and abilities". Pearson
(1984) considers the competent person as someone who possesses basic information in
their particular field, rather advanced and highly technical knowledge belongs to experts.
Elsewhere, Weightman (1995) considers that the term competence is difficult to define,
and one that has been debated over may years. For the professional valuer it is a matter
of displaying the skill and care of a similar professional in accordance with the
professional guidance provided. This point substantiates the existence of a knowledge
base within a profession, derived through experience, in that the valuer is compared with
fellow valuers, rather than of a lay person.
In this respect competence can be seen as difficult to define, being part of some long
continuum. Eraut (1994) espouses this view, in viewing competence in terms of lifelong
learning.
4.4.1

Professional Learning

In an attempt to understand professional learning, a number of commentators have
developed competency models, which theorise the process of learning.

Perhaps the

most recognised is that of Dreyfus and Dreyfus (ibid.) who consider there to be five
stages as shown in Table 5.
The Dreyfus competency model shows learning as an almost lifelong process, in the
sense that professional learning begins with some form of academic teaching before
learning on-the-job in a variety of ways. They initially begin their analogy in comparing
the learning process to that of driving, though draw on other fields such as nursing when
considering practice based situations of proficiency and expertness.
The model is equally related to valuation practice, applying it in the broadest sense. An
undergraduate, initially considered a novice, by the end of the degree course reaches the
stage of advanced beginner, where working towards the Assessment of Professional
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It is only once the stage of competence is reached and
mastered that the graduate trainee finally becomes a professional associate. Gradually,
through further learning on-the-job (and Continuing Professional Development (CPD))

Competence (APC) begins.

proficiency occurs.
Stage

Description

Novice

Novice learns to recognise objective facts and features of relevance to
the particular skill. Rules for determining actions based upon these
facts and features are also acquired.

Advanced Beginner

Based on practical experience in concrete situations with meaningful
elements (that the learner or instructor is unable to define) the
advanced beginner learns to recognise those elements when they are
present on the basis of similarity with previous examples.

Competence

The number of recognisable context free and situational elements
Learner begins to adopt a hierarchical
becomes overwhelming.
procedure of decision-making. Through examining a small set of
factors (most important to the situation) the person simplifies and
improves their performance.

Proficient

The proficient performer will be deeply involved in the practice
situation, and experiencing it from some specific perspective based on
recent events. Certain aspects will stand out as salient, others will
recede to the background and be ignored. The proficient performer
will still think analytically about what to do.

Expert

Experts generally know what to do based on mature and practised
understanding. The experts' skill is embraced so that they are not
aware of it. Much of what an expert performs in continuous and nonreflective, though where situations dictate, deliberation may occur
before any action takes place.
Model based on Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986:21 et seq.).

Table 5 Model of competency according to Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986).
The stage of mastering proficiency takes a number of years, and is best shown in adverts
where a valuer is required with, for example, three years post-qualification experience in
a certain area. Beyond proficiency is the stage of expert. Defining an expert is difficult
(Shanteau, ibid.), however, in Shanteau's view, experts are:
"those who have been recognised within their profession as having the necessary
skills and abilities to perform at the highest lever. (Shanteau, ibid.:255).
According to Scott (ibid.) expert performance is acquired through experience, though this
expertise includes the deep knowledge required to construct the problem, surface ideas
and finally solve the problem.
However, the model fails to address the relationship between individual's learning
experiences in different practice situations. In residential valuation a situation may arise
where a valuer is proficient in undertaking an open market mortgage valuation, yet may
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not feel competent enough to provide a more detailed homebuyers survey.
knowledge too, is a prime example of this.

Local

For example, a valuer may be an expert

valuing property within Cardiff, yet may feel totally unable, and a novice, in valuing
properties in London. In such circumstances the Dreyfus model is applicable at different
levels of an individual's development.
Makin (1997) in pursuing this analogy of professional learning and development, likened
learning to an uphill climb with the following four stages in lifelong learning:
1.

Unconscious incompetence

2.

Conscious incompetence

3.

Conscious competence

4.

Unconscious competence

In this respect a person entering into the profession is unaware of the facts and
knowledge required, yet unable to value competently.

Through learning the person

becomes aware of the incompetence, and through further learning is able to develop
competence in a particular field. However, through time and experience this competence
becomes unconscious, and displays a tacit way of knowing.

Race (1992) applies a

similar scale ranging from highly uncompetent (i.e. can't yet do at all) to highly competent
(can do very well).
The idea of competence as a process of lifelong learning is very much a relevant issue
today following the Government's review of higher education, in which the Gearing Report
by the National Committee of Inquiry into Higher Education (NCIHE) extolled the need for
lifelong learning (see NCIHE, 1997).
4.4.2

The Art of Reflection

In 4.2 reference was made to Schon (ibid.) and his criticism of the model of technical
rationality. According to this model:
"practitioners are instrumental problem solvers who select technical means best
suited to particular purposes.

Rigorous professional practitioners solve well-

formed instrumental problems by applying theory and technique derived from
systematic, preferably scientific knowledge". (Schon, 1987:3).
However, in practice, the situations faced by practitioners do not appear in well-defined
structures. Textbook cases cannot be simply applied to these situations to yield answers.
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Neither does academia provide the necessary professional knowledge demanded in the
practice situation, highlighted in the surveying field by the divorce of theory and practice.
The model therefore fails in the demands of practice, where problems are "complex and
messy".
It is only through "naming and framing" that problem solving becomes possible, in which
professionals do not require more knowledge, but rely more on "wisdom, intuition and
artistry" (Schon, ibid.).

For Claxton (ibid.), wisdom leads to good judgement in hard

cases. In this sense the domain knowledge is wide and deep, requiring the practitioner to
draw on the "knowing-that" and "knowing-how", but also knowledge amassed from
experiences in earlier stages of their life (James, ibid.).
For Schon, the knowing is in the action:
"In his day-to-day practice he makes innumerable judgements of quality for which
he cannot state adequate criteria, and he displays skills for which he cannot state
the rules and procedures". (Schon, ibid.:50).
Schon's response is of a reflective practice, in which practitioners see each case
presented to them as unique, but bring to these cases all their past knowledge and
experience, and "metaphorically converse with the context", during which they apprehend
the context, interact and review their intentions (James, ibid.). It is this "conversation" in
the practice context, which Schon refers to as reflection-in-action, which for Schon:
"is central to the "art" by which practitioners sometimes deal well with situations
of uncertainty, instability, uniqueness and value conflict'. (Schon, ibid.).
A key idea of Schon is that of surprise. When faced by something new, the practitioner is
stimulated by surprise, which triggers the reflective practice.

Reflection is seen very

much as an intuitive process, which requires the practitioner to select from memory the
key ideas, and from this draw out lines of "invention and inferences", in essence reframe
the situation according to the circumstances to draw out future actions.
Reflection is seen as a key process in learning from experience (Boud and Walker, ibid.).
Claxton (ibid.:221) states that:
"good learning requires the ability to be reflective; to take a strategic, as well as
tactical, perspective on ones learning and knowing; to be aware of how things are
going, and of what alternative approaches there might be".
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Sch6n highlighted the idea of reflection in his text 'The Reflective Practitioner", first
published in 1983, although prior to this Dewey (1933) referred to reflective thinking as
the ability to turn things over in the mind. Kolb (1984) drawing on the work of Kurt Lewin
showed learning in terms of a four stage cycle, that of:
1.

Concrete experience

2.

Reflective observation

3.

Abstract conceptualisation

4.

Active experimentation

More recently, pursuing the analogies of Schon and Kolb, Boud and Walker (ibid.)
demonstrated that experience was gained through a complex series of interactions
between the learner and the learning milieu. Central to all these ideas is that of reflection.
Barnett (1994) is also in favour of reflection, and believes that reflective knowing accepts
that all kinds of knowing can help understand the world better.
Eraut (1995) is critical of Schon with respect to the issue of time. As Claxton (ibid.) points
out, professional practitioners often have to make judgements without a moment's
thought, pressured by business deadlines, leaving little or no time to reflect.

This

situation is true of residential valuers who often have to meet targets; inspecting,
reporting, and valuing five, or conceivably even more, properties per day. In this sense,
Eraut (ibid.) sees reflection more as a "metacognitive process", whereby the practitioner
becomes alert to a situation that appears new, "reads the situation, decides what to do
and proceeds in a state of continuing alertness" (Eraut, ibid.:14).
However, Schon (ibid.) suggests that practitioners should openly reflect on the practice
situation, be that the social, political or economic aspects of practice, and the knowledge
used itself (James, ibid.). In doing so a demystification of practice occurs, and a move
away from the "black box" image of practice, which so often damages the practitioners'
professional reputation. For Schon, openness is not a problem, for he believes that those
fields that rely on "special knowledge and competence" will still require the services of
those professionals.
The adoption of CPD by the profession, in promoting the idea of lifetime learning, was a
positive step. However, the notion of "keeping abreast" that permeates CPD ensures an
emphasis on the legal-technical aspects of professional work.

Yet, CPD could be

enhanced to incorporate reflective practice, with both individuals and businesses
engaging in what can be considered "corporate reflection", wherein practitioners regularly
reflect and engage in self and peer group knowledge evaluation.
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4.5

LIMITS TO KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

Beyond the issues surrounding knowledge and learning, are the issues which may place
limits on the ability to learn or apply this knowledge. In Chapter 3, literature relating to
potential biases in the valuation process was considered. However, on a more general
level a number of issues may impact on the ability to process information, which are
considered briefly below. Diaz (1987) provided a more detailed exposition of the area of
human problem solving.
Human judgements are often made intuitively, relying upon information stored in the
human mind.

For some time now, in the field of psychology, it has been known that

humans have a limited information-processing capacity. Drawing on the work of Herbert
Simon, Hogarth (ibid.: 4) considers that our ability to process information may be
constrained for the following reasons:
Perception: Humans are only able to visualise about 1 /70th of that which is present
in the visual field, as a consequence they have to select, though in order to do
this, they need to know what information is required.
Nature of Processing: Information is processed in a sequential manner,
therefore the sequence in which information arrives may affect or bias judgement.
Claxton (ibid.) considered this to be a major "pitfall for intuition".
Processing Capacity. Humans are not able to make optimal judgements,
therefore they often employ heuristics (rules of thumb) or tricks in order to
minimise cognitive effort.
Memory. Memory works by a process of association, which is used to
reconstruct past events.

Information is not therefore considered in its original

form.
The limited processing capacity of the human is clearly of concern to the practice of
residential valuation, in that it may lead to a sub-optimal performance (Claxton, ibid.), and
potential errors in valuations. The valuation process, as outlined in the initial chapters,
requires the valuer to draw on a variety of pieces of information acquired from diverse
sources. This may be, for example, previous cases from the valuer's personal repertoire,
those of colleagues, or information gleaned from journals and newspapers.

When it

comes to the actual valuation, all this may not be brought to bear on the situation in hand.
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Diaz (ibid.), in a study on the valuation process, discovered that professional appraisers
would not follow the prescribed process suggested in the texts, but would adapt this, and
minimise cognitive effort in complex tasks, which he believed conformed to the theories of
information processing. The question though, is how do experts transform this normative
behaviour?
Related to the issue of knowledge, is the impact of too much, or too little knowledge.
Diaz (ibid.) drawing on the work of Shields (1983) considers the importance of a "U"
relationship between information provided and performance. It is suggested that both too
much and too little information may lead to poor judgmental performance.

But what is

sufficient information? Furthermore, does familiarity with an area impact on the amount
of information used?

Claxton (ibid.) suggests that a similar "U" relationship exists

between creativity and age, with a peak age of creativity between twenty-five and thirtyfive.
The limits to information processing may be of relevance to the issue of local knowledge.
Scott (ibid.) demonstrated that when his expert system was applied to a different area, a
reduction in accuracy occurred, largely on the basis of the information contained within
the system. This suggests that when covering a wider area more knowledge is required,
which a valuer may not be capable of processing sufficiently.
One of the advantages expert database systems have over humans is their ability to hold
vast amounts of information, which can be called upon as and when required (Scott,
ibid.). The problem Scott encountered with regard to data could not be addressed within
the scope of his thesis. The system was weak in design, by only storing details relating to
the physical property itself. Further improvement in accuracy may have been achieved
by the input of data relating to localities.
This is a problem of so many regression and other "alternative" based models, the
majority draw on data relating to a small homogenous area to reduce the factors required,
to show high accuracy.

Attempts at incorporating location have been addressed by

Geographical Information Systems (GIS's) (see for example Wyatt, 1994), though their
development is limited by the lack of understanding of the attributes which impact on
value and the availability of information. Greater attention is required in relation to the
factors, which compose the valuer's local knowledge, which is one of the aims of this
thesis.
Further development of expert database systems has shown the potential for eliminating
these problems.

In an attempt to make the inspection and valuation process more
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explicit, an emphasis has been placed on the use of expert database systems, with the
aim of improving the accuracy of valuations and the standard of information provided to
clients (Jenkins et al, 1995). The prototype system developed as part of this research
provided for on-site data capture (during an inspection) using mobile personal computers.
The information recorded not only encompassed details of the building, but also included
variables relating to the neighbourhood and demand-side data. The attributes recorded
resulted from an extensive knowledge elicitation exercise with over a hundred practising
valuers.
Whilst the system did not automate the process, subsequent research (Almond et al,
1998) demonstrated the potential for partially automating the comparable selection and
adjustment process in an explicit manner.
However, whilst such research has provided an insight into the valuation process, the
understanding of professional knowledge still remains limited, largely because so much is
implicit in the practice situation.

Humans rely on intuition.

Rarely is such knowledge

made explicit, resulting in a situation where we do not know what it is we know. This is
common place in practice; residential valuation is no exception.

The daily repetitious

routine of inspecting, reporting and valuing property day-in-day-out lead to a situation
where actions become second nature.
It is the vary nature of the process which over time makes it difficult for practitioners to
express what they do, what Scott (ibid.) referred to as the paradox of expertise.
Practitioners possess "know-how", which is not accessible in the form of hard facts and
rules (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, ibid.). A person may know how to drive a car, but can they
(or even do they want to) turn what has been learnt into explicit facts and routines?
4.6

KNOWLEDGE AND LEARNING IN SURVEYING

The literature relating to knowledge in the surveying field is limited. The most extensive
literature relates to Scott (ibid.) who considered the issue in relation to the acquisition of
practitioner's knowledge in the development of an expert system. Other commentators
have considered the knowledge and learning of building surveyors (Mole, ibid.) and the
quantity surveyor (RIGS, ibid.) as outlined earlier.
More recently, in relation to building surveying, Hollis (1998) considers the surveyor's
core knowledge to be composed of the following:
•

Professional guidance (RICS/ISVA)
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•

Building research guidance and advice

•

British Standards

•

Regulations of statutory bodies.

Hollis goes further to state that this core knowledge should be matched by experience
gained through trial and error.

The "core" knowledge provided is effectively textbook

knowledge that any member of the public could reasonably obtain.

For the general

practice valuer, much is known about such sources, which include professional guidance
and sources suggested in Chapter 3. The most important knowledge, however, is the
know-how (process knowledge) from which the valuer is able to draw on the appropriate
information, assimilate, reflect and produce the correct output.
Eraut (1994) highlights the importance of know-how or process knowledge, considering it
essential to professional practice, yet accorded a low priority in the education system.
One such issue (and of importance to surveyors as well), is the process of acquiring
information, though, this process is often neglected in higher education. It is also
important in communicating with clients.

However, Eraut is more radical in his views.

Taking an holistic approach, he suggests the content of learning, as a whole, should
accord with the importance of when information is required for the situation in hand. In
this respect he cites the situation in which knowledge learnt in a degree is often put into
cold storage, and not used till later in the practice situation.
For surveyors, learning, as portrayed thus far is individually based; as one surveyor put it:
"We have gone to school and passed our A levels.

We did correspondence

courses whilst working full-time as office juniors. Or we went to poly or uni and
studied for years.

Some of us did a placement year where we got practical

experience and training.

We learnt more.

We did our exams.

We joined the

RICS, we sat yet another exam before we became Associate Members. And it
still hasn't stopped. Now we're standing here with our CPD planners, going for
even more learning! We read the journals. So what's new?" (RICS, 1997:5).
Such learning is considered as being more formal, in essence content knowledge, and
accords with the competency model developed by Dreyfus and Dreyfus (ibid.) outlined
earlier, and described in relation to the valuation process. However, the report (RICS,
ibid.) attempts to extol the virtues and benefits of learning as an organisation, in which
knowledge is shared across members of the organisation, with the ability for members to
reflect on their ideas.

In this respect organisational learning is seen as the sum of

individual learning + x (RICS, ibid.). Such learning, should, according to Eraut (ibid.), be
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considered within the holistic framework of learning. Within the context of this thesis, the
concern is more with individual learning, in particular that related to local areas.
In the earlier discussion (4.3.2) knowledge was considered in terms of different types,
where knowledge required for the valuation process, and local knowledge itself, was
classified under knowing-that and knowing-how.

However, this fails to consider the

specific underlying knowledge types, which feed into local knowledge.
Based on the work of Eraut (ibid.) a theoretical taxonomy of local knowledge has been
developed (see Figure 7). According to this model, local knowledge is based upon both
public knowledge, that which is available in textbooks, the media and other guidance, but
also personal knowledge. The latter draws on personal experiences, from education,
practice and discussions with other people, in part the "lifeworld" of practice to which
James (ibid.) refers.

Personal
Knowledge

Public
Knowledge

Situational
Knowledge

Action

Local
Knowledge

Figure 7 A theoretical taxonomy of local knowledge based on knowledge types.

This knowledge interacts and is transformed in the context of the practice situation, as
situation knowledge, in which the experience is more personal. The practitioner reads the
situation, considers how factors respond to certain events, and draws conclusions on the
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basis of personal belief.

It is through action, that this knowledge becomes sufficiently

integrated into practice to form the valuer's local knowledge.
4.7

SUMMARY

Knowledge plays an important role in professional practice in that the reputation of the
professions is based on their ability to demonstrate specialist knowledge.

However,

recently the professions have come under attack on the basis of a crisis in the confidence
in professional practice, in which the rigours of practice are not met by the application of
"scientific" knowledge.
Prior to considering the problems associated with practice it was necessary to understand
the meaning of knowledge. In this respect, knowledge can be considered as a justified
true belief, although in investigating the nature of this justification, a number of issues are
raised, which

impact on

understanding,

including

issues that may

impact on

understanding in a localised sense.
Underlying this understanding of knowledge, are the different types of knowledge, which
impact on practice in a variety of ways, in a complex system of interaction. However,
above this knowledge can be broadly described as being distinguished between knowinghow, i.e. the ability to process, and knowing-that, i.e. the facts.

Such distinction has

appeal to the valuation process, where it is necessary not only to be able to know-how to
value and select evidence, but also to be able to know-that certain factors impact on the
valuation process. This distinction is something which researchers in the field of real
estate have failed to address, instead, there has been a focus on the array of knowledge
types.
Knowledge is acquired and created in a number of situations, including through
experience, where consideration was given to how models of competence relate to
practice, and the ways in which the problems between theory and practice can be
addressed. In this situation, consideration was given to how reflection, both in and on
action, in an explicit manner could contribute to better learning and an understanding of
practice, through demystifying the practice situation, perhaps through the CPD process.
This was concluded by considering the issues of knowledge in surveying, where a limited
literature was noticed.
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5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
INTRODUCTION

5.1

This chapter explains and evaluates the research methodology adopted.

It discusses

how the methods chosen have been influenced by the aims of the research and
considers how this has been influenced by previous studies that have considered the
behaviour of valuers in real estate research.

The methodological procedures of the

research are also discussed.
RESEARCH AIMS

5.2

According to Maxwell's (1996) model of research design, the research questions, i.e. the
factors to be understood from the research process, are central, amongst other factors to
the aims and methods to be applied.

As a consequence the following aims were

developed:
•

To provide a comprehensive definition of "local knowledge" in terms of the
valuation of residential property.

•

To identify the "components" or factors which make up the valuers repertoire of
"local knowledge".

•

To explore the limits to the transportability of "local knowledge".

•

To identify the significance of "local knowledge" in the valuation process.

However, in resolving these aims, there are a number of questions that need to be
considered. Firstly, it was necessary to elicit from valuers their views on how they define
local knowledge, and the factors they know, which forms this important knowledge base.
Secondly, in identifying the significance and transportability of local knowledge, it was
necessary to undertake a study between valuers with and without prior knowledge of an
area to compare the variations between the two groups.
5.3

RESEARCH METHODS

Having chosen the specific focus of the research, Creswell (1994) considers that the next
decision is the choice of research paradigm.

In this respect he provides two choices,

which are available to the researcher, i.e. quantitative or qualitative.

The choice of

research paradigm depends on the nature of the problem to be researched, in broad
terms Table 6 outlines the reasons for selection on the basis of the research problem.
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In terms of this thesis, it is not intended to enter into the debate of quantitative versus
qualitative research, for the methods adopted depends on the questions to be answered.
However, a brief overview of both quantitative and qualitative methods is provided, before
consideration is given to the issue of "triangulation", which is seen as the marriage of the
two paradigms in the research context.
Criteria

Quantitative Paradigm

Qualitative Paradigm

Nature of Problem

Previously studied by other

Exploratory research;

researchers so that a body of
literature exists; known

variables unknown; context

variables; existing theories

base for study.

unimportant; may lack theory
Table adapted from Creswell (ibid.:9)

Table 6 Reasons for selecting a quantitative or qualitative research paradigm.
5.3.1

Quantitative Research

Quantitative research, as its name suggests, is associated with various approaches to the
collection of quantifiable data, from large numbers of people (Bryman, 1988). It is
considered to be a more "scientific approach", in that it is trying to establish how many
things there are (i.e. some numeric description or some fraction of a population (Creswell,
ibid.)). It therefore takes a more 'static' view of life (Bryman, ibid.).
Oliver (1997) distinguished quantitative research (from qualitative) on the basis that
quantitative techniques seek data in a numerical format, which can then be analysed and
presented by a variety of means, including tables, charts, graphs and statistics.
In terms of research tools, there are two main approaches highlighted within texts, those
of experiments and surveys. Creswell (ibid.) distinguishes the two as follows:
Experiments: true experiments with random assignments of subjects to treatment
conditions.
Surveys: e.g. cross sectional or longitudinal studies using questionnaires or
structured interviews for data collection with the intent for generalising.
Creswell (ibid.) goes further to note that quantitative techniques are generally used to test
or verify a theory, rather than to develop one.
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5.3.2

Qualitative Research

Qualitative research is more concerned with determining what things exist rather than
how many such things there are (Walker, 1985). The process involves the "immersion" of
the researcher in the field of study (Bryman, ibid.) and therefore the researcher is seen as
being more responsive to the needs of the respondent and the subject matter (Walker,
ibid.). In terms of such studies, four main research tools are considered, these are depth
interviews, group interviews, participant observation, and projective techniques.
Depth interviews are a more personal interview, and are seen as integral to social
research (Jones, 1985). The interview encourages the respondents to relate their
experiences and attitudes to the research problem (Walker, ibid.). As Burgess (1982)
considers, the technique allows the researcher to probe deeply to uncover new clues and
dimensions to the problem at hand.
Group interviews have much in common with depth interviews. Whilst depth interviews
may be seen on the basis of an interview with a single respondent, Hedges (1985) feels
that two people, for example a married couple, would not be considered as a "group".
The process, therefore, involves a number of people, and is seen more in terms of cost
and time saving, against depth interviewing with single people.
Morton-Williams (1985) stresses that whilst qualitative techniques are relatively
unstructured, they nonetheless require careful planning, with the need to define precisely
the objectives of the research. However, it need not be used on its own, it could for
example be used to elicit information to determine the content of a quantitative
questionnaire, or to put the "flesh on the bones" of information gathered, for example,
through a structured questionnaire (Morton-Williams, ibid.).
5.3.3

Triangulation

The logic behind triangulation was put forward by Webb et al (1966), who suggested that
social scientists were more likely to have greater confidence in their findings when they
are derived from more than one form of investigation. In employing more than one
method, the analysis involves more than one type of data.
The theory behind
triangulation is not hard to imagine either, given that both quantitative and qualitative
methods are seen as being different approaches to the same research problem.
Some observers are unsure as to the combination of methods, suggesting that
quantitative and qualitative methods come from fundamentally incompatible
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epistemological positions (Bryman, ibid.). Nevertheless, the combination of two methods
is intuitively appealing, for various reasons, for example:
•

they can be used to provide a more "complete picture" by combining the static
and processual view of life (Bryman, ibid.).

•

through combining two or more approaches, the theory is that any bias in one
approach is eliminated, or neutralised when used in conjunction with another
method (Creswell, ibid.).

•

researchers' claims to validity are clearly enhanced when the different
approaches provide mutual confirmation (Bryman, ibid.).

Whilst there are arguments for and against the combination of methods, the approach
has been used in numerous different studies. On this basis there is no reason why they
cannot be combined, and researchers' reasons for doing so are varied (Bryman, ibid.).
5.3.4

Grounded Theory

Earlier it was pointed out that quantitative techniques are used to test a theory. As a
consequence, qualitative research can be considered as a tool to developing theory. By
the very nature of the beast, qualitative techniques are applied as a means of determining
what exists. Glaser and Strauss (1967) consider the most appropriate way to develop a
theory is to "ground" it from the data being studied. In terms of this research, one of the
aims is to develop (build) a theory, based upon practice, of local knowledge.
Grounded theory "/s the discovery of theory from data systematically obtained from social
research" (Glaser and Strauss, ibid.:2).

Strauss (1987) considers the approach

"indispensable" for acquiring "deeper knowledge".

Further, it allows for researchers to

gain a clear picture of events, categories, concepts and variables (relating to events), but
also, providing for an understanding of how and why variables interact with each other
(Oliver, ibid.).
Bryman (ibid.) believes the advantage of grounded theory is that it allows theory to
emerge from the data, and so "does not lose touch with its empirical referenf (Bryman,
ibid.:84). This is clearly important when developing a theory from practice.
King (1994) refers to the term "editing" in which the text of an interview is rearranged, cut
and pasted, in an attempt to discover meaningful segments to reveal the "interpretative
truth". Grounded theory is thought to be the superior technique for this approach.
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5.3.5

Research Strategies in Real Estate

In the behavioural field of real estate research, studies have considered issues of
decision-making and bias; as outlined in Chapter 3, where it was evident that the
strategies employed are largely quantitative in nature.
Initial investigations (Diaz, 1987) adopted a process tracing technique to compare the
appraisal process used by appraisers against the normative process suggested in the
texts.

Later studies considered the issue of valuation bias, in which appraisers were

required to provide a valuation based on a certain amount of information provided (see
for example Wolverton, 1996; Diaz, 1997).

Further research has involved the use of

postal questionnaires to gain a response from a wider audience (Diaz and Hansz, 1997).
In terms of providing a real world setting against the need for validity, a classroom setting
provides an appropriate balance, although improvements could be made to such studies,
which are discussed later.

However, it is concluded here that the use of postal

questionnaires, to investigate valuation bias, are too far removed from practice, in that the
study is undertaken in an artificial setting, where the researcher has no control over the
process.
Within the UK, studies have largely confined research to the use of postal questionnaire
in an attempt to measure for bias, most notably Gallimore (1994; 1996).

Again the

research is quantitative in nature. Adair (1992) in his doctoral thesis investigating the
major value determining factors in the valuation of residential property adopted a
questionnaire sent to consumers and valuers, again quantitative in nature.
Boydell et al (1997) are critical of how property researchers have focussed on the use of
quantitative techniques, at a time when appraisal is seen as a mix of both science and
art. They argue that the technique of ethnography allows for the valid interpretation of
semi-structured interviews, and provides for the generation of theory. Turner (1995) in
his thesis investigating environmental tenant risk adopted a qualitative approach, utilising
both semi-structured interviews and questionnaires.

Other studies investigating the

processes of residential valuers have been concerned with the field of knowledge
engineering (see Scott, 1988; Jenkins, 1992), in which interviews and observations have
been used to ascertain what it is the valuer does.
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5.4

OUTLINE OF METHODS ADOPTED

The aims of the research, outlined at the beginning of the chapter, present a number of
issues that need to be addressed. The focal point of the research is to provide a formal
understanding of "local knowledge" in terms of the residential valuation process. In
Chapter 2 it was noted how the literature is nebulous, not only in terms of the factors
which form this knowledge, but also as to the area in which a valuer should work. Indeed,
within the literature available, no formal quantification of the issue is made.
However, the nature of the aims, does not provide for the use of one single method of
research. For this reason a mix of both quantitative and qualitative approaches were
used. In considering the importance of local knowledge by comparing the valuations
between geographically familiar and non-familiar valuers, by way of a valuation
experiment, a quantitative approach was adopted, and is discussed in 5.6. In terms of
understanding the components and definition of local knowledge a mix of both depth
interviews and questionnaires were used. Great importance is placed on the qualitative
nature of this approach, which provided greater leverage in probing and gaining the views
of individual valuers, for as Moser and Calton (1975) consider questionnaires (especially
postal) do not allow the respondent to provide spontaneous answers. This was used in
conjunction with the questionnaire, which aims to add and justify the information gleaned
in the interviews, from a much wider audience than was possible with that single
approach.
In the following three sections the individual approaches of the questionnaire, valuation
study, and in-depth interviews are considered. In each the issues affecting individual
approaches will be considered, with the study outlined and justified.
5.5

MAIL QUESTIONNAIRE

5.5.1

Overview

In survey research, questionnaires are considered to be the most widely used technique
in the collection of data (De Vaus, 1990). Zeisel (1995) feels that the technique is useful
in discovering regularities between large groups of people, when the same set of
questions are asked. However, Bell (1993) considers that care must be taken in selecting
the question type, the design, piloting, distribution and return of the questionnaire.
Meanwhile, Oppenheim (1992) considered the relative merits of mail questionnaires;
these are summarised in Table 7.
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In terms of this study, a questionnaire has been used in conjunction with the interviews, to
gain the views from a much wider audience of valuers across England and Wales. In this
respect a mail questionnaire is considered to be the most useful and cost effective
instrument. Whilst mail questionnaires are often considered to have a poor response
rate, this need not be so, provided care is taken. Oppenheim (ibid.) outlines fourteen
points that can improve response rates, those of importance for this study include:

•

envelope - this should be properly addressed, to a specific person
return envelopes - consider providing a return envelope with postage paid.

•

anonymity - ensure those who respond are not named.

•

appearance - poor layout may lead to a poor response rate.

•

length - consider thickness, number of pages and time needed to complete.

•

Advantages
Low cost of data collection
Low cost of processing
Avoidance (to a degree) of interviewer bias
Ability to reach respondents over a wide
geographic area

Disadvantages
Low response rates (and thus prone to
bias)
Unsuitable for respondents with poor
literacy
No opportunities to correct
misunderstandings, or probe further
No control over the order in which
questions are answered
No opportunity to collect ratings or
assessments based on observation

Based on Oppenheim (ibid.: 102).

Table 7 Advantages and disadvantages of questionnaires.
5.5.2

Questionnaire Design

In designing a questionnaire a number of issues need to be deliberated in terms of the
questions asked, and the style of each question. Zeisel (ibid.) considers three issues of
importance, i.e. the questions should be, (a) simple to understand; (b) precise enough so
they are generally understood in the same way; and (c) neutral enough, so as not to
influence direction.
A poorly laid out questionnaire can lead the respondent to misinterpret and even miss
questions out. The wording is, therefore, critical and De Vaus (ibid.:83) highlights
fourteen issues (questions) of concern, including the following, which are considered of
importance:
•

is the language simple?
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•

is the question double-barrelled?

•

is the question negative?

•

is the respondent likely to have the necessary knowledge?

•

is the question ambiguous?

•

is the question wording too detailed?

Beyond the actual wording of the question, is the style adopted. In this respect two types
are available, open and closed. Open questions allow respondents to provide their own
opinions, whilst closed questions restrict the respondent to answer from a choice of
responses.
Whilst closed style questions have the drawback of providing an insufficient range of
responses, and narrowing the choices available to the respondent, they have their
advantages too. For example, they provide for a quick response in that the respondent
only needs to tick a box. They are also easier to code, and thus simplify the analysis (De
Vaus, ibid.). Nevertheless, in doing so care must be taken in the development stage in
the provision of responses. This can be overcome through piloting and the addition of
'other (please specify)' categories (De Vaus, ibid.).
Advantages
Freedom and spontaneity of the answers
Opportunity to probe
Useful for testing hypotheses about ideas
or awareness

Disadvantages
Time-consuming
In interviews: cost of interviewer time
Coding: very costly and slow to process,
and may be unreliable
I Demands more effort from respondents

Table 8 Advantages and disadvantages of open questions.
Advantages
Require little time
No extended writing
Low costs
Easy to process
Make group comparisons easy
Useful for testing specific hypotheses
Less interviewer training

Disadvantages
Loss of spontaneous responses
Bias in answer categories
Sometimes too crude
May irritate respondents

Table 9 Advantages and disadvantages of closed questions.
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The format of the closed type response is also important. Whilst simple "yes" and "no"
responses may be required, scaling may be required where agreement (to some degree)
or rating of some factor is required.
Open-ended questions have the advantage of allowing the respondent to provide their
own views on the subject, though in using such questions sufficient space should be
provided for the respondent to provide an answer in their own words. Furthermore, such
questions also pose problems in the analysis, where some form of categorisation is
inevitably required (de Vaus, ibid.), lengthening the analysis process. Table 8 and Table
9 compare the advantages and disadvantages of open and closed questions respectively
according to Oppenheim (ibid.:115).
Overall (Bell, ibid.) provides the following, more general guidelines with regard to
questionnaires, which are important for this study:

5.5.3

•

they should be typed.

•

instructions should be clear.

•

the number of sheets should be kept to a minimum.

•

response boxes should be kept in line.

•

care should be given to the order of questions, e.g. leave sensitive questions
till last to improve the chance of response.

Pilot Questionnaire

Whilst care must be taken in the design of any questionnaire, for the reasons stated
above, piloting the questionnaire is a worthwhile task. In doing so the "bugs" of the
questionnaire can be removed, and consideration can be given to problems encountered
by respondents in completing the questions. Furthermore, any ambiguity or difficulties in
the questions should be uncovered (Bell, ibid.). Babbie (1990) suggests the pilot study is
very useful in that it avoids costs due to unforeseen errors in the study. Therefore the
pilot is seen as a miniature walk through (of the main study), differing only in terms of the
scale of the number of respondents contacted (Babbie, ibid.).
As a starting point, it was necessary to determine the aims of the questionnaire, i.e. what
information was to be obtained, for which, the following areas were considered:
•

the area in which the valuer serves, and general details on the practice.

•

factors that may enable local valuers to provide better accuracy and advice.
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•

whether or not valuers work in unfamiliar areas, and their reasoning behind this.

•

the information valuers monitor in their area.

•

the time taken to become competent in an area.

•

issues relating to the acquisition of professional knowledge.

Care was taken in the overall design to enable a logical progression through the issues.
The pilot questionnaire started from the view of the background to the practice, before
covering the particular issues of local knowledge itself in more detail. The more general
issues of professional valuation knowledge were considered last.
The questionnaire too, was designed to gain a balance between ease of use from the
practitioner's point of view, but also to gain maximum benefit in understanding the issues
to be addressed, and to enable uncomplicated analysis of this data. To this end
questions were designed as far as possible with simple "Yes/ No", or "tick box" type
answers.
Where a scale was required to ascertain a 'degree' of response, a Likert style scale was
adopted, which has been used to good effect in previous studies. For example, Adair
(ibid.) used this type of scale in questioning both valuers and buyers to obtain their views
on factors that they considered important in the valuation of residential property. In
conducting this study, Adair (ibid.) critically appraised different types of response i.e.
Semantic Differential, Thurstone, and Likert. The latter was considered most appropriate,
and was developed using a four point scale, with the different points (large influence, fair
degree of influence, little influence, and no influence) equidistant.
Open-ended responses were kept to a minimum where possible, as these tend to reduce
the likelihood of response, or the level of response; as Bell (ibid.) notes, such responses
become difficult to analyse. However, their inclusion was inevitable in eliciting more
personalised views on certain key issues.
Where tick boxes were provided the list of suggestions were drawn from the author's own
experience and reading of literature, as to what may be considered important. This list
was limited, and could have considered a whole host of attributes, but this may have
limited the likelihood of response, or even caused errors in response; too many tick boxes
may confuse the respondent. The attributes considered were one of the issues the pilot
study aimed to address, and in this respect space was given to allow "other" responses to
be provided (de Vaus, ibid.).
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However, there is the risk that with tick boxes, respondents will tick all the boxes
(choices) given to them. When given a list of factors to consider, professionals may see
the factors as important when put to them, yet in practice, they may actually ignore such
factors as unimportant. This is the risk with such questionnaires. Nevertheless, as the
main study also involved interviews, the problems associated with this factor could be
neutralised.
The aim of the questionnaire was to gain the views of qualified surveyors. The population
sample of surveyors was identified from the Welsh section of the 1997 RICS Surveyors
Directory (RICS,1997a). Practices, which were known to deal with residential valuation,
were chosen. These were practices denoted with the term CVEA (Chartered Valuation
and Estate Agent), or where under the name of the practice, residential valuation was
noted as work undertaken by that firm.

From this search a total of 65 practices were

identified, and listed alphabetically (ordered also by place).

As a starting point every

other third practice was chosen for the pilot study. However, some minor adjustments
were made to ensure a geographic spread of practices within Wales, was provided, such
that the pilot would represent a similar sample of practices as the main study would
achieve (Bell, ibid.). A total of twenty-three practices were chosen for the pilot study, the
remaining practices identified were recorded and set aside for use in the main
questionnaire.
The questionnaires were sent out on 8 January 1998 with a covering letter (on University
headed paper) explaining what the study was for, and that the results would remain
anonymised.

It was felt important to observe anonymity given that some practitioners

might feel unable to fill out some sections given the sensitivity of some questions,
especially questions six and seven which consider whether practitioners would value
outside their area, which in practice is against the RICS bye-laws. An envelope using the
University's freepost address was used; it was felt this provided an added incentive to
return the completed questionnaire, with no actual cost (other than time) being incurred
by the respondent.

All these factors were considered to provide a better likelihood of

response from the literature reviewed.
A 3-week period (till 30 January 1998) was allowed for responses.

In the main, most

responses were received after two weeks, with only a few more coming in after this. No
responses were received after the 30 January deadline.

By the set date a total of 16

questionnaires had been returned, representing a 70% response rate, which is
considered very good. Whilst the sample is too small for any statistical analysis (30 being
considered more useful for such purposes), it must be borne in mind that this was a pilot,
and a larger number of questionnaires would be sent out for the main study.
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Furthermore, as the overall study initially intended only to cover Wales, consideration was
to be given to the limited number of practices in Wales (as a whole) who could be
questioned in either the pilot or main study.
5.5.4

Pilot Questionnaire Review

Following the return of the pilot questionnaires, an analysis was conducted not only to
gain a feel for the types of response, but also to ascertain the ease with which the
questionnaire could be analysed, and to consider any changes that may be required.
Babbie (ibid.) considers that the questionnaires from the pilot study should be coded,
cleaned and analysed, just as they would for the main study.

Babbie (ibid.) also feels

that researchers should look out for the following points when assessing pilot
questionnaires:
•

Failure to answer - failure to answer a given question a number of times indicates
a poor survey design.

•

Multiple answers - if asked to answer one question, but this is not the case, the
question may be being misunderstood.

•

"Other" answers - many additional answers provided by respondents suggests
categories provided are not sufficiently exhaustive.

•

Qualified answers - suggest lack of clarity in the question.

•

Direct comments - be alert to suggestions by respondents.

•

Missing answers - indicate a poor flow in the questionnaire.

The analysis of the questionnaires involved two processes. The open-ended responses
were typed into Microsoft Word, under each question heading for visual analysis, looking
for key words/ responses. Where set answers were provided, analysis was performed
using SPSS.
SPSS was chosen given its ability to provide analysis and graphical representation of the
data in an easy to use format, for example data could be easily numerically coded where
a response of "Yes" or "No" was required; i.e. a numerical value (1= Yes, 0 = No) could
be assigned. A similar action could be taken for ticking or not ticking a box, or further
numbers assigned where a number of choices were given. Where other responses were
required the numeric value (as noted) was used. These functions were considered more
powerful and easier to use than Microsoft Excel.

However, in some cases data was

analysed in SPSS and transferred into Excel, to make use of the enhanced graphics.
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5.5.5

Main Questionnaire

The main questionnaire (see Appendix 4 and 5) was developed from the analysis of the
pilot questionnaire, which considered the appropriateness and usefulness of the
questions and responses with regard to the issues being considered.
A number of issues arose with regard to the questionnaire. In respect of questions four
and seven, a number of factors were added following additional responses to the pilot.
Some minor changes to the wording of questions was also provided to clarify what certain
issues were, for example, what was meant by "professional education", but also to the
general structure of the sentence itself. An additional part was also added to question
nine to include the acquisition of local knowledge. In doing so a comparison could be
made as to how much professional education contributed to both local knowledge and
professional knowledge as a whole.
A revised questionnaire was developed, with additional amendments made to the
numbering to enable a wider mailing to practices in England, as well as Wales. This has
no overall effect on the analysis, as the additional questions were simply sub-sections of
This decision was taken on the basis that only 47 practices were
identified in Wales for the main mailing. To gain better credence in the results it was felt
that additional practices should be contacted. In mailing practices in England a more
holistic response could be gained with regard to practice, and so have regard to issues in

the main question.

a broader context, rather than those which may simply be indigenous in Wales.
Practices in England were identified from the RICS Housing Market Survey, June 1997
(RICS, 1997b), from which every other fourth practice was used. Again some minor
adjustments were made to ensure a geographic spread.
The questionnaires were sent out on Tuesday 21 st April 1998 with a covering letter in a
similar format to the pilot study. The date was chosen for two reasons. Firstly, it was
after the Easter vacation when practitioners could have been on leave and, secondly, on
the basis that mailing for delivery in the middle of the week is considered to provide a
better response compared to those delivered on a Monday or Friday (see for example
Kane, 1993). A three-week period was allowed for the questionnaires to be returned.
After this date a reminder letter was dispatched to the non-respondents, and a further
[The questionnaires were coded to enable reminder and
thank you letters to be sent, though this coding was known only to the author and

three-week period allowed.
destroyed after use.]
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5.6

VALUATION STUDY

One of the aims of the research is to uncover the importance of local knowledge in the
valuation process.

Whilst questionnaires and interviews may uncover part of this, a

comparison of valuations produced by valuers familiar to an area and those unfamiliar to
the same area, could provide more accurate evidence of differences, if any.
The aim of the valuation study was to compare the valuations produced by valuers who
are either familiar or not familiar with the area in which the property is situated, given
identical pieces of information. This approach was developed upon previous research by
Wolverton (ibid.), who investigated the impact of sale and list price bias in the valuation of
residential property in the US.
Research into the issue of geographic familiarity has also been conducted in the US,
where researchers have investigated the valuation process generally (Diaz, ibid.) and the
impact of a previous expert's judgement (Diaz and Hansz, ibid.).

This later study

involved the use of a postal questionnaire assessing the impact of valuation evidence by
another expert, in the valuation of a parcel of land.

In both cases the valuation, and

problems associated with geographic familiarity in the context of valuer's local knowledge,
were not considered. This study is therefore providing a new insight to local knowledge.
Furthermore, valuation practice in the US, whilst using the comparative method, is
different to practice in the UK, and these issues may also be influential in the decisionmaking process.

It can be argued that simply providing a study based upon paper

evidence supplied in a classroom is too far removed from actual practice. This research
is, therefore, different to these studies since it addresses the particular issue of
geographical familiarity in the valuation of residential property in the UK.
In an attempt to address this issue, the study considered ways in which the valuers could
view a residential property. Clearly the best way would be for the individual valuers to
inspect the property themselves, and then produce a valuation on the basis of the same
information.

Of course, each valuer would inspect in their own way, and may see

something others may not, some may be more thorough than others. Furthermore, the
logistics in getting valuers to inspect the same property made this option unfeasible for
the purposes of this study. As a consequence, a compromise was reached, in which a
video was produced of the inspection, and shown to valuers in the classroom, although
the valuers were shown the exterior of the subject property to gain a better "feel" for the
area, and the property itself.
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5.6.1

Experiment Design

The overall aim of the study, as outlined earlier, is to compare differences in the
valuations between valuers familiar with and those not familiar with the subject area. In
his study on valuation bias, Wolverton (ibid.) raised the issue of validity, and in this
respect highlighted the following areas where the validity of the study may be called into
question:
•

the preconceptions the valuer has of an area;

•

communication between valuers;

•

thoroughness of inspection;

•

access to data;

•

levels of experience; and

•

changes in the market.

In addressing these issues, clearly the first has no bearing in this study given that a
valuer's preconception will be important with regard to local knowledge.

However, the

other issues need to be addressed, as does the issue of sale price bias, which may
impact on the results of the study. Of course these issues need to be balanced against
maintaining a study that reflects the real world.
Communication between valuers can be suppressed by asking valuers not to discuss the
study, although there is no actual mechanism to prevent this other than to conduct the
whole study in one go, which is not logistically feasible. Therefore there is great reliance
on confidentiality (about the study) from the participants, which can be minimised by
running the study in the minimum time frame.

Providing the valuers with the same

information, including data, the viewing of the property, and the video presentation,
controls thoroughness of inspection and access to data. Similarly a specific statement
needs to be made with regard to the property's condition to alleviate any differences in
opinion on this issue.

This is achieved by assuming that the property is in a sound

structural condition.
The level of experience is controlled by using valuers who value residential property, and
who are qualified members of the RICS; obviously some will be more experienced than
others, but again logistically it would not be possible to draw a sample in which everyone
was equally qualified, though checks were used to ensure some degree of similarity.
Changes within the market can only be controlled by holding the valuation date and
providing data, which supports that.

Minimising the time period in which the study is

conducted also limits this.
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5.6.2

Format of Study

The study involved selecting an appropriate property to be valued. In deciding to provide
a video style inspection the choice was limited due to access arrangements. There was
an additional constraint imposed, in that allowing the valuers to view the property's
exterior first, required the subject to be in close proximity to the University.
The property used was one, which had recently sold, and the owners kindly allowed
access. The estate agent's details and a homebuyer's survey were also provided from
which to base details. Whilst the sale price was known, this was not to be provided in the
details used in the study.
A video was produced of the subject property on 8th December 1997. The sequence of
events was broadly as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Shots taken of surrounding area, with a walk up the street to the property.
Shots taken of the front and exterior of the property, identifying boundaries.
Internal shots of the property taken, starting from the loft space, through the
first floor rooms, to the ground floor rooms.

In all cases more footage was shot than was eventually required, with commentary added
to provide the viewer with some general details about the area; the property to be
inspected; and where the internal inspection started. On completion of the initial video, a
review was made to check everything had been recorded, and that it was of adequate
quality. A copy was then made as a back up.
Nearly thirty minutes of footage was shot. Following a review of the material, notes were
made as to which sections were essential for viewing by the valuers. The video was then
edited in the video-editing suite of the LRC, to cut the required shots onto a new master
video.
The editing allowed the removal of duplicate shots, and the removal of any unnecessary
footage. As a result of the editing, a shorter 15-minute video was produced. Additionally
captions were added at the beginning to indicate the property to be valued, and an end
caption to denote the end of the inspection. Furthermore, whilst shooting the initial video,
some commentary was provided. On review, this was of a poor quality and was thus
removed in editing, though replaced with the same commentary in the editing suite, to
provide a more comprehensible voice-over.
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Beyond the video, additional information was required for the study, including details of
the subject property, still photographs, comparables, and any details of similar properties
currently for sale. The subject property details were taken from the original estate agent's
particulars. Still photographs were taken at the same time as the video of the front and
surrounding area of the property. Further, local estate agents were visited and details of
properties currently available on the market obtained, together with any comparable
information they had.

Where agents were located further afield, a telephone call was

made requesting details.
The information obtained followed a logical process of requesting details of properties
which had been observed as being either sold or for sale in the area, with requests for
additional information of property of a similar type to the subject property in the overall
area of the study.
For actual comparable information a Building Society was contacted. It was at this point
that a valuer for the area commented that few properties are traded in that area, of that
type. Whilst this may be seen to be a problem, i.e. how does one value a property in the
It should be seen in the context of the study on local
knowledge. Does the absence of actual comparable data not provide a true test for a
valuer's local knowledge? On this basis it was decided to proceed with the pilot study.
absence of comparable data?

Furthermore, the property was located in a particular submarket of Pontypridd, known as
"The Common". This is, in effect, a micro-market in which the property commands a
significant premium against similar property in Pontypridd as a whole. Whilst this
information is known to valuers familiar with the area, it is not always evident to those
from outside. Whilst agents details refer to the "prestige" of the area, the exact extent in
terms of value is not necessarily immediately evident.
5.6.3

Pilot Study

In order to assess the study it was necessary to obtain the views of valuers both with and
without knowledge of the area. In this respect a number of valuers were contacted and
asked if they would be willing to participate in the study. A total of five were contacted, all
of whom expressed an interest. However, due to time constraints, and pressures of work,
one valuer was unable to assist in the time frame required for the pilot, and was
subsequently used in the main study.
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The four valuers chosen were from different backgrounds, three in the private sector, and
one in the public sector. All had experience in residential valuation. The aim of this study
was to assess the information provided.
Having contacted the valuers, and discussed briefly the nature of the task, an
appointment was made to carry out the valuation task. These were undertaken between
the 1 st and 17th June 1998.
On arrival the valuers were told the task, and taken to view the exterior of the property.
Once ready to commence the valuers were told the outline of how the study would run,
what information was available, and that an open market value for mortgage purposes
was required. Initially the valuers were provided estate agent type details of the subject
property, and shown the video of the inspection.
Having seen the video they were provided with a folder which contained photographs of
the subject property, a map of the property and its environs, a list of comparables, and a
list of properties currently available in the area and similar properties in the vicinity of the
subject area. No time limit was placed on the valuers, and they were free to view what
information they liked and in any order. Once ready they were asked to provide their
estimate of open market value.
The aim of the pilot was purely to assess the suitability of the study and the information
provided. No analysis of the results was undertaken due to the limited sample size of the
study, though consideration was given to evidence recorded and any other information
that might be required.
5.6.4

Development of Main Study

Following the pilot study, the data and comments were reflected upon. One additional
issue to consider was that of how many properties would be used in the main study.
With regard to the pilot, it was felt that the video was adequate for the study, though wider
shots of the rooms would have been useful, with captions added to indicate the rooms
being shown, and some general details on the subject property at the beginning.

The

quality of the video was also questioned. On the question of the data a number of issues
were raised, and these are outlined below:
•

what was the tentative price paid and level of mortgage?

•

were there any other bids made for the subject property, if so, what were they?
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•

who is the purchaser?

•

detail on condition would be useful with comparables.

•

how long was property on the market for?

•

some comparables useful, others are not.

•

are the fixtures and fittings included?

•

how old are particulars?

•

when was property refurbished?

•

what was strength of bid?

With regard to the recording of information, it was felt that the information currently being
recorded was sufficient.
The initial aim of the main study was to utilise three properties located in, for example,
Cardiff, Pontypridd and Newport.

Following the pilot study this was reassessed, and

consideration given to alternative proposals.

Contact was also made with those who

undertook the study to assess their views.
The use of three properties would have had the advantage of providing more valuation
data, enhancing the study.

This needed to be balanced against the extra time and

resources in setting up and conducting the study. This might also impact on the likely
response to partaking in the study.
Against this, other studies, in considering the valuation process only used a single
property, including Wolverton's research conducted to PhD level. In such circumstances
the subject would be local to the University. In this situation the time to prepare the study
would be reduced, as would the time to analyse the data. Similarly there is potentially a
greater chance of gaining a better response from practitioners, who only need to devote a
couple of hours out of their busy schedule.
Furthermore, using one property eases analysis and controls for differences between
valuers. Using one property places a valuer in one of two groups: familiarity with an area,
or non-familiarity.

If three properties are used, there is potential that the number of

valuers per group would be uneven.

For example, out of four valuers, there could be

three valuers familiar with Cardiff, one familiar with Newport, and three familiar with
Pontypridd on the basis of the areas in which the valuers work.
As an alternative, two properties could be used, both in the similar area, but of different
types, for example a semi-detached property and a terraced property. The issue arising
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from this is that within the South Wales Valley much of the property is terraced, with
plenty of comparable evidence. Therefore, such a property is unlikely to provide difficulty
to any valuer in undertaking a valuation, other than in identifying a possible defect. Due
to issues of validity the condition of the property has to be held constant, therefore, this
option has less favour.
The use of three properties was initially intuitively appealing, however, on reflection the
cost and time in undertaking such a study and problems of validity was considered too
restricting. Thus the study needs to utilise a smaller number of properties in a similar
location. It was decided to conduct the study using the property used in the pilot and take
on board the comments the participants suggested, as far as practicable.
5.6.5

Main Valuation Experiment

Having concluded that only one property was required for the main study, for which the
subject of the pilot would be used, consideration then turned to the revision of the
evidence.
A number of issues raised by the valuers were take on board. In respect of the video, a
number of comments were made. Whilst the overall quality was considered adequate for
the study, some wider shots of the rooms were suggested. This issue was unable to be
resolved, given that the shots already taken were on the widest-angle lens. Furthermore,
it was considered that distortions might occur if wider shots were provided. Therefore the
video footage itself, was left intact.
Further comments on the video suggested that captions would be useful to indicate the
rooms being shown, and some brief details on the accommodation. This issue was taken
on board. However, as captions meant a total re-edit of the video (i.e. captions could not
be directly inserted into the current video), it was decided that in order to save time, a
voice-over would be added instead, which could be directly inserted onto the current
inspection tape.

This was no bad thing, for the inspection itself was silent, therefore

sound at various intervals could assist in keeping the attention of the viewer.
One of the problems with any study into residential valuation practice in the UK is the
provision of the tentative sale price, and its overall impact on the valuation. The valuers
in the study wished to have this information, but for reasons of validity this was not
possible.

Comments from valuers indicated a limited weight being placed on figures

provided by consumers in the case of a re-mortgage. After deliberation, an estimated
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figure was provided (of £87,500), that was considered artificially high for that property in
the market at the time.
Other changes were largely superficial. Given the difference in time from the pilot study
the evidence provided was amended though this only included minor changes to the
earlier details. The market itself had changed little with prices remaining relatively static.
5.6.6

Experiment Design

The aim of the study was to produce a comparison in the valuations between valuers
familiar to an area and those who are not. In this respect two groupings of data were
compared. As an addition to the experiment with qualified valuers, the decision was also
taken to compare these results against final-year students on the Estate Management
Surveying degree. These students were considered as novices with limited knowledge of
the area, in that they had very limited valuation experience, and did not know the area.
Most of the students were from Ireland, visiting Wales for the first time. Table 10 outlines
the experimental groupings.
Geographic Familiarity
Expertise

Familiar

Non-familiar

Qualified Valuers

S

V

Novice

X

S

Table 10 Breakdown of participants in the valuation study by expertise and
familiararity.
At the outset of the study, based on the sample used by Wolverton (ibid.), the aim was to
undertake the study with a minimum of 16 valuers, though more was considered to be
preferable. In order to gain this sample a number of sources were used. Initially a mail
shot was sent out to known residential valuers in the South Wales area asking if they
would be willing to participate in the study. As an incentive it was stated that a CPD
certificates would be provided6. Following a limited response to this, valuers known to
members of staff at the University were also contacted, which provided a larger sample,

' It is a requirement of the RICS and ISVA that valuers undertake a minimum amount of CPD per annum.
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and from these two sources, requests were made for additional valuers who were then
contacted.
South Wales was chosen as it provided a large enough source of valuers who could
reach the University to undertake the study at a minimal cost to them, but also provided
valuers who were familiar to the area and some who were not. To gain more valuers who
were not familiar to the area a number of valuers were contacted in North Wales, and a
study undertaken at a venue there, although in this instance the valuers were not able to
see the property or area itself. It was not considered to impact on the validity of the study
as the video provided an overview of the surrounding area.
In the selection of valuers, care was taken to ensure a cross-section of residential valuers
was obtained. In this selection process a number of sources were used, including staff
building society valuers, valuers in the private sector working for firms acting as panels,
and also sole practitioners who provide independent valuations and homebuyers surveys.
The public sector was also represented.
The actual study was run in accordance with the pilot study, as outlined earlier. In total
twenty-five valuers indicated a willingness to participate, and the studies were conducted
over a period of 8 weeks, from 16th September till 12th November 1988. Whist the period
was longer than anticipated, the length was largely determined by the ability to fit the
study in with the availability of valuers. Due to a largely static market (reported by the
Principality Building Society (see Barry, 1999)) the timing was considered to have no
impact.
In the study on sale price bias (Wolverton, ibid.) the data was grouped specifically
according to values in order to induce a specific error. In the current study, whilst a sale
price was known, this was not used, or revealed. The aim of the study was to compare
differences in groupings rather than against some benchmark figure. As a consequence
the data chosen for the study was collated purely on the basis of actual evidence
obtained in the market. This is evidence, which any valuer, either familiar, or not, to the
area, could collect as evidence.
Appendix 6 outlines the details provided to the valuers, which was divided into actual
comparable evidence, and evidence of property currently on the market.

Table 11

outlines the properties selected including location and type.
From Table 11 it can be seen that the properties selected varied from a two-bedroom
bungalow to a six-bedroom semi-detached property. Two properties were also leasehold
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(indicated by LH). In the case of the comparables chosen, only one was a four-bedroom
semi-detached property, which was not located on the Common. Indeed this property
was in an area dissimilar to the location of the subject property.
Property

Location*

Type

Value

Comparables
1 Ty Gwn Road

The Common

6 bed semi

£96,000

8 Common Road

The Common

3 bed terrace

£51,000

10 Common Road

The Common

3 bed terrace

£51,000

32 Moorland Heights

The Common

2 bed bungalow

£47,850

30 Moorland Heights

The Common

2 bed bungalow

£55,000

Rockingstone Cottages

The Common

2 bed detached

£129,950

Mackintosh Road

The Common

4 bed terrace

£60,000

Rockingstone Terrace

The Common

3 bed semi

£70,000

Plas-y-Fedwen

The Outside

4 bed semi

£57,500

2 The Avenue

The Common

2 bed terrace

£54,500

23 Dynea Close (LH)

Outside

4 bed semi

£64,950

69 Merthyr Road

Outside

4 bed semi

£65,995

47 The Avenue (LH)

The Common

4 bed terrace

£39,950

3 Hilltop crescent

The Common

4 bed detached

£89,500

22 Heol Ty Maen

Outside

4 bed semi

£64,950

Graig-yr-Helfa Farm

The Common

3 bed semi

£155,000

18 Pencoed Avenue

The Common

3 bed semi

£73,950

9 Ridgeway Close

Outside

4 bed semi

£59,950

Ty Newydd

The Common

3 bed detached

£65,000

High Corner

Outside

3 bed detached

£125,000

5 Bryn Aur

Outside

4 bed semi

£61,500

Ashgrove

Outside

3 bed detached

£109,000

Currently Available

* Location refers to whether the property is located in the area known as the 'The Common" or is "outside" of
the Common. All properties are freehold, except those indicated by "LH".

Table 11 Overview of properties used in the valuation study.
Of the comparables, not all had the known sale price due to agents refusing to provide
actual data due to confidentiality. As a consequence the known list price was provided.
Of the properties currently available, all the four-bedroom semi-detached properties were
in areas outside of the Common, and therefore not directly comparable to the subject
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area. An analysis of the comparable and current listed data is provided in Table 12 and
Table 13 respectively.
In considering this data it is evident that the comparable data provides little with regard to
hard evidence, with the mean and median values under £60,000, and not representative
of the location and property type of the subject property. With regard to list prices, again
the evidence of mean and median values indicates clear differences with regard to the
subject.

The gap between the mean and median values is also indicative of the

evidence, which is of smaller and less desirable property types against the subject.
In respect of the data relating to properties available, the figures for mean values are
more closely related to the subject property's known approximate value.

However, the

median values do not reflect the mean figures reflecting the wide range in values of the
property selected.

The properties selected for the study, which are located off the

Common are either four-bedroom semi-detached properties or three-bedroom detached
properties. Whilst similar property types, this evidence is of no direct comparative use.
Common

All

Mean Sale Price

£58,000

£57,900

Median Sale Price

£55,500

£57,500

Mean List Price

£72,125

£70,179

Median List price

£53,975

£55,000

Range Sale Price

£51, 000 -£70,000

£51 ,000 -£70,000

Range List Price

£47,850 -£129,950

£47,850 -£129,950

Table 12 Analysis of comparable data used in the valuation study.
Common

Outside

All

Mean List Price

£79,650

£78,764

£79,173

Median List Price

£69,475

£64,950

£65,000

£39,950 -£155,000

£59,950 -£125,000

£39,950 -£155,000

Range

Table 13 Analysis of properties currently available used in the valuation study.
Overall, the diversity in the property types selected, their values and locations create a
situation in which the evidence, whilst plentiful, is not directly comparable. Consequently
there is great scope for valuers with knowledge of the area to demonstrate their "local
knowledge".
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The data provided to valuers was in a format, which the valuers were usually used to
seeing on a general level, i.e. address, property type, accommodation and value (sale or
list).

Further details were provided in the format of estate agent's particulars where

available. A map was also provided of the immediate vicinity of the subject property, with
the selected evidence marked where appropriate.
A form was devised for the collection of the data, this is provided in Appendix 7. The
basic data collected was the valuation provided by the participant, a range of values, and
whether the participant had an initial idea of the property's value. The other information
recorded was the time taken to formulate an opinion of value, once the video had been
seen, and the evidence used in support of the valuation figure.
5.6.7

Hypotheses

Based on the information to be recorded, the following hypotheses were developed, in
which H0 refers to the null hypothesis, and H! the alternative hypothesis.
1a.

H0 Local valuers' mean values = values of non-local valuers'.
HT Local valuers' mean values * values of non-local valuers'.

1 b.

H0 Local valuers' mean values = students' mean values.
H! Local valuers' mean values * students' mean values.

1c.

H0 Non-local valuers' mean values = students' mean values.
H! Non-local valuers' mean values * students' mean values.

2a.

Ho Local valuers' mean time = time of non-local valuers'.
HTLocal valuers' mean time * time of non-local valuers'.

2b.

HO Local valuers' mean time = time of students' mean values.
HT Local valuers' mean time * time of students' mean values.

2c.

H0 Non-local valuers' time values = time of students' mean values.
H! Non-local valuers' time values * time of students' mean values.

Other hypotheses developed as part of the study are:
•

that the range of values are similar;
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5.7

•

that local valuers produce more accurate valuations;

•

that similar evidence is chosen in support of the valuation;

•

that a similar amount of evidence is also chosen; and

•

is the data selected appropriate to the valuation task.

INTERVIEWS

Due to the nature of the research, mixes of both quantitative and qualitative methods
were employed. The use of qualitative interviews is an important aspect of the research,
for they provide data of detail and richness (Oliver, ibid.) of the lifeworld of the subject,
and interpretations of their meaning (Kvale, 1996).
Interviews are the most commonly used technique to collect data (Moser and Kalton,
ibid.; Oliver, ibid.), generally because they are straightforward to organise, require little
preparatory documentation, whilst questions need not be thoroughly thought out.
5.7.1

Interview Types

Having decided to adopt interviews as a method of obtaining data, the next question
arises as to the type of interview technique to be adopted. A number of different
techniques are available, which vary from the informal to structured interview (Kane, ibid.;
Moser and Kalton, ibid.). Of course within these two broad categories there are a number
of different styles including highly structured standardised, highly structured, moderately
structured and non-structured (Millar et al, 1992). Kane (ibid.) uses three categories of
standard scheduled, no schedule and unstructured, whilst Cohen and Manion (1994) use
structured, unstructured, non-directive and focussed.
Turner (ibid.) reduces these techniques into three broad categories, those of the
standardised formal interview, un-standardised (informal) interview, and the semistandardised (guided or semi-structured) interview. In effect the interview techniques fall
along some continuum, as depicted in Figure 8.

Formal

Semi-structured

Informal

Figure 8 Interview techniques.
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The formal interview involves asking specific questions, with each interviewee being
asked the same questions, in the same manner and order. There is no deviation from the
plan (Moser and Kalton, ibid.). Given the precise nature of this technique care must be
taken to ensure there is no deviation from the format.
At the other end, the informal interview there is no order or wording to the schedule; often
the information obtained will be different between respondents (Kane, ibid.).

This

technique is useful when starting a project, for it enables the interviewer to gain a broad
understanding of the subject. In effect the interviewer relinquishes control of the interview
to the interviewee (Oliver, ibid.).
The semi-structured interview comes in-between. Here the interviewer has a sequence
of themes to be covered, and a number of suggested questions to ask, nevertheless,
there is flexibility in the process to change the sequence of events, or questions to followup events as they arise during the interview (Kvale, ibid.).

Turner (ibid.) utilised this

technique, and is one that is suited to the current research, in that it enables key issues to
be identified, but to probe new issues as they emerge.
Kvale (ibid.) divides questions into three main types, i.e. introducing questions, follow-up
questions, and probing questions. Introducing questions are broad in their scope, and
tend to ask about situations. Follow-up questions are direct questions relating to issues,
which have already been discussed. Probing questions are more direct, e.g. 'tell me
more about that1 , or 'can you give examples of that?1.
In terms of the current research, it was decided to adopt a semi-structured style interview.
This suited the nature of the knowledge elicitation process, i.e. to understand particular
issues which were considered influential with regard to local knowledge, but which also
enabled other issues to be probed as they were raised during the course of the interview.
This process also enabled new issues to be added into subsequent interviews to assess
their validity with others.
5.7.2

Interview Process

A number of methods are available for recording interviews. Gorden (1975) considers
audio recordings to be costly, not only in terms of the cost of equipment, but also in the
time taken to transcribe. Of course, today, equipment costs are insignificant given the
change in technology over the past two decades. Indeed audio recordings are seen as
the best method of recording as they preserve the verbal responses (Millar et al, ibid.).
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Care must be taken in using audio recordings.

First and foremost permission of the

interviewee must be obtained, as some people do not like being recorded, though
evidence suggests this is not too prevalent (Millar et al, ibid.). Similarly, when recording
the recorder must be placed in a good location to pick-up the conversation, and be in a
room that is free of background noise, e.g. traffic, doors, or sound from neighbouring
rooms (Kvale, ibid.).
Once recorded the interview must be transcribed, this should be done by the interviewer,
and in the same format as the interview (Gorden, ibid.).

Care must be taken in

transcribing, as distortions on the tape may lead to errors. Kvale (ibid.) provides evidence
of how two people transcribing the same tape interpreted the wording differently.
Macfarlane-Smith (1972) refers to sources of error and bias in the interview, which may
arise from the interviewer's own prejudices, i.e. inadequate probing, or errors in the
recording of answers.

Issues of reliability and validity are also discussed; reliability

comes from consistency in the questioning (though this is of minor importance where a
more open approach is adopted).

Validity arises where respondents provide false

responses.
5.8

SUMMARY

The strategy adopted for the research has been outlined, considering the individual
methods employed to address the aims of the investigation.

Consideration has been

given to the literature available on research methods in general, and those applied in real
estate, on which the methodology has been justified.
It is felt that the mix of qualitative and qualitative research adds weight to the research.
However, an emphasis is placed on the qualitative methods (through depth interviews), in
providing the detailed information necessary to ascertain the specific issues underlying
local knowledge.
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents the analysis of the results of the research outlined in the previous
chapter. The research involved both quantitative and qualitative approaches. Initially the
results of the valuation experiment are dealt with, prior to discussing (jointly) the outcome
of the interviews and questionnaires, and relating, where appropriate, to the valuation
experiment.
As part of the interviews, a discussion was conducted in some instances with regard to
the valuation study. The transcripts of the interviews have been suitably anonymised to
remove any personal or business names (indicated by <***>), and can be found in
Appendix 8. For the purposes of this section, where specific reference is made to an
interview it is on the basis of "Anon valuer #" (where "#" refers to the appropriate
number). For example, Anon valuer 3 refers to the interview with anonymous valuer 3.
Where direct references are made the page number will follow, for example Anon valuer
3:16, refers to page 16 in the appropriate appendix. Further details are provided at the
beginning of the interviews in the appendix.
6.1

ANALYSIS OF VALUATION EXPERIMENT

A total of 25 valuers and 18 students took part in the study, and these were divided into
two groups; i.e. local (valuer currently works in the area of the subject property) and non
local (valuer does not currently work in the area of the subject property). A breakdown of
the groupings is provided in Table 14.
The grouping of valuers provided a skew towards non-local valuers, though the
differences caused by this are accounted for in the analysis. However, comparing the
designation of valuers within each group (i.e. ARICS or FRIGS) reveals that for each
group there is an even distribution, indicating that the ability and knowledge of the
individual valuers is sufficiently equal for the purposes of this study. The ranges too, in
time since qualification are also distributed evenly.
All valuers taking part were male and full-time residential valuers employed by a variety of
organisations, including Building Societies, commercial valuation firms and small private
practices, though some (both local and non-local) were involved in agency and
commercial work to an extent. This is a factor representative of private practice, where
during the past 15 years the larger commercial organisations have moved into the
market, taking a dominant share, as outlined in Chapter 2, (and confirmed by Anon valuer
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Again this is not considered to have an effect on the results, as it is simply

14).

representative of current residential valuation practice.
Grouping
Local

Non-Local

10

15

FRIGS

5

8

ARICS

5

7

19.5 years

15.9 years

Median

1 9 years

11 years

Range

2-37 years

5-42 years

Number of valuers
Professional designation

Time since qualification
Mean

Table 14 Profile of valuers' who participated in the study.
One of the main issues is that of the groupings into which valuers are placed. In the
literature review it has been shown that the definition of "local" is poorly defined.
Consequently valuers deemed to be "local" for this research are those who currently work
in the area of the subject property. However, during the course of the research it became
apparent that some valuers designated as non-local, actually had some (varied)
knowledge of the area. There therefore appears to be some form of sliding scale with
regard to knowledge of a place, which may have some impact on the results.
In light of this situation consideration is also given to an alternative set of results where
local is taken to be having knowledge of an area, and non-local no knowledge of an area.
As with the previous valuer profiles, no real differences were identified. In this instance
the number of local valuers was 13, and non-local 12, making a more even balance
between the two groupings7.

6.1.1

Data collected

An overview of the analysis of the data collected is provided in terms of the valuation
(Table 15) and the information used in support of that valuation (Table 16). The raw data

7 These results are referred to as the alternative definition.
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collected is provided in Appendix 9.

A study was also carried out with 18 students

undertaking the final year elective in Residential Appraisal on the Estate Management
Surveying degree. For the purposes of the main analysis only the valuation and times
are considered, as each student was required to note down three comparables and three
properties currently on the market in support of their evidence8. Nevertheless, some
commentary is provided as to the evidence, which the students considered in support of
the valuations. The students, who undertook the study, formed a group designated as
being both non-local and unqualified (referred to as "student" from hereon in).
Designation
Local

Non-Local

Student

Value (£)
Mean

£82,100

(£81,769)

£77,467

(£76,667)

£73,500

Median

£81,500

(£82,000)

£77,000

(£76,000)

£73,000

- Minimum

£75,000

(£75,000)

£66,500

(£66,500)

£62,000

- Maximum

£90,000

(£90,000)

£85,000

(£84,000)

£90,000

Mean

8.1

(8.615)

18.867

(21)

36

Median

8.5

(10)

15

(21)

36

- Minimum

2

(2)

5

(6)

30

- Maximum

15

(15)

35

(35)

41

Range

Time (Minutes)

Range

N.B. Figure in brackets relates to the alternative definition of local and non-local.

Table 15 Overview of valuation responses according to groupings.
From the data it can be seen that the local valuers produced a mean value of £82,100
and median of £81,500, with respective figures of £77,467 and £77,000 for non-local
valuers (based on the initial definition of local). These results reflect a lower valuation
figure for the non-local valuers.

The range of values for local valuers is £75,000 to
£90,000, whilst £66,500 to £85,000 for non-local valuers; non-local valuers therefore
provided a wider range of values, with lower limits compared to local valuers. In respect
of students, the values are also lower, with a mean value of £73,500 and median of
£73,000, though the range of values is much wider, ranging from £62,000 to £90,000.

8 Students were required to list six pieces of evidence in support of their valuation as part of an assessment
separate to this research, though not all observed this.
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Designation
Local

Non-Local

Com parables
1 Ty Gwn Road

8

(10)

12

(10)

8 Common Road

0

(0)

1

(1)

Rockingstone Cottages

0

(0)

1

(D

Mackintosh Road

0

(0)

3

(3)

Rockingstone Terrace

0

(0)

1

(1)

Plas-y-Fedwen

0

(0)

3

(3)

2 The Avenue

0

(0)

1

(1)

Dynea Close

0

(0)

2

(2)

69 Merthyr Road

2

(2)

2

(2)

3 Hilltop Crescent

7

(7)

5

(4)

18 Pencoed Avenue

8

(10)

9

(7)

The Avenue

0

(0)

2

(2)

Bryn Aur

0

(0)

2

(2)

Glyntaff Road

0

(0)

1

(D

Property Available

N.B. Figure in brackets relates to the alternative definition of local and non-local.

Table 16 Frequency of information selected by professional valuers in support of
their valuation according to familiarity.
The other main variable recorded was that of time. In the context of this study, time is
taken to be that from the end of the video to the provision of an opinion of value. The
times before this are all the same and are therefore ignored in the analysis. The mean
time for local valuers is 8.1 minutes, with a median of 8.5 minutes. For non-local valuers
this increases to 18.867 minutes and 15 minutes respectively. Again, when changing the
definition of local, a similar change occurs in the results, though, for non-local valuers the
time increases more significantly to 21 minutes. For students the time to undertake the
study ranged from 30 minutes to 41 minutes; whilst the range is low, the actual time to
complete the study is visibly longer, with all taking over 30 minutes.
With regards to the selection of evidence used in support of the valuation figure, it is
clearly evident that local valuers select fewer pieces of information from a narrower
selection of properties. In fact local valuers only selected one comparable, with the
majority choosing only two properties, currently available on the market but not sold.
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Non-local valuers generally chose two comparables, and two or three properties, which
were currently available.
A more detailed analysis of the results, in relation to the hypotheses set out in the
previous chapter, is provided in the next section.
6.1.2

Examination of research hypotheses

At the outset of the research a number of hypotheses were made with regard to the data,
which largely related to the differences between valuations and the time taken to provide
a valuation, although a number of other observations were considered. Initially the main
hypotheses are tested on the basis of the initial assumption of local and non-local. More
general observations are discussed thereafter.
In testing the hypotheses for differences between the two groups, the data was input into
SPSS Version 8. Given the limited number of observations (10 local, 15 non-local and 18
students) it was decided to employ non-parametric tests to evaluate the data for statistical
significance. These tests also have the advantage that no assumptions are made as to
the distribution of the data. In respect of testing, the aim was to compare for significant
differences between the different groups. In this respect the Mann-Whitney test was
employed, which is a test conducted on two sampled populations, to assess if they are
equivalent in location i.e. are the two groups drawn from the same population? A brief
summary of the results is provided in Table 17.

The actual outputs from SPSS are

provided in Appendix 10.
Hypothesis 1a.
The valuations for local valuers come from the same population as those of non
local valuers.
This is perhaps one of the most significant tests, in that a difference between the groups
will provide a solid basis for stating that local valuers, rather than non-local valuers,
should be employed in valuations.

The summary of results suggests that non-local

valuers are inclined to provide lower valuations. However, in testing for a difference a Z
value of -1.900 was produced, with a significance of 5.7%. This value is just above the
5% significance level, and therefore the null hypothesis is accepted, i.e. the valuations
produced by local and non-local valuers are similar.
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Nevertheless, given that the significance returned of 5.7% is only just outside the 5%
level, the finding to accept the null hypothesis is a weak one.
Hypothesis 1b.
The valuations for local valuers come from the same population as students.
In respect of this test a Z value of -2.834 was produced with a significance of 0.5%. This
value is well within the 5% significance level. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected,
i.e. the valuations of local valuers are significantly different from the valuations of
students, who have no knowledge of the area, and are non-qualified valuers.
Hypothesis 1c.
The valuations for non-local valuers come from the same population as students.
Given that local valuers valuations are similar to those of non-local valuers (Hypothesis
1a) and that local valuers differ from students (Hypothesis 1b) it is likely that non-local
valuers will differ from students. However, the results produced a Z value of -1.631, with
a significance of 10.3%. This is clearly above the 5% significance level, therefore the null
hypothesis is accepted, i.e. the valuations of non-local valuers is similar to those of
students.
The results of hypotheses 1a-1c provide a conflict of evidence, in that the valuations of
non-local valuers appear to come from similar distributions of local valuers and students,
whilst local valuers come from a different distribution of students. Whilst the null
hypothesis (1a) was accepted, the relationship was a weak one, i.e. just outside the 5%
level (at 5.7%), compared to that of 1c (10.3%), which was more visually significantly
outside the 5% level. Therefore, there is weight in the argument to suggest that the
distribution of valuations by non-local valuers is more closely matched to students than
local valuers.
Hypothesis 2a.
The time to complete the valuation for local valuers comes from the same
population as non-local valuers.
The assumption here is that given the same amount of evidence both local and non-local
valuers will take a similar amount of time to complete the valuation task. However, on the
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basis that the mean time for local valuers is less than non-local valuers, any difference
would suggest that it takes longer for non-local valuers to complete the valuations task.
The results of the test produced a Z value of -2.901, with a significance of 0.4%. This is
below the 5% significance level, therefore the null hypothesis is rejected, i.e. local valuers
are able to complete the valuation in a shorter amount of time compared to non-local
valuers.
Hypothesis 2b.
The time to complete the valuation for local valuers is from the same population
as students.
The test produced a Z value of -4.334 with a significance of 0.0%. Again this is
significantly below the 5% significance level. Therefore the null hypothesis is rejected,
i.e. the time taken for local valuers differs to that of students.
Hypothesis 2c.
The time to complete the valuation for non-local valuers is from the same
population as students.
The results of this test produced a Z value of -4.529, with a significance of 0.0%. As with
the previous hypothesis 2b, the null hypothesis is rejected, i.e. the time for non-local
valuers to complete the valuation task comes from a different distribution to those of
students.
One of the issues, which the research aims to address, is the definition of "local". During
the research it emerged that some valuers, who although did not actually practice in the
area, nonetheless had a varied amount of knowledge, of the area, from living or
previously practising there for a number of years. This suggests that there is a sliding
At one end a valuer has full knowledge in practising in the area, followed by
valuers having some knowledge of an area from living or practising there, and at the

scale.

opposite end of the scale, valuers who have no prior knowledge.
As a consequence, the groupings of valuers was reconsidered, and an alternative version
of local produced for the purposes of the tests. This definition of local took into account
the fact that whilst a valuer may not operate in the area, they may have some prior
knowledge of the particular area targeted as part of this research. On this basis the six
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hypotheses were again tested on the revised data, with the results summarised in Table
18.
Hypothesis

Z Value

Significance

1a. Local = Non-local

-1.900

.057

Accept H 0

1b. Local = Student

-2.834

.005

Reject H0

1c. Non-Local = Student

-1.631

.103

Accept H0

2a. Local = Non-Local

-2.901

.004

Reject H0

2b. Local = Student

-4.334

.000

Reject H0

2c. Non-Local = Student

-4.529

.000

Reject H0

Outcome

Value

Time

N.B. Tests on the basis that local relates to valuer who currently operates in the area of the subject property.

Table 17 Summary of statistical tests based on initial definition of local.
Z Value

Significance

1a. Local = Non-local

-2.220

.026

Reject HO

1b. Local = Student

-3.010

.003

Reject H0

1c. Non-Local = Student

-1.230

.219

Accept HQ

2a. Local = Non-Local

-3.173

.002

Reject H0

2b. Local = Student

-4.699

.000

Reject H0

2c. Non-Local = Student

-4.160

.000

Reject H0

Hypothesis

Outcome

Value

Time

Table 18 Summary of results on basis of alternative definition of local.
Taking the revised definition into account the most significant change in the tests is that of
Hypothesis 1a, the difference between the valuations of local valuers and non-local
valuers. The revised test provided a Z value of -2.220 with a significance of 2.6%. This is
below the 5% level, therefore, in this instance, the null hypothesis is rejected, providing
evidence that the valuations of local valuers differ to non-local valuers, with non-local
valuers providing lower valuations.
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On the basis of this revised test, there is weight placed on the argument that valuers who
live within an area, or who have practised there previously, have sufficient knowledge to
provide a valuation given a certain level of information.
As in the previous test, the hypothesis for 1c, the valuations of non-local valuers, against
students was accepted, providing evidence that the valuations of non-local valuers was
similar to that of students. In all other instances the null hypothesis was rejected as with
the previous results.
6.1.3

Selection of evidence

The study provided valuers with evidence, which any valuer could have obtained,
including comparables and details of properties currently available in the area. The
research methodology provided an overview of the evidence given to valuers, where it
was stated that some of the evidence was not particularly comparable, with information
On this basis it is
provided of similar property types in totally different areas.
hypothesised that valuers who are not familiar with the area, and local market
peculiarities, may draw on evidence which is not appropriate to the valuation task, and
may therefore be induced into errors.
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N.B. Only properties that were selected are shown. All other properties provided were not considered.
Figure 9 Properties selected by valuers (by geographic familiarity - initial group).

An overview of the properties, which valuers selected was provided earlier. However,
these were raw figures and did not account for the number of valuers in each grouping.
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Based on the proportion of valuers selecting evidence, Figure 9 outlines the evidence
selected.
From the chart the benefit of local knowledge is evident with only four properties used as
a whole in support of the valuation in some form, i.e. 1 Ty Gwn Road, 69 Merthyr Road,
18 Pencoed Avenue and 3 Hill Top Crescent. However, only limited weight was attached
to 69 Merthyr Road, which is located just off The Common. For non-local valuers there is
a completely different story, with fourteen properties selected in some format, though with
most weight attached to the three main properties selected by local valuers.
Based on the time taken to undertake the study it appears that local valuers are able to
sift through the information more quickly and pick out the salient properties in a shorter
space of time before reaching their valuation decision. This is partially reflected in the
amount of evidence which valuers used in support of their valuation, as outlined in Table
19.
Designation

Evidence
Local

Local (alt)

Non-Local

Non-Local (alt)

0

2 (20%)

2(15.4%)

0

0

1

8 (80%)

11 (84.6%)

10(66.7%)

7 (58.3%)

2

0

0

3 (20%)

3 (25%)

3

0

0

2(13.3%)

2 (16.7%)

0

1 (10%)

1 (7.7%)

1 (6.7%)

1 (8.3%)

1

3 (30%)

4 (30.8%)

4 (26.7%)

3 (25%)

2

4 (40%)

6 (46.2%)

6 (40%)

4 (33.3%)

3

2 (20%)

2(15.4%)

4 (26.7%)

4 (33.3%)

Comparables

Available

N.B. "alt" refers to alternative definition of local.

Table 19 Comparison of evidence selected in support of valuations according to
familiararity.
The striking difference between valuers in Table 19 is in the selection of comparables,
where local valuers selected either none, or just one comparable, whereas non-local
valuers selected between one to three comparables. The only similarity being that the
modal value for both groups is one comparable. In respect of the properties available,
there appears little difference in the amount of evidence selected, both groups choosing
between zero and three properties, which may represent the comparability of this
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evidence against the evidence of actual sales. However, the most common amount of
evidence selected by local valuers is in the one and two property groups, (one to three for
non-local valuers), and may again be representative of the fact that non-local valuers are
less certain of their figure, so produce more evidence to back it up.
Nevertheless, given that local valuers spend less time in forming an opinion of value, it is
clear that they can analyse the evidence more quickly, and perhaps represents a
valuation heuristic in selecting certain information, but disregarding other information, in
relation to their own area.
The fact that local valuers draw on less information than non-local valuers is an expected
outcome.

This does not confirm the outcome of research by Diaz (1987) who found

valuers in a familiar area draw on more information. However, what the results mask is
that valuers, regardless of familiarity, may draw on the same information, though a valuer
familiar to an area may not need to explicitly view information; it is recalled and applied
from memory in an intuitive manner.
One other issue, which arises from the data, is when the designation of some of the
valuers changes from non-local to local. This small group of valuers can be considered to
have some degree of knowledge of the area.

Comparing the evidence this group

selected, against the general selection of the individual groups, suggests that the
evidence selected by this group is more representative of local, rather than non-local
valuers. Clearly the samples are too small to provide sound evidence, however, this may
be representative of some wider pattern.
In the discussions following the valuation, it became clear that the local valuers
immediately disregarded certain evidence, which some non-local valuers took into
consideration, and therefore provides weight to the argument that valuers familiar to an
area are aware of the evidence which should be used in forming their decision.
Furthermore, in one instance a valuer had previously valued the subject property and
used this, with his own knowledge of the area, to formulate an opinion of value in only two
minutes. This clearly highlights the benefit of local knowledge.

In two other instances

valuers had inspected a couple of the properties selected as comparables. Whilst this
evidence may have had a biasing effect on their decision in the actual study, in terms of
actual practice, this evidence would be extremely beneficial.
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What is interesting is the selection of properties by the non-local valuers. It is worth
recalling at this stage that The Common is a very localised market, with no other areas in
Pontypridd considered as comparable.
"It would be misleading to be provided with a comparable that didn't take full
regard for what maybe the premium a particular street might attract. Like The
Common, values on The Common would be out of sink with values ... within half
a mile" (Anon valuer 7:60).
Therefore any evidence used in support of a valuation should be located in The Common.
For example Anon valuer 1:4 stated that in relation to this particular study "/ would only
draw on comparables from The Common; it's a separate market'. Anon valuer 7:63
elaborated further; "I'd rejected the smaller terraced houses, lower down, the bungalows,
the modem stuff', which he knew were not comparable from his knowledge of the area.
An alternative, though arduous, approach when faced with limited evidence is to use data
for detached and terraced properties and ameliorate [sic - interpolate] between the two
(Anon valuer 3). In the case of the current study, the values of the terraced properties
could be used as a base value, and the values of the detached and larger properties as a
top marker, with, ceteris paribus, the value of the subject property falling at some point inbetween.
On this basis a number of non-local valuers were drawn into errors (based on comments
from local valuers), particularly those who used the comparable Plas-y-Fedwen (Coed-yCwm), and the properties at Dynea Close (Rhydyfelin), Bryn Aur (Coed-y-Cwm) and
Glyntaff Road (Glyntaff); all of which are in dissimilar areas. As Anon valuer 3:20 stated:
"there is one in there, in Coed-y-Cwm, you've put down as a comparable, and I
would disregard that almost immediately as it's not a comparable area".
The properties located in Coed-y-Cwm are on a modern development, and consequently
smaller in size to the subject property, but also located a few miles from the town centre
Use of such properties as comparisons can cause problems.
of Pontypridd.
Furthermore, the property known as Rockingstone Cottages, whilst located on The
Common, is a one-off property, and not therefore directly comparable itself.
This failure to distinguish between areas could lead to serious errors in a valuation. In the
case of Birmingham Midshires Building Society v Richard Pamplin & Co. [1997] EGGS 3
(see Chapter 2) the valuer concerned was criticised for not being able to distinguish
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Clearly having knowledge of the area enables the valuer to draw on
sound reliable evidence to formulate an opinion of value.
between areas.

During the course of the research it became evident that one of the properties used as
evidence was located next to a hostel for single women9. This obviously has an impact
on the weight attached to this piece of evidence. It was therefore interesting to note that
only a number of the local valuers highlighted this issue. Consequently a number of
valuers (both local and non-local), have been drawn into errors.
6.1.4

Discussion of hypotheses

Whilst the statistical tests provide a sound basis for the conclusions of the research, this
may mask other information hidden within the data, therefore it is worth investigating in
more detail the results of the research.
Taking the initial issue of the valuations, a histogram was produced of the results
distinguishing the differences of local and non-local responses. This is shown in Figure
10.

Histogram of Values

£67,500

£70,000

£72,500

£75,000
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£80.000

£82,500

£85.000

£87.500

£90.000

Value

Figure 10 Histogram of values provided by valuers according to familiarity (initial
group).
From Figure 10 it is evident that the valuations of non-local valuers are towards the lower
end of the scale, suggesting that a lack of local familiarity may lead the valuer into making

This property was not located on The Common.
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a more cautious valuation. The values for local valuers are towards the upper end, though
more tightly bounded in the £80,000 to £85,000 bands. This is more clearly evidenced by
the fact that 70% of local valuers fall within this band, against only 40% for non-local
valuers.
The tendency for non-local valuers to provide lower values is an interesting issue, when
compared to the research of Diaz and Hansz (1997). Their research suggested that
valuers unfamiliar to an area would anchor onto some figure provided by an expert. In
this instance the figure provided was the view of a purchaser, and therefore provided
evidence that the opinion of a purchaser has little weight in the process, and does not act
as an anchor.
Taking the results from Figure 10 together with that of the Hypothesis 1a (where local
was the area in which the valuer normally works) it is apparent that there is some value in
the suggestion that the acceptance of the null hypothesis is weak. When analysing the
data on the revised assumption of local, there is a drop in the number of valuations by
non-local valuers in the £80,000-£85,000 band, thus reflecting the marginal difference,
and the change in the statistical result10. This provides evidence that some general
knowledge of the area, coupled with the evidence provided assists in the valuation,
though clearly time is still of some importance.
Another issue, which may impact on the valuations provided by non-local valuers, was
their experience in their own area. In a number of situations valuers drew on their
knowledge of properties in their own area, and related this to the subject data. If this
evidence did not fully reflect the premium attached to The Common, then it is conceivable
that lower valuations would result.
Designation
Local

Local (alt)

Non-Local

Non-Local (alt)

% Within ±5%

80%

70%

47%

42%

% Within ±10%

100%

100%

80%

75%

Table 20 Accuracy of valuations according to familiararity.
In terms of accuracy, when legal proceedings take place, valuations are often measured
as to whether the value falls within a certain range (usually ± 10%) of the assumed true

10 For local valuers 70% value within £80,000 to £85,000, but only 33.3% for non-local valuers.
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value of the property at that time based on expert evidence. In terms of valuations it has
been argued that valuers are able to value within 5%, assuming the valuer has
knowledge of the market (Adair & McGreal, 1986). Taking the known sale price from a
year earlier, and assuming the market remained stable over that period (which is a
realistic assumption to make on the basis of comments obtained from practitioners) an
assessment of the accuracy of the values can be made (see Table 20).
For local valuers, all are able to value within ± 10%, with the majority able to value within
± 5%, though this value reduces when taking into account those valuers who have some
degree of knowledge, suggesting that their knowledge and experience is not strictly the
same as local valuers. More importantly non-local valuers were not as accurate, with less
than 50% able to value within ± 5% in both situations. However, whilst more are within
10%, there is still between 20% - 25% who valued outside the ± 10% bracket, which
would be deemed as negligent under the margin of error principle. This clearly exposes
the weaknesses of using non-local valuers, and the need for local valuers in undertaking
There is the further contention to be made that valuers, who work
outside their area, should be deemed as acting negligently anyway based on the

valuation tasks.

requirements of the Red Book (RIGS, 1995).
In respect of the time taken to provide the valuation, whilst a significant difference is
highlighted, this masks some of the responses. Figure 11 outlines a histogram of the
response times.

Histogram of Time
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Figure 11 Histogram of time to complete valuation task according to familiarity
(initial group).
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From Figure 11 it becomes evident that there are three main bands of data, one for local
valuers and two for non-local valuers.

In respect of local valuers, they produce their

valuations in fewer than 15 minutes, with most (90%) in less than 10 minutes, forming a
tight band. However, for non-local valuers there are two distinct groups. This difference
reflects the location of the non-local valuers. Those in the band 5 to 15 minutes is for
valuers located in the South Wales area, though not working in the subject area, with the
band 25 to 35 minutes (33% of responses) relating to valuations produced in the study
undertaken in North Wales.

On this basis travelling from even further afield (and

therefore completely unaware of the locality) means that a valuer needs extra time to
provide a valuation.
This evidence contradicts the results of research by Diaz (ibid.), that found no difference
in the time taken to complete an appraisal between local and non-local valuers.
However, the results of this research seem more plausible, for example Anon valuer 18
recalled having to spend half-a-day providing a valuation in an area unfamiliar to him.
Furthermore, these figures also mask another problem.

In taking longer to produce a

valuation, non-local valuers are sifting over all the information and taking more time in
looking at the information provided, compared to local valuers, and in doing so may draw
on evidence which is not useful to the task (as outlined earlier).
When taking the group of valuers who had some degree of familiarity with the subject
area, their valuations took five, eleven and fifteen minutes respectively, and might be
considered to be more towards the lower end of the non-local band. Whilst no definite
conclusions can be drawn from this, the results do point towards the possibility that
valuers with some knowledge may take marginally less time to complete the task
compared to non-local valuers.
The results also hide the other issue, and that is in the study, the information was already
provided to those concerned. In a real world scenario the non-local valuer will certainly
have needed to spend more time driving around the area to identify property available.
However, due to commercial pressures it is unlikely that a valuer would have the time to
do this. Furthermore, more time will have been spent contacting (even visiting) agents to
draw on evidence, and which may have yielded less than this. For the local valuer, it is
likely that the necessary information could be obtained from in-house sources, or a few
quick phone calls to colleagues.
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Local and Non-Local Valuers
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Figure 12 Comparisons of valuations by qualified valuers in current study against
practice and a study by Wolverton (1996).
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Local and Non-Local valuers
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Figure 13 Histogram of valuations on initial groups, combined and individually by
familiarity.
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Figure 14 Histogram of valuations on alternative grouping combined and
individually according to familiarity.
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In Figure 12 a comparison is made of the responses of the current study to those of the
data obtained by Wolverton (1996), and data which represents actual valuation practice.
This data is a simulation of 2,000 transactions based on actual data for 100,587
residential mortgage valuations carried out between January 1993 and December 1995.
In addition to this a breakdown of the individual datasets (local and non-local valuers) is
provided (Figure 13), and for an alternative definition of local (Figure 14).
The data is in the form of histograms with the normal curve plotted, which provides the
main evidence as to the distribution of the data. In the case of the data representing the
differences in valuation based upon a simulation of actual valuation practice (Figure 12), it
is clear that much of the data lies in a narrow band (indicted by the sharp gradient on the
normal curve).

This data clearly shows the impact the tentative sale price has on

valuation practice as outlined in Chapter 3, in which the majority of valuations are
returned at the sale price.
In the case of the study undertaken as part of this research (where the figure provided
was one put forward by the purchaser), none of the valuers actually returned a value
which represented the price at which the property was sold at approximately a year
earlier.

Furthermore, during that period the market in the area had remained static

(Barry, 1999). The research therefore highlights the impact on valuation practice, where
a valuation figure is not provided.
In the case of the data representative of the research by Wolverton (ibid.) in the US, it is
clear that the angle of the curve is much shallower, but also skewed towards the right.
This data is representative of three groups, those with sale price knowledge, list price
knowledge and no prior knowledge.

In the sale price and list price cases figures of

$155,750 and $158,500 were provided respectively.

Clearly these groupings have an

impact on the skewness, and potentially the peak value of $154,000.
In comparison to these two data sets the valuations returned by both local and non-local
valuers (combined) shows a distribution in-between these two data sets.

In some

respects this is unsurprising given that the figure provided to valuers was an estimate
provided by the owner, such values are "usually inflated, as most people think their
houses are worth more than they are" (Anon valuer 4:31), and thus of no real value to the
valuers.

As a consequence they have had to rely on their own skill and intuition in

forming an opinion of value.
However, the data as a whole does not reflect the true differences between the two
groupings. When the valuations are plotted for each group (see Figure 13 and Figure
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14), it becomes evident that the distribution for local valuers differs to that of non-local
valuers.

In the case of non-local valuers a much shallower normal curve is provided

compared to local valuers, indicating a broader, even range of figures across the sample
population. Whilst a peak value of £75,000 is visible, this is masked by a high proportion
of values around £82,500, but also a couple of values around £67,500.
In comparison, the data for local valuers shows two dominant peaks towards the centre,
around £80,000 and £85,000 (where 70% of the values lie), with a relatively equal
distribution of valuers around these peaks. This provides a more "normal" distribution,
reflecting a greater consensus in opinion by the valuers as to the property's value.
Furthermore, for non-local valuers, the distribution of values is in a lower bracket
compared to local valuers. Clearly the combination of the data acts to smooth out the
distribution. Even when the data is analysed on the basis of the alternative definition of
"local" a similar pattern occurs within the data.
Assessing the data in this way clearly has an impact on local knowledge. Ideally when
performing a valuation there needs to be a smaller range of values, which would be
visible by a sharper normal curve. Obviously a curve which simulates actual practice is
too sharp and indicative of valuation bias. At the same time a curve which is too shallow
is representative of a practice where the likely accuracy of the valuation by a high
proportion of valuers is brought into question.
In the case of the distributions of the data collected, it is certainly clear that non-local
valuers do not have the same consensus in their valuations, as local valuers.
Furthermore, in the absence of any bid price, the research demonstrates the importance
of local knowledge in the ability of "local" valuers being able to provide valuations in a
narrow band, against potential negligent valuations by "non-local" valuers.
At the other end of the spectrum, taking the raw data for students, who, for the purposes
of this research are deemed to be non-local and unqualified valuers; the students had
little practical experience, with the majority being in Pontypridd for only a few months.
The impact of their inexperience can be shown.
The values ranged between £62,000 and £90,000, with a mean value of £73,500, though
the distribution in-between this range varies as evidenced in Figure 15, where two main
peaks occur at £67,500 and £75,000, although these are not totally dominant, with an
even distribution of data around these figures. Nevertheless these peaks provide for the
greater amplitude of the normal curve.
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Assessing the accuracy of the valuations using the ± 10% bracket on the known value
reveals that a number of valuations are outside this. However, what is interesting is that
taking the mean value as the anchor (rather than the known sale price), reveals that
those values deemed negligent on the mean value, are those valuations which in reality
more closely match the value of the property. This clearly demonstrates that the students
valuation responses are significantly lower than those of the local valuers and to an
extent the non-local valuers.
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Figure 15 Histogram of student valuation responses.
What is also interesting is the time taken to provide the valuations, which ranged from
thirty to forty-one minutes, with the majority in the thirty-four to thirty-eight minute band.
This, when added to the data for local and non-local valuers, would produce a fourth
grouping, which partially overlaps the non-local group of North Wales valuers. This would
distinguish local valuers from valuers who live in the area, against those valuers who
work close to the area, but have no knowledge, against those living too far to have any
knowledge.
In assessing the reasoning behind the lower valuations by the students it is necessary to
investigate the properties which they chose in support of their valuation figure. Figure 16
provides an overview of the properties used in the valuation study by the students. It is
immediately clear that a number of properties stick out, these being 18 Pencoed Avenue,
3 Hilltop Crescent, 69 Merthyr Road and Mackintosh Road; all of which can be deemed
as useful evidence. On the basis that the majority used 18 Pencoed Avenue (N=13) and
3 Hilltop Crescent (N=11) it is logical to assume that a tighter range of values would be
provided. This assumption is made on the basis that these two properties act as lower
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and upper anchors (18 Pencoed Avenue, a three-bedroom semi in the same road as the
subject, and 3 Hilltop Crescent a four-bedroom detached property located in close
proximity). Clearly some other factor is acting as an influence.

Properties Used in Valuation

16
12

httttffim
<3F
N

<bC

Address

NB Only properties selected are shown.

Figure 16 Properties selected by students in support of their valuations.
Breaking down the data to investigate those properties of a similar type to the subject (i.e.
a four-bedroom semi) may provide an answer to the lower values. In the supporting
evidence provided, there were no four-bedroom properties located within The Common;
the six provided were all located outside, with only 69 Merthyr Road in close proximity.
Figure 16 reveals that Plas-y-Fedwen (£57,500), 22 Heol Ty-Maen (£64,950), 9
Ridgeway Close (£59,950) and 5 Bryn Aur (£61,500) were selected with greater
frequency than the others. All these are four-bedroom semi detached properties, but
located outside The Common in comparatively poorer locations, which is reflected in their
values (shown in brackets). It would therefore appear that these properties have acted as
an anchor, on the basis that the locational premium that The Common commands has
been ignored. Of course the data would have revealed this, suggesting that lack of
experience is also an issue.
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6.1.5

Summary

The results of the valuation study provide substantive evidence that prior knowledge of an
area is beneficial in the valuation of residential property. Whilst evidence for a significant
difference in the valuations of local and non-local valuers was initially nebulous,
assessing the data on an alternative form of local provided significant evidence of a
difference in the valuations. This provides evidence that valuers, who live or who
previously practised in an area, but not valuing there, are able to provide an accurate
valuation.
More importantly is the issue of valuation accuracy. In this respect the research found
clear evidence that non-local valuers were likely to produce negligent valuations on the
margin of error principle, whereas local valuers were able to value within at least ± 10%,
with less than 30% valuing outside ± 5%.
Another critical factor in the study was that of time, where prior knowledge of the area
enabled the valuation to be completed in a shorter period of time. Furthermore, the
evidence also pointed towards a situation in which valuers unfamiliar to an area were
likely to draw on evidence which was not comparable, and therefore increasing the
likelihood of errors occurring. Whilst valuers suggested they would drive around an
unfamiliar area before or after the inspection and collect some evidence, it is likely that
commercial pressures may prevent this.
When data for students was assessed it became evident that differences occurred
between local valuers and students in the case of valuations, the time to complete the
study and the evidence selected. In comparison, whilst a difference in time was recorded
for students against non-local valuers, the difference in valuations was not significant.
6.2

ANALYSIS OF POSTAL QUESTIONNAIRE

The questionnaire was mailed to a total of 102 practices located in England and Wales as
set out in Chapter 5. In total 62 useful responses were received representing a 61%
response rate. This is considered to be very good. In addition to this 6 questionnaires
were returned, either because the addressee was not known, the practice no longer dealt
with residential valuation, or the content of the questionnaire was felt too sensitive. One
further questionnaire was received after the period allowed, and was therefore not
included in the analysis.
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Whilst in most cases the majority of questions were answered, there were some
instances, particularly where a multiple choice was provided, that questions were left
blank, in which case the number of responses (N) is provided, otherwise it is assumed
that a full response was obtained, i.e. N=62.
An analysis of the data collected from the questionnaire is provided in Appendix 11,
where the frequencies of the quantitative data is provided as analysed in SPSS version 8.
In the questions where open responses were required, these were typed into a word
processor according to the question number.
6.2.1

Profile of Respondents

The majority of practices can be considered as small firms. A total of 17 practices (27%)
consisted of just one practitioner, whilst 11 firms had two practitioners, and 16 firms had a
total of three practitioners. These three sets represent 71% of responses. The remaining
responses were evenly spread out, ranging up to 21 practitioners in two cases. The large
size of these practices can be attributed to the fact that some practices had satellite
offices which were included within the count.
The length of time the individual respondents had been at their current practice varied
from a couple of months to forty years, with a relatively even spread between. A total of
24 practitioners also indicated that they had worked elsewhere before their current
practice, and so had a degree of experience elsewhere.
Taking the geographic location of the responses, it was clear that most areas of England
and Wales were covered, with responses from practices in the South West, London and
the South East, the Midlands, Yorkshire, the North West and North East. In terms of
Wales, again responses were received from both the South, North and Mid Wales,
though a greater concentration of practices in the South Eastern corner, where a greater
proportion of the population of Wales is concentrated. On this basis it is considered that
no locational bias is introduced in the responses.
6.2.2

Area covered by individual practices

For practices in Wales, the respondents were asked to indicate on a map the extent of
the area, which their practice served. Additionally, respondents who indicated that their
practice had more than one practitioner, were asked how work in the area was divided
up.
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The areas covered were initially marked on a map, however, due to the number of
responses it is not possible to represent all the information clearly. Therefore an overall
representation of the general areas covered is shown (see Appendix 12), which also
provides two maps, focussing on South East Wales, showing the larger and smaller areas
covered by practices. Overall the maps show that valuers work in diverse spatial areas.
In terms of Wales as a whole, there appears to be a three-way divide, with practices
working in either the North, South, or Mid-Wales. This division is not surprising, and one
that was evident in the pilot study. Its occurrence can largely be attributed to the lines of
communication within Wales, i.e. the M4 in the South and A55 in the North, and perhaps
also the centres of population. Against this there are poor communication routes linking
the North to the South.
Certainly there are many practices working around the M4 corridor in the South, with a
particular presence stretching along from Port Talbot, Cardiff and Newport, and extending
north (largely to Merthyr Tydfil, Abergavenny, Monmouth and Ross-on-Wye). There is
also a concentration around Swansea, and practices covering an area (or part thereof)
West of a line between Cardigan and Carmarthen.
Anywhere north of these areas (heading into Mid-Wales) is less densely populated, and
restricted in terms of access by poorer communication routes. The heavy presence in the
South East comer relates to the large concentration of the population, in and around the
capital, Cardiff.

Further west, the population becomes less concentrated, with the

exception of Swansea.
In the case where there is more than one practitioner (71% of cases), the respondents
were asked how the work within their area is divided up. A total of 41 responses were
received relating to this issue.

A broad range of responses was provided.

In only 9

cases (22%) was the area specifically divided up for example by postcode or some other
form of locational area.
Work was also divided up between offices in a few instances, which also acted as some
from of location division, in which an office was allocated specific postcodes, though the
division within the offices is not known. In a further 4 cases (10%), respondents indicated
a division on the basis of price, which could conceivably be considered as some form of
division within the area, with high and low value areas located in specific areas. In this
instance some sectoral division occurs.
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However, in the majority, 58% (24 cases) the valuers covered the whole of the area,
being spread out, for example, on an equal basis, according to specific fields of work (e.g.
agency, commercial, residential), or according to workload.
For practices based in Wales a visual inspection of the area covered against the number
of practitioners revealed that there was no real correlation between the two factors.
Nevertheless the larger areas covered by a practice did have the largest number of
practitioners, suggesting some limit on the extent of an area covered.
Respondents were also asked to state the reasons why they worked in their current area,
and not a larger or even smaller area. The aim of this being to consider, what factors, if
any, limit the size of area that a practice covers, and as a consequence potentially impact
on local knowledge.
A total of 57 responses were obtained. The most common reason given was that of the
need for valuation or local knowledge (32%), indicating that there are limits to the area
covered and the detail of knowledge known. The other important reasons were those of
cost (19%), time and accessibility (7%). Obviously surveys and valuations are done for a
fee; the time taken travelling to and from a site, that of conducting the valuation and
producing the report has to be balanced against its profitability.

It seems illogical for

practices to take on instructions in which the fee does not cover the overall costs. This
factor relates to the study undertaken, where it was clear that lack of familiarity, required
more time to be spent on the analysis of the data.
A further important reason cited for working in the current area was historical reasons
(12%). An established practice perhaps has the perceived benefit of being recognised as
one with a better knowledge of the area. Further reasons cited included specialisation,
level of competition and business reasons. In this respect it is likely that a practice will
cover an area, which generates sufficient business to ensure survivability.
Having contacts was also cited as a reason for working in the area, and has implications
on the transportability and diffusion of knowledge. With limited access to information, at
times, the ability to gain information when evidence is low is important. Secrecy is all too
common in real estate, with confidentiality clauses common place.

Having certain

contacts with whom information is shared is important, and often keeps information of an
area embedded within those people working in the area. If information was more freely
available, practitioners could potentially work further afield.
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6.2.3

Professional learning and local knowledge

In order to gain a better understanding of local knowledge, consideration was given to the
sources of a professional's knowledge as a whole, but also local knowledge specifically.
Sources of professional knowledge can be divided into four broad categories, i.e.
professional education (including degree or professional exams), pre-qualification on-thejob experience, post-qualification on-the-job experience, and Continuing Professional
Development (CPD). In this respect respondents were asked to attribute how much each
contributed to their professional knowledge (see Figure 17).

Sources of professional knowledge

Pre-Qual
15.65%
Post-Qual
37.52%
Exams
35.86%
10.97%

Figure 17 Proportion to which sources of learning contribute to overall
professional valuation knowledge.
Based on the mean scores (of the percentage responses for the individual groups) it can
be seen that professional exams (35.86%) and post-qualification learning (37.52%)
contributed most, with CPD (10.97%) contributing the least. Only 15.65% felt that prequalification learning contributed to their knowledge.
However, this only provides a broad overview of the data. In the case of professional
education and post qualification learning the responses largely occur under 25% or above
40%.

In the case of professional education, 44.8% fall at or below 25%, with 48.1%

falling at or above 40%. For post qualification learning the figures are 34.5% and 56.9%
respectively. There is, therefore, a divide amongst practitioners, with some feeling that
education contributes more to practice, whilst others feel that post-qualification learning
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contributes most. Comparing this data to the length of time qualified does not provide
any significant relationship dispelling the notion that those who qualified most recently
(and by default are more likely to have obtained an educational degree) placed greater
emphasis on education.
Taking the issue of CPD, 13.8% of respondents felt it did not contribute in anyway to
professional knowledge, with nearly three-quarters (74.1%) stating that it only contributed
up to 10% of their overall knowledge.

A similar pattern emerged for pre-qualification

learning, in which 27.6% felt it contributed nothing towards their knowledge, with 74.1%
suggesting it contributed to 20% or less of their learning.
Taking the issue of professional education, i.e. a degree or professional exams, (which
made a significant contribution towards the valuer's knowledge base), respondents were
asked to consider how much it provided for professional practice as a whole and in
particular local knowledge. To assist four percentage bands were given in blocks of 25%
(i.e. 0%-25%, 25%-50%, 50%-75%, 75%-100%).
Both factors had responses in all four bands, however, 64.5% (N=58) felt that
professional education contributed to their local knowledge in the 0-25% band, against
16.1% for practice as a whole. Given the apparent disparity between the two groups, a
comparison was then made between the two mean scores. Given the nature of the data,
i.e. it is restricted to four percentage bands, the use of a t-test is precluded, therefore nonparametric tests were utilised.

Furthermore, on the basis that the data is ordinal and

related, the Wilcoxon sign ranked test was performed using SPSS Version 8.
On this basis the null hypothesis (H0) provides that the mean scores are equal, with the
alternative hypothesis (HO providing that the mean scores are different.

The results

outlined in Appendix 13 produced a Z value of -3.568, with a significance <0.1%.
Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected, i.e. there is a significant difference between the
mean scores, i.e. professional education (e.g. exams or degree) provides less to local
knowledge compared to professional practice as a whole. It is worth noting at this point
that two respondents further clarified by saying that professional education contributed
nothing (or very little) to local knowledge.
Given that education provides little towards local knowledge, it appears that the
knowledge is acquired from other sources, i.e. pre and post qualification learning. How
much of this learning, which is attributed to local knowledge itself is unknown, although
only likely to be only a small percentage of it (Almond et al, 1998).
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The Knowledge Component

6.2.4

Respondents were asked, from a list of factors, to identify their importance in terms of
providing more accurate valuations and better advice, against practitioners outside their
area. A five point scale was used, ranging from 5 (important) to 1 (not important), with 3
(indifferent).
Factor

(N)

Mean Value

1

Know of variations in prices between sub areas

62

4.806

2

Know neighbourhoods and facilities

62

4.742

3

Know local house price movements

62

4.710

4

Aware of demand for property

61

4.689

5

Have database of property values

60

4.333

6

Aware of current plans and developments

62

4.242

7

Established contacts with agents

61

4.197

8

Aware of poor users and contamination

62

3.903

9

Aware of geological influences

62

3.742

10

Aware of local schooling

62

3.677

11

Aware of anticipated closures

61

3.377

12

Aware of financial incentives

62

3.081

Table 21 Factors of importance in providing superior valuation advice (ranked by
mean).
Some responses saw all factors ticked as 5; the reason for this could simply be that the
information is considered important. However, it could equally be that the factors were
ticked to expedite the response. A comparison was made between the raw data and the
edited data (where those who responded ticking five all the time were removed) on three
measures of dispersion (mean, mode and median). In all cases the mean figure reduced
marginally, with the mode and median unaffected in all but one case, indicating that there
was very limited impact.

The results are therefore outlined on the basis of the whole

dataset. In a small number of cases no response was provided.
Table 21 outlines the mean scores for each attribute, ranked according to its importance
(where 1 = not important, through to 5 = important). All factors were rated as being
indifferent or important on the basis of their mean score (3 or above). However, certain
factors were seen as being less important than others are. Those of limited importance
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(mean score between 3 and 4) were knowledge of geological factors; local schooling;
poor users and contamination; anticipated closures and financial incentives.
The level of importance of factors can be more clearly seen by comparing the frequency
of responses of each factor per importance (see Figure 18). The graph clearly shows that
the first five factors are considered the most important, i.e. those of having a database of
property values; awareness of demand for property; a knowledge of neighbourhoods and
facilities; variations in prices between sub-areas; and local house price movements. The
latter four standing out more, with mean scores greater than 4.5, and a range of 3-5 in
each case except for knowledge of neighbourhoods with a range of just 4-5.

Factors of importance in providing superior advice

5678

10

11

12

Factor (see table)

N.B. Refer to Table 21 for name of factor. Legend shows category of response, 1 =Not important - 5=lmportant.
Figure 18 Factors of importance in providing superior advice ranked according to

overall mean value.
Clearly, in this respect, emphasis is placed upon knowing the level of values in an area,
and the variations between areas, which act as an assistance in the selection of
evidence. Knowing neighbourhoods and facilities is also of importance, with the smallest
range. Such factors clearly have a primary influence in the valuation, and highlight, that
knowing where factors, which influence value, is a key issue in local knowledge.
Other factors rated highly, though with a greater dispersion, were an awareness of
current plans and developments and established contacts with "local" agents and valuers.
Again, contact with agents and valuers was cited as important, and clearly a significant
factor in gaining evidence, and discussing issues within the area.
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The remaining factors all score lower with a wider range and a higher level of scores
between 1 and 3 (indicating a factor of limited and no importance). The low score for
geological influences accords with the limited response of those who actually monitor
geological influences in their area. [However, geological influences have an impact in
relation to potential structural damage to properties, and this is an issue which has been
the subject of litigation, with a valuer criticised for not taking this factor into account (see
Cormack v Washbourne [1996] EGGS 196). However, compare with Gibbs and another
v Arnold Son and Hockley [1989] 45 EG 156 where a partner was aware of such factors].
6.2.5

Information Monitored

Consideration was also given to what information practitioners monitor (see Table 22) in
their area from a list of 15 factors. This was to ascertain information that is important in
knowing a particular area. Respondents were asked firstly to indicate if they monitored
that factor, and then to rate its importance.
Factor monitored

Mean

N

% = Yes

1

Own valuation records

4.847

61

100

2

Achieved prices

4.800

60

100

3

Market levels and activity (in-house)

4.508

61

93.4

4

Other agents (estate) details

3.895

61

86.9

5

Local press

3.881

61

96.7

6

Planning proposals

3.857

60

93.3

7

Market levels and activity (external)

3.772

60

85.0

8

Other practitioners records

3.729

59

57.6

9

Nuisances

3.531

56

69.6

10

Professional journals

3.463

60

85.0

11

House price indices

3.269

59

78.0

12

Geological data

3.049

58

43.1

13

Demographic data

2.872

56

33.9

14

Economic data

2.870

59

49.2

15

Inward investment

2.814

57

38.8

Table 22 Importance of information monitored (ranked by mean).
Most respondents answered the question regarding the information actually monitored,
with the lowest number of valid cases being 56. Information rated highly was the valuers'
own records (100%) and achieved prices (100%). Also of importance were local press
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(96.7%), in-house market levels (93.4%) and planning proposals (93.3%). Other factors
monitored frequently are house price indices, other estate agents details, external market
levels and professional journals.
With regard to the importance of information monitored, care must be taken in the
interpretation of the results. Where respondents indicated that a factor was not monitored
(the highest scores being factors 2, 8, 9, 11, 12 and 13) a number of respondents did not
answer the second part relating to importance; suggesting that if a factor is not monitored,
it is of limited importance.

However, in a higher number of cases, a response was

provided with regard to the factor's importance. This perhaps suggests some confusion
in the question, which did not arise from the pilot study.

The interpretation of these

results will be discussed.
Of the factors monitored most, the valuer's own records, in-house market levels and
activity, and achieved prices stand out as the most important, as indicated with the
highest responses in the important category (see Figure 19).

Level of im portance of inform ation m onitored

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Factor (see table)

N.B. Refer to Table 22 for name of factor. Legend shows category of response, 1=Not important - 5=lmportant.
Figure 19 Importance of information monitored ranked according to overall mean

value.
Other issues considered of some importance, and closely monitored were the local press,
other (estate) agents' details, and planning proposals. Other practitioners' records were
also considered important (mean score of 3.729). This is a factor, which although not
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monitored as much as others are, is still considered by practitioners to be important.
Clearly, this highlights the need for greater transparency with regard to valuation
evidence in the market place, access to comparables being an important factor with
regards the knowledge of an area, or valuation in general.
House price indices, which were monitored in 78% of cases, were not actually considered
to be too important, with a mean score of 3.269. Such indices are produced each month,
with more detailed analysis every quarter. The frequency, with which they are mentioned
in the press, could well act as a reason for monitoring changes in the area, however,
because such indices are wide in their scope, and relate to geographical regions, e.g.
Wales, their application is minimal. Furthermore, the importance of such indices is limited
in the valuation process. For example, in Wakeley and another v London Fire and Civil
Defence Authority [1996] RVA 165, criticism was made of such indices, which are broad
across different types of dwelling, and therefore of no use in assessing the value of a
property. Elsewhere, house price indices have been criticised for failing to reveal
localised hot and cold spots (Jamieson, 1996).
Similarly, professional journals, which although seem to be read by most, are not
considered to be of great importance (mean = 3.463) with regard to providing knowledge
of their particular area. Clearly journals have a greater focus on commercial practice, but
are also, as with house price indices, broad in their scope, occasionally providing a focus
on a particular area.
Factors considered unimportant, i.e. economic data, inward investment, demographic
data and geological data, were also those which were monitored the least. These factors,
which respondents placed values on, despite not monitoring, were largely considered not
important to indifferent. However, when considering the scores provided in cases where
the factor was not monitored, both inward investment and demographic data were rated
as more important, with more considering the factor indifferent, and in some cases
important. The same was also true for others' records (discussed earlier) and nuisances.
These results suggest that practitioners feel that such factors should be monitored but do
not actually do so themselves. Certainly removing the physical factors from the valuation
equation, and focussing on the demand-side, would suggest that the local and national
economy is of great importance in house price movements.
practitioners fail to embrace these issues?

Why, therefore, do

Difficulty of access to, and the lack of

transparency with, such data could be the reasoning behind this.
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6.2.6

Time to Know Area

From 6.2.3 it was revealed that the local knowledge component of professional
knowledge was acquired through practice. Given that most practitioners will move to an
area to take up a job, the key issue is how long it takes to know an area in order to
provide a competent valuation.
A wide range of responses were received (N=59), as to the length of time it takes to know
an area, ranging from just a couple of weeks to 20 years (240 months), (see Figure 20).
The most common time was 2 years (24 months), with 69.5% of responses falling at or
below 2 years. Although taking the data as a whole, the average time to know an area
was 31 months.

This higher figure is attributed to the fact that a number of valuers

indicated that it would take 5 years or more to value.

Length of time to know an area
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Figure 20 Cumulative frequency chart representing the time it takes to know an
area in order to provide a competent valuation.
The issue of time is clearly of importance in the valuation process as outlined in the
valuation study. However, what this finding reveals is that the majority, if not all valuers,
feel it is impossible to come into an area and acquire the necessary skills and knowledge
to value competently immediately. Furthermore, on the basis that two years appears to
be the most common value, how valid are the valuations, which a valuer provides in this
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two year learning period? Another valuer in the practice should supervise valuers during
this time, regardless of their experience elsewhere.
6.2.7

Valuation Out of Area

The Red Book (RICS, 1995) clearly states that a valuer should have the necessary
knowledge of the local area when undertaking a valuation. Whilst the definition of area is
poorly defined, it can logically be considered to relate to the normal working area of a
particular valuer, and any valuation performed outside that area would be deemed to be
working out of area.
One of the questions asked was whether the respondent would value a property outside
their area, if called to do so.

Certainly given the sensitive nature of this issue it was

assumed that either a low response would be provided, or that the majority would say no,
simply on the basis of the requirements of the Red Book.

However a total of 60

responses were obtained, out of which, 45% indicated that they would value outside their
area. In either event, respondents were asked to state their reasons for the particular
response.
The most important reason cited for not valuing out of an area was the lack of knowledge
of the area (19 cases). Time (7 cases) was also cited, i.e. that to acquire knowledge of
an area and also any evidence such as comparables.

Negligence (3 cases) and

professional indemnity insurance (2 cases) was also cited. Of importance was that fact
that only two respondents cited the mandatory requirements of the new Red Book, which
one would have thought was a primary factor. The limited financial reward gained from
such valuations was also highlighted (3 cases), so too was service to client (1 case),
ability to obtain evidence (1 case) and access to reliable information (1 case).
A variety of reasons were cited for justifying valuing out of an area. Obtaining additional
comparables (8 cases), making contact with agents (6 cases), and making further
research (6 cases) were considered as the most important factors in valuing out of an
area. A total of five responded by saying they would only do so if the area were close
and comparable, suggesting that there is a boundary in which the valuer is less than
proficient, but perhaps sufficiently proficient to undertake the work. Allocating additional
time to conduct research was also a factor (2 cases), so too was pressure from the client
(1 case).
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6.2.8

What is Local Knowledge?

In Chapter 2 the concern was raised with regard to the fact that no definition of local
knowledge is provided within the confines of the Red Book. As a consequence, one of the
aims of this research is to provide a definition of local knowledge.
In considering this issue, respondents were asked to provide their own thoughts as to
what local knowledge was. In this respect a broad range of views were provided,
including phrases such as "good hands-on working experience"; "living and practising
locally"; "good broad knowledge of an area"; "in-depth knowledge and experience"; and
"seeing the marketplace in a specific area over a reasonable cycle".

Factor

Count

Property values (transactions)

14

Physical factors (geography, geology)

12

Local trends (history, social)

11

Demand and supply

9

Market

8

Property types

7

People (population)

7

Facilities (schools, shops)

7

Planning

6

Sub areas

5

Economic (social, political, business)

5

Difficulties (local problems, blight)

4

Economic base (employment)

3

Roads

2

Public transport

1

N.B. Details in brackets are typical examples of the factors mentioned.

Table 23 Frequency with which valuers noted a factor that they considered
important in local knowledge.
Such phrases are effectively meaningless in providing any understanding of the issue,
and appear as crude justifications for being able to value. However, when questioned as
to whether it was felt that there was sufficient guidance as to what local knowledge is, a
total of 36 respondents (63%) felt that there was not sufficient guidance. On this basis it
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is perhaps understandable that professionals find it hard to articulate what local
knowledge is, and only serves to highlight the importance of the research.
Disseminating the results further, consideration was given to any key factors which arose
from the responses, with primary consideration given to any factors, which make up this
knowledge. On the basis of the open-ended responses a number of factors arose as
outlined in Table 23.
The evidence highlights the importance of comparables, through knowing property values
and transactions. The issue of physical factors was also mentioned more frequently than
other issues, and is conceivably representative of the fact that such factors, through
defects, impact on the value of a property.
The impact of the market and demand and supply was also high on the list of issues.
There have been criticism of valuations in that they neglect to consider (explicitly) the
demand-side (market) issues. This research demonstrates that this is important, and
perhaps considered in a subjective manner in the valuation.
In Chapter 2 reference was made to the issue of distance, which although considered
important by valuers, was not an issue, which the RICS felt was important. In the
responses, only one person mentioned distance as an issue, suggesting it is working
within 15-20 miles of the office base, and being only 5 miles within a conurbation.
Compare this to the requirements of panel valuers to work within 25 miles.
Rather than distance, the RICS prefers that valuers frequently value within an area.
However, only one respondent in the questionnaire referred to frequency as a
determining factor.
What was more interesting was the reference to market cycles, in which one respondent
suggested that such knowledge is acquired through seeing the market, in a specific area,
change over a reasonable cycle, including good and bad times. This accords with the
view of Kelly (1995) who states that for a practitioner to understand a market, they must
live through an entire real estate cycle. This also relates to the issue of time, in terms of
having sufficient knowledge of an area to provide a competent valuation, as against the
issue of the time to undertake a valuation.
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6.2.9

Summary

The questionnaire aimed to raise a number of issues with regard to local knowledge,
which could be explored further through interviews. Certainly from the responses it is
clear that the concept of local knowledge is acquired through actual practice, rather than
in an "academic" (university) environment, with the issue of time again arising as being
clearly important in being able to provide competent advice. However, in this instance, it
is considered that a valuer is unable to provide a competent valuation on a one-off basis,
instead the necessary knowledge can only be acquired over a sustained period of time.
Nevertheless, despite the issue of time, a high proportion of valuers indicated that they
would value out of their area if called to do so. This clearly demonstrates the willingness
for valuers to defy the mandatory requirements of the Red Book, and opens the question
as to why this may be.
The research also considered what factors were important in terms of a valuer's
knowledge, in order to be able to provide superior advice, compared to someone from
outside of the area.

In addition to this a number of issues, which require continual

monitoring, were also raised.
Overall, a number of issues have emerged, which require further consideration, before
any firm conclusions are raised.
6.3

INTERVIEWS

Beyond the empirical research and questionnaire, the research also involved semistructured depth interviews as a means of providing a better understanding of the issues
surrounding the results of the research, but also in gaining a formal understanding of the
issues surrounding local knowledge itself.
A total of eighteen interviews were conducted (outlined in Appendix 8), which totalled
over eight hours.

These interviews were transcribed, and the details relating to the

referencing is provided at the beginning of this section. More comprehensive information
is provided in the appendix.
6.3.1

A definition of local knowledge

One of the issues, which emerged from the questionnaire, was the inability of the
respondents to provide any meaningful definition of local knowledge. The phrases used,
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such as "feel for the market" are statements, which have often been quoted in the past,
and criticised for not being of sound defence for a professional valuer (Scott and Gronow,
1986). Indeed such statements give credit to the view of Hoyle (1995) who suggested
that professionals have no claim to their "special" knowledge.
In the defence of valuers, there is merit in the view that as professionals become more
"expert", they offer less explicit information because they are not required to explain what
they do in the practice situation. Certainly subjectivity is an issue, as Anon valuer 7:63
states:
"/ think it is subjective, you and I both know what we understand by local
knowledge, but whether we could put it into words".
This suggests that the issue is a complex one. However, it was intriguing to hear the
view of Anon valuer 11:94, who placed a more historical perspective on the definition.
"Local knowledge years ago was the agent or surveyor [who] was brought up,
lived in the town, qualified, practised there. Doesn't happen anymore, so the old
concept has gone away".
There is certainly some weight in this statement. Indeed Anon valuer 14 reinforces this
point by relating to the old system of articles, in which over a period of time a trainee
would work with a competent surveyor, through which, they would learn the various
nuances of values in the area.
Local knowledge as a term is not new, as the literature revealed, with references to the
concept dating back to the 1970's. Perhaps the continued use of the term is on the basis
of the original concept, which in view of changes in the market may need updating.
Clearly a number of factors are influential in respect of this concept.
•

Changes in the market place have seen the number of smaller practices reduced
(see Chapter 2), with an ever increasing struggle for the smaller firms to be able
to compete and survive (see for example Anon valuer 14).

•

Entry into the profession in today's market is dominated by the degree entry. No
longer do the majority of valuers within practice acquire qualifications by
correspondence courses.

Instead courses at universities are attended (often

away from the family

residence), with jobs sought wherever possible.

Furthermore, graduates often aspire to go into the commercial rather than
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residential sector. As a consequence local knowledge has in part, been eroded
by the changes in the educational system.
•

In the overall market place, the culture of remaining with the same firm for life is
being eroded, with a greater emphasis on switching firms. Whilst the need for
local knowledge often means valuers remain in the same area, the knowledge
acquired and embedded within the firm does not remain there to be passed on.

In respect of this study, the historical benefit of living and working in the area was
revealed. Anon valuer 14 made reference to his childhood, where he lived in Trefforest,
which is close to the subject property. Furthermore, he also referred to having records
within the office dating back to 1954, and made reference to a valuer who is well
respected in the area of the study. This particular valuer was mentioned by a number of
the other valuers, who had worked with him and gained a great deal of experience.
An important issue in terms of knowing an area is being able to know where the individual
streets are. For example Anon valuer 18 considered that valuers coming from outside
need to look at a map before coming into the area, whereas the local valuers already
know the streets.

Certainly not knowing where an individual place is, is significant.

However, in terms of individual streets, it is not possible to know every street:
"People say if you don't know where a house is how can you value it. I looked up
in the atlas, and there are something like 18,000 streets in Glamorgan, I know a
good percentage of them, but don't know them all. You can't do. You do your
best'. (Anon valuer 11:96).
Perhaps the largest issue in defining local knowledge relates to the "local" component.
One respondent (Anon valuer 14) raised this with the suggestion that it related to locality.
However, the term "locality" is inappropriate when local actually varies spatially; it
depends on a number of factors, including level of work, market sectors, the division
between urban and rural settings, and also the density of housing/ populations.
However, beyond these particular issues, as with the postal questionnaire, the
practitioners' views provided little in the way of a formal definition.
6.3.2

Issues of importance

In the previous section it became evident that practitioners were in a quandary over
defining local knowledge. Nevertheless, various comments provided a number of factors
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of benefit in providing a valuation and thus factors which form the valuers (local)
knowledge base.
Based on tentative findings, Almond et al (ibid.) concluded that valuers working within
their area were aware of specific issues, and therefore benefited from "market
intelligence". This theme continued to emerge from the research.
Data Collection

Structural
Frequency

Frequency

Know agents (contacts)

11

Mining

5

Know market sectors

4

Construction types

4

Know localities

2

Subsidence

2

Radon

2

Cavity wall tie failure

1

Frequency

Acquifers

1

Social problems

8

Built-up land

1

Historical factors

6

Mundic

1

Flooding

3

Cement mix

1

Education

3

Planning

3

Crime

2

Land fill tips

2

Desirable areas

12

Traffic

2

Tone of values

5

Parking

2

Individual streets

2

Power cables

1

Individual properties

2

Unemployment

1

Character of area

1

Local people

1

Buyer preferences

1

New road

1

New hospital

1

Accessibility

1

Contamination

1

Appraisal

Complimentary
Frequency

NB Frequency relates to number of times the factor was cited by valuers.

Table 24 Factors which valuers consider impact on valuation in respect of their
local knowledge.
In terms of mortgage valuations, the issues, which impact on the process, are evident in
three key areas, outlined in Figure 21, where it can be seen that local knowledge is
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required in the inspection process, the selection of comparable and other evidence, and
in the appraisal itself. There are also other issues, which impact on both the appraisal
and selection process itself. These specific issues and the frequency with which they
were cited is provided in Table 24.
The particular issues of importance will be discussed in more detail below under the three
main headings (inspection, appraisal and data collection).

However, it is worth

mentioning at this stage, that a number of these factors overlap, for example a factor of
importance in the valuation or appraisal itself, may also be a determinant in the selection
process.

Inspection

Report
&
Valuation

Appraisal

Data Collection * -

Complimentary Issues

Figure 21 Key issues which impact on the valuation process in respect of local
knowledge
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6.3.2.1 Inspection
In undertaking an inspection, valuers require knowledge of building structures and of
defects, more so in the production of homebuyer reports, but nonetheless, still important
in mortgage valuations. In the case of defects, these are of importance for at the end of
the day are reflected in a property's value (Anon valuer 18).

Indeed Anon valuer 9

suggests that a property's value within a street can vary from between £14,000 to
£50,000 depending on its condition. Furthermore, in terms of professional negligence, a
greater emphasis is placed on the need to spot defects.
In terms of building types, Anon valuer 2 raised the issue of different structures, PRC
properties, Smiths, Woolaways, B2 bungalows and prefabricated buildings. Whilst some
may be found across the country, to a large extent certain building ~. pes will only be
found in specific areas, and so having a knowledge of these specific build types is
important, especially where potential defects may arise.

Jenkins (1992) referred to a

situation where mortgage valuers failed to identify the "Smith's" type property.
In a similar manner, Anon valuer 18 referred to issues surrounding non-conventional
building structures, for example timber framed properties, suggesting that only those
familiar to an area are likely to be aware of such property types, which may cause
complications for valuers coming from outside the area. However, such properties may
be built to a specification that any valuer may be familiar with (forming part of a valuer's
strategic knowledge), though only the local valuer may know which properties or estates
are of this type, thus saving time in the inspection or selection of evidence (tactical
knowledge).
Anon valuer 8 drew attention to a particular type of stonework, and the problem, which
may exist with that, stating:
"... there is a very soft limestone that basically isn't water tight, it develops cracks
within the stone itself and water works its way through capillary action ... they
look like an ordinary stone wall, but ... it's a dressed stone front, and will
eventually fall into the road". (Anon valuer 8:66).
The overall impact of this has implications for those unaware, and the issue of valuers
failing to diagnose the problem recently was cited (ibid.).
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Other building issues were also raised such as radon and mundic block. The mundic
problem is, however, limited to areas of Devon and Cornwall, and whilst in this respect a
local issue, is in fact an issue that is raised in the Red Book (RICS, ibid.).
On another level, there is an awareness of previous problems, which is also beneficial.
Anon valuer 9 raised a particular point in respect of brickwork, where an estate in Bristol
had a problem with the wrong mix of cement during construction, with the consequence
that the "external skin" had to be re-built. Whilst the problem had been rectified, there is
always some concern as to whether the problem was resolved in all instances. Without
such knowledge:
"/ would have gone over there, a three bedroom detached worth £80,000 ... and
value up, and all of a sudden you are in court' (Anon valuer 9:80).
Aside from specific defects are issues, which require some awareness, and may have a
direct impact on potential defects. South Wales is a prime example of this, with past
mining works in the area. Certainly most people may have an awareness that mining was
prevalent in the area, and may "throw caution to the wind", but nevertheless knowing the
specific areas affected is of importance.
According to Anon valuer 11, mining and issues such as the proximity of pylons, whilst
factors which a solicitor should uncover, are things which the valuer should be alert to
and, on which, time should be saved in the process. Time was an issue that was
highlighted as being significant in the valuation study, and an issue that has continually
emerged throughout the research.
In respect of mining, one of the main consequences is subsidence, and was an issue that
a number of valuers raised. Other issues, which may impact on the stability of the
structure were former marshland and aquifers. Cavity wall tie failure was also mentioned,
where valuers who had not witnessed it in their area were concerned of going to areas
where it was evident, for their experience would not possibly tell them how to detect it.
Cavity wall tie failure, as with other defects, relates well to the discussion in Chapter 4 of
strategic and tactical knowledge. At the strategic level a valuer may be aware of the
signs of wall tie failure, usually horizontal cracks at half metre intervals. Such knowledge
could also be taught at the academic level. However, the local valuer will have benefit of
knowledge at the tactical level, in knowing the estates or individual properties afflicted by
this problem. This could only be acquired in the practice situation.
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6.3.2.2 The appraisal
Besides issues that affect the structure of a building, are the factors that have an impact
on the appraisal itself. Whilst in Chapter 3 it was highlighted that the appraisal is very
much a subjective process, there are various issues which need to be accounted for. As
Anon valuer 4:32 states, local knowledge is "knowing where factors are which influence
the valuation", which highlights the importance of market intelligence.
A common thread amongst the majority of valuers was the influence of social issues. In
this respect the most important factor was the influence that the acquisition of property by
housing associations have on private estates.
"On modem developments, which seemingly are fine, we've seen examples
where a new estate was built and some of those houses were bought by a
housing association, again they bring in their "resident' and this tends to impact
on value again, there is a snobbery aspect to this, if the house next door is
owned by a housing association they could have no end of turnover of residents.
People, who don't own the house, don't take the same pride in the house, which
might impact on value.

People in the know, might know this, and perhaps not

buy, but the valuer might come along, and not know this from an inspection, not
necessarily take this into account. It's important to have comparable evidence to
reflect this." (Anon valuer 6:46).
Not only is knowing that a property is owned by a housing association important, but it
also impacts on the evidence which a valuer selects, in forming an opinion of value.
Without this knowledge, the weight applied to certain evidence may distort the overall
valuation.
Aside from the issue of particular properties owned by housing associations is the issue
of social or council houses as a whole. For example Anon valuer 6, expressed problems
with property on the periphery of a bad public sector housing estate.
"Houses on the edges of these problem estates tend to be severely affected by
value, because of the area" (Anon valuer 13:107).
"you've got, say Knowle and Whitchurch in South Bristol. Whitchurch is
reasonably popular where prices stack up, whereas Knowle is within half a mile,
got a particularly notorious local authority housing estate where values suffer as a
result' (Anon valuer 7:61).
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In some cases, where an estate gains a bad reputation, the area becomes blighted
altogether (Anon valuer 3). Similarly there is an issue of crime, which has an impact on
value:
"when you drive down the street, you think it's worth the same as one a hundred
yards away, but it's a big difference" (Anon valuer 9:74).
In the case of housing associations, comment was made in respect of a "snobbery"
factor, which suggests that the motives of individual purchasers have an impact. It has
long been the view of Adair (1992), and more recently Daly et al (1997) that the
preferences of consumers should be accounted for.
The views of consumers obviously need to be considered in a number of respects.
Certainly "snobbery" is an issue, not only in terms of neighbours, but also in the area in
which they live. For example Anon valuer 4 refers to a situation of different postal
addresses where people prefer to live, even though the views of the valuer may differ, an
example in Cardiff is the sub-areas of Cyncoed and Llanederyn. Similarly specific factors
which consumers consider important, need to be accounted for, for example, school
catchment areas, where in the case of Cardiff, many people wish to live in the catchment
area for Cardiff High School, which emerged as an influential factor.
Elsewhere, Anon valuer 11 felt that consumer issues were a factor, which needed to be
accounted for, with many consumers considered to be shrewd in what they look for and
the value they place on a particular property. Nevertheless, factors relating to the
structure of the property were cited as an issue which the consumer may not be aware of.
Furthermore, where buyers are in a rush, problems may also arise. Similarly, where
consumers come in from higher value areas, they may pay a higher price for the property,
perhaps not realising the actual value (see for example Anon valuer 11 and Anon valuer
18). Of course, the reverse could happen; Anon valuer 18 refers to a situation in which
people coming into Wales automatically consider values to be lower, and therefore place
a lower value on a property than it actually commands.
Beyond factors buyers consider, is the issue of speaking to people on a more general
level, for example:
"... what I try and do is talk to people as well and get them to do part of my job for
me. ... Often that's sort of pointed me and saved me 10 minutes of scratching
around looking for something" (Anon valuer 2:6).
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"/ was talking to the old guy that lived next door, and he was saying that a bomb
dropped just a few hundred yards down the road, which is probably the reason
why the property had moved" (Anon valuer 4:34).
In both these instances the benefit of talking to others, who perhaps live in the area, and
are independent to the instruction, is clearly visible in raising specific issues, which may
impact on the valuation.

However, there is the situation where speaking to others is

problematic, due to the confidential nature of the work (Anon valuer 3).
Issues relating to transport and accessibility are also a prime consideration in the
appraisal process. In the case of the valuation study one valuer made reference to the
parking in respect of the subject property:
"If you have a decent car, you like to get it off the road ...I think that's a
disadvantage with if. (Anon valuer 14:117).
Anon valuer 9, in relation to the ability of homeowners to park also raised this issue. He
remarked that some people wouldn't move to a certain street where they know parking is
a problem, especially where they know they won't be able to park outside their house
after five o'clock.
Even where off-street parking is available, there is the issue of access to main roads. In
one situation reference was made to the values of houses on one estate being lower than
those on a similar estate nearby, because it took around three quarters of an hour to
access the main road in the morning. If a valuer from outside the area came in during the
day, they may not be aware of this issue (Anon valuer 4), and be drawn into errors in
terms of accessing comparables.

Overall accessibility is an issue, be it to the town

centre, centres of employment or other amenities (Anon valuer 5). Besides the issue of
accessibility to certain nodes of transport, is the impact of proximity to certain
communication links.

For example an awareness that the railway line runs down the

bottom of the street (Anon valuer 18).

6.3.2.3 Data collection
Information is at the heart of the valuation.

Whilst in the UK valuation is a subjective

process, there is nevertheless the need for valuations to be backed up by hard evidence.
That said, quite often, a local valuer often knows approximately what the value of the
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property is. In the example of the actual study a number of valuers expressed that they
had an idea of the value of the property before seeing the evidence.
"When we were up there my feel was about £75,000" (Anon valuer 14:117).
However, following a review of the evidence an adjustment was made, on the basis that
the initial impression was too low.
Overall, in terms of obtaining evidence, there was a strong bias towards the use of inhouse databases, be it computerised or some card index system. This information is the
"core", which is supplemented with information of what other property is selling for (Anon
valuer 3). As Anon valuer 5:38 put it:
"The database is the first and then you, if you are stumped on one, ring the local
agents, if you see a couple of boards in the close vicinity of the property that are
selling, ring the agent find what it is on the market at'.
Nevertheless, there is the situation where in the initial stages of working, there may be
more contact with other professionals, for example Anon valuer 17 expressed that he had
less reliance on others now, compared to in the past.
Where contact is made between people, there is generally a network of people who will
be contacted:
"we're friends as well as working in the same profession ... so we go out on the
odd occasion". (Anon valuer 4:29).
In the case of a number of valuers, contact is with those whom they went to college with.
Where valuers are within a larger firm, there may be contact there.
"With a problem talk things through, he knows somebody who knows something,
I know somebody who knows something; very important I think'. (Anon valuer
11:93).
In terms of having contacts, the importance of people you know was reinforced by Anon
valuer 11:91.
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"You talk to those you know who deal in the area a lot, who have got a good
reputation, so even if they haven't got anything up there, you can say if you had
anything".
Having contacts is important, but it was also emphasised that when you are valuing in a
certain area, for example, the Vale of Glamorgan, it is essential to speak to someone in
the Vale, rather than someone in Cardiff.
It was common to find that certain agents for
example were less reliable with the information provided, either the values they place on
a property are considered to be higher than others, so need to be reflected accordingly in
the valuation, or the impression they provided was different.
Reliability of information is an issue.

"We have cases, you pick up the phone, you say I see you sold such and such a
place, give you the evidence, and it so happens a week later you are asked to go
out to value it, and the impression you got from them is not necessarily what you
come and find. In some cases the information they give you as far as price is
wrong as welt. You can only be as good as the information you get." (Anon
valuer 17:137).
There was no real consensus amongst those interviewed as to who is contacted. Some
valuers preferred to speak to other valuers on the basis that they were involved in similar
work, and, therefore, understood particular issues, for example defects. On the other
side, there were those who preferred to speak to estate agents, primarily on the basis that
they are involved directly within the market, negotiating prices. There are also some who
preferred to talk to valuers who are involved in agency, and so have the benefit of both
sides.
One valuer, who moved into the area from outside found that accessing information from
agents was easy after a period as they tended to recognise his distinctive accent (Anon
valuer 17).
Overall, where contact was made there was perceived to be no problem in accessing
information. Indeed one valuer even offered to provide more information on some of the
comparables, which agents refused to provide when information was obtained for the
study, on the basis that the information was confidential. Evidently being involved in the
market on a regular basis is of assistance, as opposed to asking on a one-off basis.
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Clearly in any valuation, evidence supplied by a third party needs to be verified to assess
its weight in the overall parcel of evidence. The perils of relying on evidence, which was
not a true reflection of the market, arose during the case of Birmingham Midshires
Building Society v Richard Pamplin & Co [1997] EGCS 3.

The more specific issues

arising from this will be discussed later. Nevertheless it is clear that knowing whom to
contact is part and parcel of a valuer's local knowledge.
Beyond speaking to people, is knowing where to draw on evidence.

Again in the

Birmingham Midshires case, the valuer was criticised for seeking evidence from a not
entirely comparable area, where values fluctuate. Certainly values can change within a
street, either because the property is on a better side of a street, for example one side of
the street has good views, where one on the opposite side has a steep sloping garden.
In another instance Anon valuer 18 refers to a street where the value of property drops by
£20,000 within a couple of yards. Without such knowledge there is a danger of drawing
on evidence that does not fully reflect the case in hand. This was, for example, an issue
raised earlier in respect of housing association property.
Overall, in terms of selecting evidence, the general rule of thumb is that the area in which
the valuer works will be divided up, logically at a town level, and within that town the area
will be subdivided, going down to street level at the base. Using this division, the valuer
will consider the individual property, and attempt in the initial selection phase, to draw on
evidence of comparable properties surrounding the subject property. If none is available,
then the spatial limits will be relaxed and evidence taken from a wider area, but having
particular regard to the specifics of the subject property. Taking Cardiff as an example,
Llandaff is separate from Llandaff North, but also:

"one side of the road which is stagnant, Riverside, those areas with a poor
reputation, [then] across the road there is Roath Park, you've got people putting
letters through the doors, please contact us if you want to sell your house, we've
got buyers waiting for you" (Anon valuer 9:82).
In the example just provided, the property types in both areas are similar styled three
bedroom Victorian terraces, which front onto the pavement.

Any valuer who was

unaware of the different areas may draw on evidence from both sides of the road if asking
for evidence in the vicinity of the property, and may therefore be lead into producing
errors in the valuation.
Within the study itself, the benefit of knowing from where to draw on evidence was
highlighted.

Those "local" to an area drew strictly on evidence from The Common,
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compared to "non-local" valuers who drew on evidence, in some cases, from a wider
area, which did not reflect the premium, which The Common attracts. The local valuers
are aware of this and simply used details from the immediate locality, for within
Pontypridd there are no other areas comparable to The Common.
Evidence was also provided of an instance, where the valuer from outside, for whatever
reason, used the three valuations in different areas as comparables for each other.
"It's these people who come out of area who put the time in, some of the bigger
firms, perhaps send somebody down from the Midlands somewhere to value
some council houses, I think it was Pontypridd, up the Rhondda and Talbot
Green, used the three of them as comparables for each other. Completely
messed things up basically." (Anon valuer 11:90).
Whilst the focus of the research is on the residential market, it was intriguing to discover
that with commercial property a different view is taken, largely because the approach to
the valuation is more scientific, though:
"It's more a sector of the market as opposed to locality as well. Industrial
warehousing is geared to what is going on in the rest of the country as well"
(Anon valuer 12:102).
Furthermore, as a consequence, there is the ability to work a wider geographic area.
Nevertheless, the issue of sectors is also prevalent in the residential market too. There
may be certain types of property, for example with a farmhouse the property is in a
different market to the traditional terraced house, therefore a property in Aberfan could be
compared to one in Treorchy (Anon valuer 17). In the case of Syrett v Carr & Neave
[1990] 2 EGLR 161, the importance of knowing a sector, which is geographically more
dispersed, was emphasised (see Chapter2).
Based on the initial research, a chart was developed representing how the particular
issues of local knowledge impact on the overall valuation process (see Almond et al,
1998). Drawing on further research this model has been developed (see Figure 22).
Due to the complexity of the issue, it is not possible to represent all the links between
issues, however, a number of examples are provided, for example the link between
inward investment, employment and the catchment areas for the new investment. For
example, the development of a plant in Newport by electronics firm LG, led to initial
increases in house prices in the Newport area. This also had an impact on property that
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was on the eastern edge of Cardiff, which was in easy commuting distance for employees
(Anon valuer 3). Another example is buyer preferences, and the perception the public
has about an area.
6.3.3

Distance

In Chapter 2 reference was made to the issue of distance, which valuers consider as
important as a restriction to working in respect of their assumed knowledge. However, it
arose that distance is not a definitive issue; a valuer could travel a hundred miles, so long
as the area is one that the valuer frequently values in. However, it was also uncovered
that the appointment of panel valuers was restricted, with panels only able to value
properties within a certain radii of the office. Certainly restricting the distance provides
some method of maintaining that a level of knowledge is preserved, though this may not
address specifically the issue of familiarity as measured by frequency.
The evidence from the research confirms that restrictions are placed on valuers, though
the nature of this varies. Whilst in Chapter 2 an example of 25 miles was provided, the
research found that distances of 20 miles, even 15 miles were also used (Anon valuer
17).

In other circumstances postal codes are used instead of distances, where an

appointment to a panel is on the basis that you undertake valuations in certain postal
codes (see for example Anon valuer 18). In these situations the areas you cover relate to
the areas that have been provided to the lender, in relation to the area the practice
covers.
It is not just in panel valuations that valuers use postal codes. Even private practices will
restrict their work to certain postcode areas.

Furthermore, valuers who work as staff

valuers will find their work is restricted to certain postcode areas.
However, whilst limits are imposed, there are variations. For example, in the more rural
areas of Wales a valuer may not consider travelling 30 miles as too far (Anon valuer 5).
In London a distance of only 5 miles may be considered as the maximum distance, due to
the level of compaction; here travelling 10 miles could have disastrous consequences
(Anon valuer 6).
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Figure 22 Model of local knowledge in the valuation process.
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In certain circumstances a practice may cover an area of 30 miles, which is outside the
limits imposed by certain lenders. In such circumstances a call would be made to the
lending institution, who would invariably allow the valuation to be undertaken (Anon
valuer 15). Of course the reverse situation also happens, where a practitioner does not
normally cover an area, but because the lender cannot find any suitable valuers, they ask
a valuer who does not normally value there to undertake the instruction (Anon valuer 18).
Whilst limits are imposed, there is the further issue, especially for small businesses, of
how far they can travel in respect of the overall costs. Anon valuer 8, for example, only
covers a small town because to go further would impact on the cost to undertake the
work. There are also other practicalities, which need to be considered:
"Well professionally you have got to work within your limitations really. To me as
a sole trader I've got to watch my claims with indemnity insurance, so I have got
to look at it from that sort of side of it as well really. And also from the other side
how long is it going to take, if it is going to take all day then it's not going to be
financially worth it. From a professional point of view, if someone is asking for my
opinion on not just the property, but also the area, and if I don't know the area,
then I've got to decline if. (Anon valuer 16:134).

Cost/ distance relationship of residential valuations
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Figure 23 The cost and distance relationship in undertaking residential valuations.

In Figure 23 a hypothetical graph has been produced representing the trade off between
the cost to undertake the valuation, the distance travelled, and the fee, which is paid for
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the valuation. Whilst the graph is not a true representation, it provides a basic
understanding of the issue.
From the chart, in order to assess the viability of a valuation, consideration needs to be
given to the fee provided. For example, with a fee of £150, a valuer could work up to
around 45 miles from the base before the cost to undertake the valuation became
unviable (on the solid line). Any property beyond that distance would not be considered,
with those on the margins requiring more careful consideration.
Where the fee is greater, then so the distance a valuer is able travel potentially increases.
It must be documented that with improved communications, for example the M4 corridor,
the distance a valuer could travel increases as the time to reach the destination may be
reduced. This situation is represented in the graph by the difference between the solid
and dashed lines. There is also the issue of the type of valuation, and the curve for a
homebuyers report may be different to that for a mortgage valuation, on the basis that the
inspection and reporting would take longer. Nevertheless the graph provides an overview
of the whole issue.
6.3.4

Working out of area

The Red Book (RICS, ibid.) places limits on valuers in terms of their knowledge and the
area in which they can work. In 6.2.7 reference was made to the situation in which 45%
practitioners expressed that they would work out of area.
However, before commenting too far on this, there is the issue of the area, in which the
valuer works, to be addressed. According to the evidence, panel valuers are appointed
to work an area of twenty-five miles from the office, which to an extent is a benchmark.
There are instances where a valuer works within a town, say only a five mile radius of the
office, and to them travelling ten miles is out of area in considered working out of the
area.

To most this would not appear a problem.

Therefore part of the issue is an

individual decision, and relates to the area in which the valuer feels comfortable. From
the maps outlining the areas in which valuers work (see Appendix 12) it is demonstrated
that valuers work at different spatial levels.
Furthermore, there will always be a stage in which a valuer is new to an area. After all,
everyone has to start somewhere.

In this respect learning about an area can be

considered similar to the process of training to become a valuer.

This relates to the

Dreyfus model of competency (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986), in which any valuer (be they
a new graduate, or an FRIGS qualified valuer) moving to a new area, would be
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considered a novice. Through time, their knowledge is built up, and eventually they
become competent, proficient and then expert.
Depending on their qualification, the time to become expert may vary, for example an
FRIGS valuer may become expert in a new area more quickly than a newly qualified
ARICS valuer, on the basis that the FRIGS valuer has a greater knowledge and
experience of valuation practice.
The evidence from the research suggests that valuers do work out of area, and there are
problems associated with this. Not only were cases reported of valuers working out of
area, but instances where individuals had been forced into in such situations.
Individual perceptions are clearly an issue in whether they would work out of area,
primarily on the basis of their competence. An interesting situation arose during the
course of the research to suggest that the issue is not just geography, but also partially
sectoral. For example a valuer working for a local authority may only deal with the
valuations of council houses, which are located in specific areas. Therefore, even within
the boundaries of the local authority area, a valuer may not feel competent enough to
undertake a valuation in certain areas, simply on the basis that they do not value in that
suburb.
In a similar way, instances arose where valuers worked in what is considered to be a
large area. In such cases, whilst there is the back up of databases and contacts, the
valuer may find that he is more proficient in certain areas, compared to others, for
example:
"/ can't know all the areas I cover. I have an in-depth knowledge of Swansea,
Neath, Port Talbot, Uanelli, and the areas in between, but I can't have an In
depth knowledge of Cardiff, Pontypridd, the Valleys, because it is unrealistic to
have that'. (Anon valuer 6:47).
Furthermore, even when a valuer works within a confined area, there is also the issue of
where the work falls geographically, for example:
"/ work with a chap who's been valuing in Swansea for 25 years, and I've been to
a place twice in the past six months he's never been to. It's just where you end
up going". (Anon valuer 11:92).
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Obviously, even when a valuer works within an area, there are always likely to be certain
parts, which the valuer hasn't visited. For example in the area around Cardiff, and the
Vale of Glamorgan, it is possible that most of the towns have been visited, but not every
village (Anon valuer 4).
The changes within the market place in the past decade have also had an impact on the
area in which a valuer works. In Chapter 2 it was revealed that a number of valuers
complained, particularly with regard to building society valuers, who were covering larger
areas as a consequence of the drop in the market.
From the discussions it is evident that valuers do travel further afield where the market is
sluggish, though, this is not necessarily out of the valuer's normal area. The situation that
appears to occur is that a valuer will prefer to work closer to home. In the case of a
valuer operating from a base in Cardiff, then the preference would be to undertake
valuations in Cardiff and perhaps parts of the Valleys, whereas, any instructions that
come in for a valuation in Brecon are more likely to be panelled out (Anon valuer 3).
Only when the workload is low would a valuer tend to go further afield to ensure a full
days work (Anon valuer 5). This also impacts on the likely location of panels, for their
work is likely to be restricted to the more remote areas, depending on the level of inhouse staff for the lending institution.
Nevertheless, there are instances where certain lenders or other organisations have
valuers working what is considered to be quite a large area. In some instances the
valuers are aware of this factor, but it is a factor that is placed upon them. The employer,
therefore, takes the risk, for example:
"in fairness me being employed by <***> that is something I do. I can't know all
the areas I cover ... because it is unrealistic to have that. <***> is aware of that,
and I'm covered under their professional indemnity policy". (Anon valuer 6:47).
Other instances include valuers working areas from Swindon to St David's, but also
travelling from Chester or Shrewsbury to areas around Llandudno and Rhyl. Within
Cardiff an example was provided of a valuer coming from Bristol, who from the basis of a
conversation did not really know the area. Furthermore, there were also instances raised
where valuers based in Cardiff were criticised for valuing in the Valleys north of Cardiff,
on the basis that they only value there once a week or less (Anon valuer 7).
To a degree, there is a good reasoning behind staff valuers for lending institutions or
subsidiary firms working in a larger area to a private practitioner. The staff valuer is a
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specialist in the valuation of residential property for mortgage purposes, and provides
such valuations day-in-day-out (Anon valuer 2). A private practitioner on the other hand
may provide a range of work, including agency, perhaps commercial and other services,
which may restrict the area covered, or the amount of time devoted to pure residential
valuation work.
Within lending organisations there is always the situation where a valuer may be away on
holiday and so other valuers within the organisation provide cover, this situation become
problematic when the valuers work specific patches.
"... in the last month one of my valuers was on holiday and we kept taking
instructions so I went from Cardiff to Swindon, which covered an area with not a
great deal of prior knowledge and covered an area which eventually went up to
Oxford" (Anon valuer 7:59).
Compare to Anon valuer 15:128:
"Well some organisations, say you have that area, and you do that, but we don't
think it's practical at all, because one might be off for some reason, and you
wouldn't know the patch. It's better in that you get more variety".
At the other end of the scale is the sole practitioner, who as a result of the changes in the
market place has found it difficult to survive. Lenders refuse to take sole practitioners on
their panel, as they require at least two partners. There is also the issue of reciprocity,
and small firms find it difficult to compete with the larger independent firms, who "exploit"
the panel valuation market (Anon valuer 14). Consequently, in order to survive they work
wider areas in order to maintain the workload. This is often coupled with a business,
which increasingly undertakes more agency work (ibid.).
One of the aims of the research was to define "local". The initial tentative definition, for
the purposes of analysing the results of the valuation study, assumed local valuers to be
those who currently worked in the area of the subject property. Following the analysis
this was revised to include valuers who lived in the area, with the results providing
evidence to support this definition.
There is weight to this argument. One of the valuers for example, has lived in the area for
sometime and also studied at the University. In a further example, Anon valuer 16:133
stated:
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"I've done valuations in Cardiff and Swansea, but mainly because I've lived in this
area, lived in Swansea and lived around Cardiff'.
This statement was further qualified with the view that anywhere outside these areas
would not be considered, for example Aberystwyth, on the basis that he wouldn't know
where to start, and the good and bad areas. Furthermore, Anon valuer 18 referred to an
example of buying a property in an area, having limited knowledge:
"Had I known what I did after living there three months ...I would never have
bought there". (Anon valuer 18:148).
Living in the area does have its advantages, in that you read the local press, perhaps
view the free property supplements that are often present in such newspapers. This
helps build up a picture of the area, coupled with the overall valuation experience.
Before considering the issue of the problems that are likely to be encountered working out
of area, it is worthwhile considering how the valuations are approached. Anon valuer
6:52 provided a good outline of his experience:
"After I set up for a year I was asked by <***> to act as a Staff valuer for the
whole of South Wales. Really it was a journey of discovery, for while I knew my
area, did quite a lot of valuations in my area for <***> when I started valuing in
other areas Cardiff, Newport, Valleys and areas to the West, it was a journey of
discovery because you don't know the areas as well. I was in college in
Pontypridd, so you tend to know the area, but not from a valuation viewpoint.
You start to build up slowly. I relied heavily on valuers who worked in the area I
did a lot of background research into valuations, built up a database and that's
how you go on".
Contact with others is a key criterion for working out of the area. For one valuer who
covers a wide area, recalls the following:
"/ mean that's why, for example, if I'm in some of the villages just outside
Carmarthen, it would take me longer to complete my report because I would have
to sometimes speak to somebody. I've got a lot of friends, or contacts in that
area who I can ring, and run through the valuation through with them, knowing
roughly what figure I'm going to put on it, but, get a second opinion maybe on it
as welf. (Anon valuer 4:27).
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Time is also another issue that has arisen, which was confirmed in the study as being an
influential factor.
In terms of valuers who are covering for colleagues, the issue is different to an extent.
Very often it is known that the valuer will be away, and discussions are made about the
market in the area (Anon valuer 7).

Furthermore there is often a database of

comparables to draw on, although the valuer does not have first hand evidence of these
inspections, therefore less weight is attached to them:
"/ have my colleagues' database with me, but because I haven't inspected those
properties, you've a reduced snapshot of them, it's not as reliable, so you don't
tend to rely on them that heavily". (Anon valuer 3:17).
6.3.4.1 Consequences of working out of area
For valuers who work in an unfamiliar area, there are issues, which have a direct impact
on the accuracy of the valuation and advice provided, simply because the valuer does not
know the area.
One of the key issues in terms of the valuation figure is inaccurate valuations. Instances
of both situations arose during the course of the research, with, for example, one instance
recorded where valuers often deduct 10% as a cautionary measure (Anon valuer 18). In
terms of the actual valuation study itself, those valuers who were unfamiliar with an area
tended to provide lower valuation figures. This is justified on the basis that as a valuer
familiar to the area:
"We will have the local knowledge and be able to put our head on the line and
say, actually we know it sold for £86,000, it is worth £86,000 at present, but after
repairs is worth £88,000. And an out of town valuer would never do that; they will
never go above that figure". (Anon valuer 18:144).
Furthermore, where agents are contacted for information, there is the possibility of
accidental mistakes occurring, and unless the valuer is aware of the values in the area,
errors are likely to be induced.

Anon valuer 16 recalled a situation where one of the

administration staff in the office gave a valuation figure of £70,000, instead of £100,000
because of a mix-up in the communications as to the property being considered by the
valuer. To combat this situation, Anon valuer 13 preferred to have details verified to an
extent by requesting them to be sent in the post or faxed through.
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Against this, instances of over-valuations do happen. Anon valuer 8 recalls a case where
a valuer, in his opinion, placed a higher figure on a remortgage, even though his advice to
the valuer at the time was that the property was worth less. In this case the valuer
concerned felt that the advice provided was realistic. However, instances do arise where
over valuations are provided because of agents talking up the market. Anon valuer 9:75
stated the following in this respect:
"Generally they wilt go round to agents for details, the agents given them the
details, sometimes what they want them to see, and to back up the price they are
trying to get. They would go away and wouldn't have a clue really".
Thus, in relying on information provided by a third party there is the problem that agents
will provide higher figures to ensure prices remain high. In the case of the valuer
contacting the selling agent, the agent may wish to ensure the sale goes through at a
higher figure, as it is in their interests for the valuer to be supplied with some spurious
information.

Furthermore, there is also the danger of fraud, with certain financial
institutions using valuers who are not familiar with the area because they require a higher
valuation (Anon valuer 15).
Anon Valuer 8 also raised a number of other issues, stating that it was important to know
whom you were speaking to in the office. If it was a new trainee, then the information
they provide will be limited. There is also the other situation, in which office staff acting
for valuers contact the office requesting fifteen word descriptions of comparable
properties. Such statements do not have "any true meaning" (Anon valuer 8:67).
In 6.3.2 valuers identified that knowing the agents to rely on was an issue of local
knowledge. The evidence above provides support to this view, and the need to be
vigilant when valuing in an unfamiliar area. However, even vigilance, will not provide
defence against agents who are likely to give out unreliable evidence.
For valuers working in the area, care needs to be taken against the potential of rival firms.
For example:
"firms in the various estate agents and surveyors, you get this a lot, where
perhaps estate agent A has sold a house, but the surveyor from estate agent B
goes along to value it, and thinks, oh yes, our competitor, we'll go down value it
or we'll stick a spanner in the works somehow". (Anon valuer 3:22).
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Such working practices are known, for example Anon valuer 8 stated that he was on
better terms with agents outside the main area he worked, suggesting the potential of
rivalry. Other valuers too indicated that rivalry might have an impact. Nevertheless for
staff valuers this is not a real issue for they are seen as independent, with "no axe to
grind". Furthermore, there is also the possibility that an estate agent will like to build links
with valuers because in all likelihood, the valuer may well value one of their properties
If they were to provide poor information to a valuer, the valuer could
potentially upset the sale. This issue impacts on the dissemination and transportability of
knowledge, which is discussed later.

sometime.

6.3.4.2 Perceived approaches to valuing out of area
Whilst a few instances emerged of valuers working out of area, the sensitive nature of the
issue limited the nature of the responses. As a means of understanding the issue in
greater depth, the interviewees were asked how they would approach a valuation in an
unfamiliar area, if they were requested to do so. In probing this issue, the more influential
factors that are important to valuing in an area familiar to a valuer will be drawn out.
Furthermore, it should also highlight the importance of local knowledge in the valuation
process.
Anon valuer 2 cited the most important preliminary issue to be considering the
instructions, and whether on the basis of these he would feel competent enough to
undertake the work, and in this respect different sectors of the market were highlighted;
local knowledge being both spatial and sectoral.
Where it is decided to undertake the instruction, the broad feeling is to gain more
information and to talk to more people. Anon valuer 5 suggested driving around the area
prior to undertaking the inspection was important in order to gain a feel for the area and
neighbourhood, finding out where the main amenities were, but also noting down any
estate agents boards, which are up in the area. This last issue was one, which the valuer
in the Birmingham Midshires case failed to do, and was criticised in this respect.
Anon valuer 10 suggested that the valuation would be undertaken in a similar way to
undertaking a valuation in a geographically familiar area, though the selection of
comparables is likely to be different:
"Ififs a small town, there will probably be three or four agents covering that area,
get as many phone numbers as I could. If it's convenient, pop along to the office,
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say I'd been to this house, take a polaroid photo, have you got anything, sold
anything there. Usually they are quite forthcoming, even if they are not, you can
look at particulars on the wall for similar style houses and pick them off, give you
an indicator of the market, the asking prices anyway". (Anon valuer 10:88).
The key issue to emerge here, was the need to speak to agents in the area immediately
after the inspection. In this way, there is the ability for the valuer to perhaps go back and
look at the details collected, and make judgements from this. This was suggested to be a
matter of good practice in the Birmingham Midshires Case.
However, whilst this would be the ideal situation, it is perhaps an unlikely scenario. Anon
valuer 14 would prefer to be able to do this, however, the overriding issue of business
pressures often means that the valuer has to go straight to the next instruction, therefore
the collection of evidence would be later, even the next day.
Again, as mentioned previously, time and cost are an issue. Where instructions are on a
one-off basis, the rule seems to be that they are very difficult to undertake. There is the
additional time getting to the area, and then in selecting the evidence to form an opinion
of value. As a consequence, the limit to the area being worked is deduced on the basis
of the fee being earned.
6.3.5

Transportability and dissemination of knowledge

Allied to the issue of working out of area, is the issue of the transportability and
dissemination of knowledge. Transportability relates to the ability to move between
areas, whilst dissemination refers to the movement of knowledge between valuers.
Whilst people move to geographically diverse areas in most professions, the issue of
local knowledge in property valuation is often seen as limiting the extent to which a valuer
can move.
However, whilst valuers may restrict the area they work in, there are instances where
valuers move between areas suggesting that valuation knowledge is transportable. If so,
there are issues that need to be raised:
•
•

how does the valuer acquire the knowledge of the area?; and
how long does it take to acquire this information, and from this, is there a period
in which the valuer is not considered competent enough to undertake the
valuation?
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In an earlier paper (Almond et al (ibid.)) it was posited that the distinction between
knowing-how and knowing-that (in the theory of knowledge), applies well to the valuation
Developing this situation further provided a further distinction between
setting.
knowledge at the strategic and tactical level. Strategic knowledge as outlined earlier can
be applied universally, for example knowing that school catchment areas can impact on
value, or knowing that horizontal cracking at half metre intervals is a sign of cavity wall tie
failure. This knowledge can be codified and thus taught as part of degree courses. It is
therefore transportable.
However, at the tactical level, knowledge is specific to a particular place. For example, it
might be knowing that a particular property is situated within the catchment area for
Cardiff High School. This knowledge is not easily codified, nor transportable in that it is
relevant to a particular time and space. In time, the reputation of a school may change,
and so the desire to live in that area changes.
However, the further research, whilst acknowledging that the overall valuation knowledge
may be transported, there are limits in terms of the inspection. In 6.3.2 reference was
made to the fact that local knowledge also included issues relating to the inspection
process. Therefore, in moving between areas, the valuer's general valuation and
inspection knowledge may not be sufficient; there could be defects that are peculiar to an
area, which the valuer is unable to properly detect. This clearly impacts on the
competence of a valuer, and the time to know an area.

6.3.5.1 Transportability of knowledge
In terms of moving between areas, one crucial aspect is to which organisation you join.
Anon valuer 17 moved to Cardiff and found it fortunate to be able to join a company
where there was a substantial database already in place, therefore, he wasn't starting
from scratch. In this respect his initial routine was based around the database:
"If you have got a database already set up then as long as you can use a
computer then you can get a value for a property before you go along, if you
know you are going to a property in Barry, Pontypridd wherever, if you can rattle
off comparables before you are there, a way of getting a feel for the market is you
go around, look at these properties from the outside, and then you will get this
one sold for £40,000, that sold for £50,000, now why. It could be condition, but
you get a feel for areas as you go along". (Anon valuer 17:141).
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The key routine was to select comparables prior to the inspection and then view these
before or after the inspection, which enables the valuer to "pick up" the market.

Of

course, for a valuer working out of the area, a database would not be available, or for
someone starting afresh.

Access to, and knowledge of evidence is, therefore, an

essential part of a valuer's local knowledge.
Besides access to a database, the valuer also had the benefit of working with others, and
therefore had the ability to discuss issues, and bounce ideas from other valuers, which
highlights the importance of contacts, especially those whom you know will provide
reliable evidence.
Other factors, which the valuer considered, was reading the local press to pick up specific
issues, but also driving around the area at night, to gain a different perspective on the
area. Again this is a factor, which a valuer who has to travel a fair distance on a one-off
basis is unlikely to pick up on.
In respect of the inspection, valuers consider that they are able to transport their
knowledge of buildings anywhere, for the structure of buildings will be the same.
However, whilst valuers claim this ability to take their knowledge of buildings elsewhere,
they also cite building types and defects as being issues, which can be found in particular
geographic areas, as a consequence there are limits to the ability of valuers to transport
their building knowledge.
In terms of criticising valuers for working out of area, or within a new area, there is a
suggestion that in working in an unfamiliar area the valuer is able to undertake a better
job.

In spending more time on the inspection, selecting and analysing the data, it is

possible that an equally professional job will be done; this is on the basis that a valuer
who is familiar with an area may become overconfident and be more blase over the
valuation (Anon valuer 11).
Time was again raised as an issue, and in this respect Anon valuer 7 felt that even after
working for nine months in an area, he wasn't an expert, that he suggested that this
would come only over a greater period of time.
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6.3.5.2 Time to know an area
In 6.2.6 consideration was given to the time it takes to know an area on the basis of the
postal questionnaire responses.

The results of this ranged between a few weeks to

twenty years, although the average and most common time centred around two years.
In terms of the interviews the responses varied, from a limited period of time, around six
months, and up to ten years or more.

In this respect one of the common themes to

emerge was that learning is a continuous process and never stops.
This reflects to an extent the nature of the property market, in which a valuer may not see
every property, or even visit every area that the practice covers.

There are also the

continual changes within the market through indigenous factors, for example physical
factors including topography, but also exogenous factors, such as the national and
international economic situation and government policy.

Areas also go in and out of

fashion, and valuers need to be continually aware of this (Anon valuer 14), and alert to
changes in the market (Anon valuer 5).
With learning being a continuous process, it is clear that a valuer needs to be continually
aware of the local market conditions, which will come from either working or living in the
area.

However, this does not consider the issue of how long it takes to become

competent to provide a valuation.
In terms of knowing an area, again two years was frequently cited in four cases. One
year was also cited in three cases, and six months considered sufficient by two valuers.
However, taking the figures on their own hides specific issues, which back-up the
responses.
Frequency of valuing was highlighted as an important factor in learning about an area.
The valuer is more likely to become more acclimatised with the area through working
once or twice a week, against working once a month. In relation to this is the demand
and volume of sales; in a sluggish market there will be fewer pieces of evidence, and
consequently more difficult to value.
Aside from the issue of frequency, is the size of area covered. Within a smaller area the
time to learn will be reduced, for example, Anon valuer 10 suggested it would take a year
to know Cardiff, perhaps a bit less for Pontypridd, but closer to two years for South
Wales. Clearly if a valuer is focussed in an area, the more they will be immersed in that
particular market, and will therefore gain more in a similar space of time.
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Anon valuer 18 felt that living in an area helped, and on this basis, it may only take six
months to know an area, though it would take longer in a totally unfamiliar area. This
directly impacts on the view that a valuer who lives in the area is sufficiently competent to
provide an accurate valuation.
Part of this issue may relate to the level of information provided and the nature of the
subject property.

If sufficient information is available, and there are no specific

peculiarities about the property, then allowing extra time to gain and analyse the evidence
maybe all that is required for the valuer; this accords with the results from the study
outlined earlier.

Furthermore, in terms of the study conducted, this used a property

located in an area where there were few comparables.

Therefore, it was a situation

which would test the knowledge and skill of the valuer.
In relation to evidence, which is at the heart of the valuation, access to a database and
contacts are clearly influential.

Anon valuer 17 benefited from having access to a

comprehensive database and colleagues within the organisation, who could be used as
valuable sources of information. The use of contacts within the organisation reinforces
the importance of organisational learning, and the benefits which it provides (see RICS,
1997).
One valuer made reference to firms sending recent graduates out on valuations, which
resulted in inaccurate answers, partly on the basis of inexperience.

This view is

reinforced by the results of the study, which showed that final year estate management
students produced more inaccurate results taking a longer period of time to complete the
task compared to qualified valuers. In terms of the study undertaken some of the issues,
for example, defects were removed from the equation in order to minimise any bias in the
results. Clearly any recent graduate is not likely to be able to spot all potential defects
immediately.
Anon valuer 8 distinguished between knowledge of buildings and inspections and the
more general valuation knowledge. In his view, it would take around three to four years
to be competent to value properties with sufficient knowledge of these issues, though with
greater experience this period may be foreshortened.
Experience, acquired over time is an important part of local knowledge. Anon valuer 14
reflected on his past experience, and considered that in terms of the inspection, his
clients weren't getting value for money.

However, today Anon valuer 14 felt that with

CPD, this period is likely to be five years. This reinforces the view that knowledge of
buildings and structures is separate from local knowledge itself, although as the research
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emphasises, local knowledge also requires a knowledge of particular building types and
defects that occur in the particular locality.
Taking local knowledge, and knowledge of buildings and structures aside, there is the
important issue of how long it is before a valuer is competent to value in an area. In
providing a valuation, the Red Book requires valuers to have sufficient knowledge of the
particular locality, anything less would be negligent.
Given that the research highlights that there is an acclimatisation period, are valuers
competent to provide valuations during this time? The reality is no, though the period of
time will vary according to the valuer's previous experience, the areas in which the valuer
has worked, and any prior knowledge the valuer has. This acclimatisation period is akin
to the ARC, in which a graduate through on-the-job experience and CPD gains sufficient
skills, knowledge and experience to gain associate status. It is after this stage that the
valuer is competent to value in the locality.

6.3.5.3 Dissemination of knowledge
One of the issues raised from the research was the need to have contacts, and know
whom to be able to rely. In terms of local knowledge itself, these factors impact on how
this knowledge is disseminated, and the limits imposed on this.
In Chapter 2 a model developed by the work of Malmberg et al (1996) was considered in
relation to the dissemination of knowledge. The model, although developed in a different
area of research, has implications for the real estate process in that it suggests that
knowledge largely remains within the local milieu, and rarely gets disseminated outside
this area.
In terms of the interviews, it emerged that valuers speak with each other, and also estate
agents, in order to gain information on comparable sales and other information on the
area, as outlined in 6.3.2.3, and as a consequence knowledge does get to be
disseminated between practitioners. This network is built-up over time, often as a group
of friends or colleagues. Linked into this network is the contact with estate agents, who
are used to a greater or lesser extent depending on the personal opinion of the valuer as
to the significance of this evidence.
Estate agents are often contacted to gain information on properties currently available on
the market or for ones, which have recently sold, and the information is generally
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forthcoming. Few valuers had any problems, though some agents were cited as being
problematic, with the weight attached to their evidence being questioned. Certainly the
selling agent of the property under consideration would be a last port of call (Anon valuer
6). Those involved in both agency and valuation work, who have grown up and practised
in the area were considered as the best source for knowledge (Anon valuer 7).
However, whilst valuers cited that they were able to obtain information without any
problem, some of those interviewed (who were also involved in agency) suggested there
were limits to this. For example, Anon valuer 1:3 raised the following issue:
"Estate agents get calls two or three times a day for information. If I don't know
them, I give as little as possible, but if it's a valuer I know, I give more, say if they
work on the periphery, as it is more of a reciprocal thing".
Others also raised this issue of providing evidence to those who are known. For
example, in relation to commercial valuations Anon valuer 12 stated that he was unlikely
to give out information to agents based in London, though a different attitude would be
taken to more locally based agents. Anon valuer 8 took a different view. Whilst highly
critical of valuers who had limited or no knowledge of an area, he stated that he would
provide evidence so that a negligent valuation was not filed; though there is no guarantee
this evidence is taken at face value (see Anon valuer 8).
Furthermore, where evidence is provided, especially to a valuer working outside his area,
there is no guarantee that the evidence provided is reliable; it could be deliberately
doctored, or even erroneous on the basis of a mistake.
Based upon the research, and the model developed by Malmberg et al (ibid.), a model
representing the dissemination of local knowledge has been developed, as depicted in
Figure 24. In the model, the circles represent the areas covered by individual valuers,
which overlap, so some areas are covered by more than one valuer. Within these areas
knowledge is disseminated between valuers who know each other. In this way a valuer
who covers a larger area compared to another valuer may draw on information from a
number of different valuers. For example a valuer based in Cardiff, but working in Cardiff,
Newport, Pontypridd and Brecon, may rely on evidence from valuers based in these
individual areas.
However, even within an area not all the knowledge will be disseminated. In the actual
study, not all the valuers mentioned the problems associated with one of the properties
provided as evidence.
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Dissemination of knowledge within the area.
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In flow of new valuer(s).
Dissemination of knowledge outside area.

Figure 24 Model demonstrating the dissemination of local knowledge within and
outside the local milieu.

Furthermore, being employed by a certain company, for example working as a staff
valuer, may provide information to which others do not have access. Although, against
this, a more locally based private practitioner may have access to other information:
"... they have a very big library of actual comparables and structural conditions
there, so that would work quite well for them, and also not being rivals they might
be privy to some better information than myself. But at the same time there are
deals that do go on, that the black and white figures do not reflect the actual deal,
so in that respect they do not know what is going on". (Anon valuer 8:70).
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However, in terms of valuers working outside their normal area, problems do occur, and
there becomes a weak link, in which some knowledge might be provided, though on other
occasions this may not occur.
6.3.6

Open market value?

In Chapter 3 the research revealed that in the valuation of residential property for
mortgage purposes, the majority of valuations appear to be merely confirmations of the
tentative sale prices, as agreed between the buyers and sellers. In such circumstances
the issue is thus raised as to whether the valuers are providing open market valuations,
which is the requirement of the Red Book, or some other from of valuation.
In terms of the provision of the sale price, the research confirmed that this was provided
and acted as a benchmark, particularly where policies provide for valuations to be
confirmed at the sale price unless the figure cannot be supported at that figure by the
comparables. In the case of a remortgage, greater care is given to the figure provided,
particularly as the figure may be tailored to gain a certain loan figure (Anon valuer 6).
In such circumstances, the valuer's role is one of moderating the figure provided (Anon
valuer 11). This was the conclusion reached in an earlier research report investigating
the valuation of residential property, and the development of a neural network approach
to valuation (Gronow et at, 1996). On this basis, the valuation is not an open market
valuation in the true sense of the definition, but an open market value, wrapped up in the
verbiage of business and commercial lending pressures. These issues were highlighted
by one valuer who stressed:
"... you are told the figure, the purchaser wants to buy, the seller wants to sell,
the mortgage lender wants to lend the money, and the valuer goes along, and is
aware of this and doesn't necessarily want to upset the deal unless there is good
reason to do so. That shouldn't be a factor in the valuation, but in today's
commercial world, unless there is good reason not to down value, you wouldn't
necessarily do that'. (Anon valuer 6: 46).
Knowing the sale price can also impact on the selection of evidence:
"/ would probably consider 5 or 6 similar houses in the area to arrive at my figure,
and I'll pick out the most relevant comparables, the ones which help justify the
valuation figure". (Anon valuer 10:86).
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Whilst the valuation figure may be the valuer's own judgement, the fact remains that the
sale price provided is the anchor, and, therefore, if that is the value being returned the
evidence selected will be that which reflects this figure.

Furthermore, a valuer who is

unaware of peculiarities in the area is likely to use the figure as an anchor in the selection
process. If a comparable is found which justifies the figure the search may be curtailed,
and evidence that is available, which may disprove the valuation, could be missed.
That said, some valuers have doubts about the policy of providing the sale price:
"... we always hid the instructions, and I do tend to do that now and again just to
test myself, so you don't get drawn to the figure because invariably you do".
(Anon valuer 7: 64).
In the Birmingham Midshires case it is not known whether the valuer knew of the
provisional sale price, although the chances are the valuer did. In the case, a sale was
agreed at £210,000, though the valuer, not knowing the area very well suggested a figure
of £205,000. This could be a classic example of a cautionary approach.

However, it

emerged from the case that the value at the time was significantly lower, and as a result
the valuer ended up in court and was found negligent, not only on the figure, but also the
approach to the valuation.
Clearly where a figure is provided, the need for knowing about the area is important even
where a figure is to be verified. If in the Birmingham Midshires case, the valuer knew the
area, he may well have provided a lower valuation figure. That said, with the pressures
inherent in the valuation and lending process, any valuation figure returned which may
jeopardise the loan, needs to be considered carefully.
The overall impact of the valuer not being provided the tentative transaction price was
revealed in this study, where none of the valuers returned a value at the known
transaction price (see 6.1.4). In such cases the value is based more upon the knowledge
of the individual valuer, and in the case of local valuers, there was a greater consensus of
opinion as to the property's value.
However, the provision of the tentative sale price is only one part of the issue.
"Normally I don't look at the valuation figure. I go to the house, do the inspection,
perhaps not even consider the value while I'm there, these days with litigation,
the valuation is the least problematical part of the exercise.

It's making sure

there is no fault with the property; you are more likely to be sued on faults with
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the property than the value. The value is often the last thing you come to
consider. ... It is a strange thing to say, but when you are valuing the house, the
value is the least important thing". (Anon valuer 10: 88).
On the basis of this statement, it would appear that valuers are making checks for defects
rather than the valuation. It is true that defects are reflected in value, yet it appears there
is an over-emphasis on this issue.
In recent years the majority of cases brought against valuers have been for missing
defects. This situation arose when valuers were held to be liable to third parties in
respect of their valuations. As a consequence valuers are more wary of being sued for
missing a defect, than an error in the valuation itself.
Furthermore, given the courts' reliance on the margin of error concept, which allows
valuers a ± 10% comfort zone, valuers feel less likely to be sued for a wrong figure.
Indeed, with local knowledge being more important in the valuation process, the fact that
much of the impact is on the inspection, in terms of defect analysis, suggests that the
need for local knowledge has been eroded. This might be a reason why valuers are
willing to consider working out of their areas. However, if courts were to consider
valuation methods more, then a valuer could be held negligent for valuing in an unfamiliar
area.
The provision of the tentative sale price and reliance on the margin of error principle
provides sufficient comfort to valuers in their valuations to attribute little time to this part of
the overall exercise. Given that cases against valuers focus upon missing particular
defects, greater consideration is given to this issue in the inspection process. As a
consequence it is conceivable that the importance of local knowledge is being eroded.
6.3.7

Summary

In order to gain a broader understating of the term local knowledge and the issues
surrounding the subject, a number of interviews were conducted.
In terms of defining local knowledge there is merit in the view that the use of the term is
historical, and relates to the concept of a practitioner who was born in an area, lived and
practises there. The situation today is that due to a multitude of changes in the market
and education system, such a concept no longer exists, and therefore an alternative
definition is required. Living in the area was also seen as being beneficial, therefore
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whilst valuers may practise in an area away from where they live, they may also be
considered competent to value in the immediate area where they live.
Problems in defining local knowledge also arise from the term local itself, an issue that
was raised in Chapter 2. Whilst local suggests something spatial, the area that a valuer
covers is also determined by different market sectors, the level of urbanisation, and the
density of population. The valuer's own views also impact on the size of area covered.
In terms of the overall valuation process, local knowledge impacts in three main areas,
the inspection, the selection of evidence and the overall appraisal.

In the inspection

process certain construction types and defects were identified as being common in
certain areas, so knowledge of these is restricted.
Overall anthropomorphic factors emerged as being of importance, in a number of ways.
Contact with other agents and valuers was seen as important in the valuation, although
the weight applied to this evidence was considered as limited given that the issue of
rivalry meant that some agents or valuers could provide misleading evidence.

At the

other level, members of the public were considered as useful contacts for certain issues.
A number of other influential factors also emerged, from which a flow chart was
developed, indicating the importance of local knowledge in the valuation process.
As indicated in the valuation study and postal questionnaire, time emerged as being
influential. Where a valuer worked in an unfamiliar area it is likely to take longer to
assemble and analyse the evidence, suggesting that valuers are able to minimise
cognitive effort when working in a familiar environment.

Cost also impacts on the

decision. Given that a valuation is undertaken for a fee, the valuer needs to weigh up the
physical cost, but also cost of time, before undertaking an instruction, to ensure it is
financially viable.

For some lending institutions this is not an issue in terms of staff

valuers, although where instructions are plentiful, staff valuers may consider the cost in
terms of their own targets.
Not only is time important in undertaking a valuation, but it is also influential in terms of
knowing an area. Any valuer, no matter what experience, will find that a certain amount
of time is required to become acclimatised with the new environment, and this process is
a continuous one.

This also places limits on the ability of valuers to "transport" their

knowledge base. Whilst general principles such as how to value, and general inspection
issues can be applied in different areas, there is also a need to be aware of issues in the
new area, which impact on the valuation, as outlined earlier. Having market intelligence
is important.
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The ability to work in an unfamiliar area is also limited by the dissemination of knowledge
within an area. Valuers build up a network of contacts in their area, which they rely on for
evidence.

These networks allow a cross fertilisation of evidence, that remain largely

within the area, and rarely gets disseminated to valuers from outside. Where it does, this
evidence might be misleading due to the veracity of information supplied by some agents.
Nevertheless, even where valuers work in an area, they may not gain full information on
the market, depending on the practice they work in, and the location of the particular
properties they value, and the strength of the anthropomorphic links.
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7. DISCUSSION

OF

RESULTS,

FURTHER

RESEARCH

AND

CONCLUSIONS
7.1

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The research has provided a greater understanding of the issues surrounding local
knowledge, through employing a number of different research methods, which included a
valuation study, postal questionnaire and semi-structured interviews.
For the purposes of the research a tentative definition was applied to distinguish valuers
who were local and those who were not (i.e. non-local). This definition was logically
based on the assumption that a local valuer was one who actually normally worked in the
area of the subject property; those who did not were deemed non-local.
In testing the hypotheses initially no significant difference emerged between the
valuations returned by local and non-local valuers, suggesting that given a certain level of
information a valuer is able to value anywhere. However, the performance of the sample
of non-local valuers appeared to be influenced by a small group of valuers who did not
practice in the area, but had knowledge from living locally, or having practised there
previously. Transferring this group from the non-local sample to the local sample had a
significant impact on the comparison between the mean valuations of the two groups. In
terms of the differences in valuations, those valuers who were not local to the area
produced on the whole lower valuations, providing support to the view that lack of
familiarity induces a cautionary approach.
The emergence of this pattern provides evidence of a sliding scale of knowledge. Taking
Wales as the main focus of the research, and Pontypridd, the subject location, valuers
who regularly work in the area are considered local. Beyond this, valuers who live in or
around Pontypridd may also be competent to value in the area. Outside this immediate
area are valuers in South Wales, who do not have sufficient knowledge of the area to
value competently, though they may have a limited degree of knowledge. Outside this
area would be areas such as Mid and North Wales, and beyond, which are culturally
different.

Therefore, there is a greater chance that these valuers would produce

inaccurate valuations.
Beyond pure differences in the actual valuations, lack of familiarity within an area also
induced valuers to draw on evidence that was not appropriate to the task in hand. Time
was also important, with local valuers able to produce a valuation in less time than non-
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local valuers. This provided weight to the view that valuers in working within a familiar
area, are able to use short cuts that minimise cognitive effort in the valuation task.
In undertaking the research, comparisons were made with studies in the US, which have
considered similar issues with different results. Of course, differences in the appraisal
process and cultural differences may be the reason.
Furthermore, the research found that local valuers in the UK draw on less information
compared to non-local valuers, which contradicts the findings of Diaz (1987). The reason
for this difference is not known. However, on the basis that a valuer is familiar with an
area, it is likely that they will require less evidence because they are confident on their
opinion due to familiarity. For example, they may apply market evidence they are aware
of intuitively. The valuation may not be totally correct, but sufficiently correct in the
context of the situation, and the valuer stops experimenting.
Drawing on the theory of knowledge, it could be said that a local valuer is justified in his
belief that the valuation figure is correct on the basis of this limited evidence, though a
non-local valuer would require more evidence before being justified.
More importantly was the significant difference in time taken to produce the valuation. In
the study by Diaz (ibid.) no difference was observed. Perhaps a result of the subjective
nature of the process in the UK, and lack of familiarity with the area, and evidence
provided for the difference in the UK, compared to practice in the US.
In terms of the evidence selected, the results support the work of Diaz (ibid.) in terms of
the outcome of comparisons between experts and students, i.e. the students take a
longer time to undertake the valuation. For experts who were unfamiliar to the area, the
findings also support the work of Diaz (ibid.) in respect of the time undertaken to complete
the valuation, however, in respect of the evidence selected, both experts and students
drew on inappropriate evidence.
Diaz and Hansz (1997) reported that appraisers performing a task in an unfamiliar area
would anchor onto the judgement of an expert. In terms of this study, the value opinion
provided was of the owner and in this respect there appeared to be no evidence that
either local or non-local valuers anchored onto this value.
Furthermore, in the absence of an anchor the research revealed that the spread of values
for non-local valuers was wider than local valuers' estimates, highlighting the importance
of the need for local knowledge. However, whilst Adair and McGreal (1986) argue that
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valuers with a knowledge of the area could value to within ± 5%, the research cannot
support this view with 70% valuing within ± 5% of a known sale price (£82,500), although
all local valuers fell within ± 10% of the known sale price. The reasoning behind this
wider than expected margin, could be a result of a number of factors. Firstly the sale
price was not revealed, and secondly the task was one in an area where evidence was
limited, therefore there is a greater likelihood of valuations being in a wider band.
Familiarity also has an impact, given that valuers with some knowledge in living in the
area were more likely to be within 10%, but not 5%, adding weight to the view of a sliding
scale of knowledge.
However, what this research demonstrates is that in all probability, local valuers are
unlikely to provide a valuation which would be deemed negligent on the margin of error
principle. For non-local valuers only around 45% were within ± 5% of the known sale
price, with up to 25% outside the ± 10% bracket. This has profound implications for
practice, suggesting the need for local knowledge in undertaking a valuation and confirms
the logic of the requirement for "local knowledge" in guidance provided by the RICS.
Of course this masks other issues which emerged in the interviews, where time was cited
as a key factor in terms of providing a valuation. In valuing in an unfamiliar area it is likely
that the valuers will take longer to reach the property; there will also be additional time
required to drive around the area to get a view for the neighbourhood. Furthermore, extra
time will be required to obtain evidence, and then sort through this. Together with the
overall cost to undertake the valuation, this issue may place limits on the area in which a
valuer works, but not necessarily to the extent that familiarity with an area is curtailed. It
also increases the risk of inaccuracy in the valuation.
Experience is also an important issue. In terms of the study, a total of eighteen students
took part, providing evidence of the impact which lack of experience and knowledge of an
area provides. In this respect the valuations were significantly different and largely lower,
but also the time to provide the valuation was significantly higher, with a lack of familiarity
and experience inducing students into selecting evidence inappropriate to the task in
question. In the study students generally focussed on similar property types which did
not reflect the premium an area has. Whilst the information would have provided
evidence of this premium, the lack of valuation experience induced errors.
Overall, the valuation study highlights the need to have local knowledge in the valuation
of residential property, not only in terms of the valuations returned, but also the time to
undertake the valuation, the evidence selected, and the need for a certain level of
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experience to be attained. Other advantages that the study highlighted, which a valuer
has in working in a familiar area, is the ability to draw on, or recall details from previous
inspections, either in the same road, or in instances, the same property.
If there was one particular problem that was identified in the initial stages of the research,
it was the lack of any formal definition of local knowledge, despite its prominence in the
Red Book. Whilst practitioners may have an idea as what local knowledge is, they are
generally unable to provide any formal definition.
definition is developed as follows:

Based on the research, a concise

Indigenous and exogenous factors that materially impact on the valuation
process in respect of the subject property, including building,
environmental and market contextual knowledge11.
On this basis competence can then be defined as "an awareness of, and the ability to
apply professional and local knowledge and to take the appropriate steps to account for
the issues in an explicit and professional manner". The valuer must demonstrate the
necessary skills of a professional, and that they are reasonably familiar with the area in
which the subject property is located.
One of the important things to notice in the definition is that there is no mention of spatial
or sectoral terms, which the research identified as having a diverse impact on the
process.
However, what the definition does highlight is the significance placed on the knowledge
and information required in undertaking the valuation. This relates to the distinction
between "knowing-how" and "knowing-that" identified in Chapter 4. In this instance the
valuer needs to know that certain factors are influential in the valuation, but also to know
how they impact on the valuation decision.
Taking the definition to the next stage is the identification of the information required to
undertake the valuation competently, which the research considered to impact in three
areas:
•

The inspection;

•

The selection of evidence; and

11 The term market contextual knowledge applied here is used to embrace the wider set of attributes,
encompassing economic, socio-economic and psychological factors.
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•

The formulation of an opinion of value.

In respect of the inspection, an awareness of different property types and defects was
required, that may occur in a specific geographic area. Such defects could occur as a
result of the particular type of property, or occur as a consequence of a poor build quality,
for example, the wrong mix of cement, or cavity wall tie failure. Defects may occur
through particular features in the area; a prime example in Wales is subsidence as a
Other influencing features include former marshland, or
consequence of mining.
properties built over aquifers.
The selection of evidence is another area where local knowledge is a necessity, and
requires an awareness of an area, and the ability to distinguish between different
markets, sub-markets and micro-markets. The emphasis is on the ability to identify the
areas where properties compete with the subject property, and those, which do not, as
provided in the example of Llandaff and Llandaff North (a separate suburb of Cardiff).
The Common is another example, which was the area used in the valuation study. The
effect of not knowing the premium attached to the area emerged out of the results and
the comparables selected in support of the valuation.
In order to distinguish between areas requires an awareness of other factors, which
impact on the valuation decision. If a particular comparable is "contaminated" due to a
value-influencing factor, then appropriate consideration needs to be given to this.
However, knowledge of such factors will only come from knowledge of the particular area.
Examples of such features include the proximity of hostels, or housing association
property.
The final area of importance in the selection of evidence is knowing who to contact, and
the appropriate weight to attach to such evidence. A failure to have regard to this could
have major implications on the valuation for a number of reasons. For example, the
information supplied could be massaged to show a particular figure, which the agent
wishes to see, or the evidence of property available on the market could be artificially
high, as a particular agent is known to place a higher value on property. However, there
is also the reverse, where some agents are known to sell properties at a lower value.
Anthropomorphic factors are important in this respect.
Whilst the research shows that valuers are more likely to adopt a cautionary approach
outside their area, examples were provided where higher values had resulted as a
consequence of valuers being provided with misleading evidence, which would only be
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recognised by a valuer who had a knowledge of values and the various (sub) markets
within that area.
The final area of importance is in the valuation itself, and this is where valuers consider
local knowledge to be of key importance. Whilst the valuation is very much a subjective
process, mental adjustments are made to reflect key differences between comparables.
Valuers' knowledge of valuations should provide an understanding of the value
influencing attributes, however, only an awareness of the area will provide the valuer with
the necessary information, which will allow adjustments to be made.
The term adopted in the research, to reflect this awareness was market intelligence. This
informs the valuers of a whole range of issues, some of which have already been
highlighted in the inspection and selection process, but also includes:
•

Knowing the particular catchment areas for schools.

•
•

Accessibility to towns, amenities and centres of employment.
The susceptibility of a property to flooding, for example from rivers.

•

Inward investment into the area.

•

Employment and unemployment levels.

•

Proximity of poor users, including pollution, for example land fill sites.
Social conditions, including poor housing estates and areas suffering from

•

higher crime.
•

The desirability of certain areas or addresses.

Despite the importance placed on local knowledge, and the mandatory requirement,
valuers are known to work in unfamiliar areas, or under certain circumstances, valuers
are required to cover large areas, in which it unlikely that they have sufficient knowledge
of the whole area. Local knowledge has been eroded as a consequence.
Part of the problem rests in the market place for valuation advice. Lenders, either as a
matter of prudence or statutory requirement, need to have a valuation undertaken where
a mortgage is advanced. In doing so, the majority of the public who purchase a property,
rely on this valuation as an assurance of the property's value. As a consequence the
lenders are able to place controls on the supply of valuation advice, which has increased
in recent years through the setting up of in-house valuation departments or subsidiary
firms. In some instances in-house staff cover significant areas. Furthermore, where work
is panelled out a number of restrictions apply:
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•

Valuers are restricted to value in certain areas, though these restrictions may
be relaxed with prior consent.

•

Only practices with more than two partners are allowed.

•

Lenders often require

business to be put their way by reciprocal

arrangements.
The other issue concerns the nature of the valuation. It is known that in most cases
valuers are provided with the tentative sale price agreed between the buyer and seller.
This places the valuer in an awkward situation. The lender wants to lend the money, the
buyer wishes to purchase the property, and the seller wants to sell. The valuer may also
need the valuation business supplied by the lender. As a direct consequence of these
pressures, a valuation that does not come in at the sale price may well jeopardise the
sale. Therefore unless there is good reason, the system suggests that valuers should not
vary from the sale price provided. The consequences of this practice were highlighted in
6.1.4.
Furthermore, given the number of legal cases in which valuers have been criticised for
failing to spot defects, valuations have often become more of a report on the condition of
the property. Valuers too are aware of the litigious nature of consumers, especially where
a defect was missed; consequently they spend more time on the inspection with the
valuation becoming, all too often, an insignificant part of the overall process. In such
circumstances, whilst local knowledge is drawn on to a lesser extent, its importance
becomes all the greater as consequence.
Part of this problem lies with the courts. In claims for negligence there is a greater focus
upon the valuation itself rather than the method. Valuers are allowed a margin of error in
their valuation of ± 10%, ranging up to 15% or 20% in extreme cases (Crosby et al, 1998)
where, for example, limited evidence is available. Clearly a greater focus on method is
required, but poses the question, who is negligent?
•

Is a valuer familiar to the area negligent in missing a defect or providing an

•

inaccurate valuation?
Is a valuer unfamiliar to the area, who provides a correct valuation,
negligent?

In the first case, negligence has occurred and consequences will flow. In the second
case, negligence will only have occurred if the valuer did not act with reasonable care. In
order to discharge this duty of care, it should be established that the valuer spent
considerable time researching the market. Prima facie the expectation is that this would
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be economically prohibitive for a single property.

If a company (or an individual) was

setting up in the area they would need to carry out sufficient research to meet the criteria
for licensing.
Valuers too, in most instances are provided with the sale price agreed between the buyer
and seller. This figure therefore has a biasing effect on the valuation. With pressure on
the valuer to facilitate the smoothness of the transaction, unless good reason is provided
to adjust otherwise (more than likely through identifying a defect), the valuer's role is to
moderate the figure provided. In such circumstances the valuation is not an open market
valuation in the true sense of the definition. As a consequence the valuer gains comfort
from this figure, which undermines the valuation exercise, though in doing so increases
the need for local knowledge, to be able to assess the figure provided.
Part of the reasoning behind the view that a valuer, who works in an unfamiliar area is
negligent, is on the basis of the transportability and dissemination of knowledge. When
working in an unfamiliar area, valuers may be able to use their general experience in the
inspection, and in gaining a feel for the area. However, this knowledge is not sufficient, it
may not provide all the required knowledge to identify defects, and certainly won't provide
the valuer with the necessary market intelligence required.

Some evidence may be

forthcoming from third parties, although the reliability of such evidence may be brought
into question with the danger of information being provided by an unscrupulous agent.
There is the further danger that evidence will be drawn from the wrong areas, as
evidenced in the study.
It is for this reason that a valuer cannot move between areas easily. This is not to say it
is not possible. Rather valuers can transport their knowledge, though this needs to be
adapted to the particular area, which can only come through spending time in the area,
and undertaking valuations under the supervision of others.
Having acquired this knowledge, the learning process continues, and never stops. Whilst
historical knowledge is of benefit, changes within areas often mean that areas go in and
out of fashion. An awareness of this will only come through continually working in the
area.
Furthermore, the dissemination of knowledge within an area also has an impact. Valuers
build up reciprocal networks with each other and agents operating in the area, and this
provides for the dissemination of evidence and other market intelligence between valuers.
For those who operate outside the area, access to such information is extremely limited,
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and where it is available, reliability is brought into question.

Even for valuers working

within the area, the likelihood exists that certain information will not be obtained.
For most people the acquisition of a house is the most important investment to be made
in a lifetime. In such circumstances there is a need for exemplary unbiased advice to be
supplied by appropriately qualified professionals, which does not occur in the current
market.
In order to provide appropriately qualified valuers, the research suggests the need for the
licensing of valuers within an area, to ensure they have the necessary knowledge, skills
and information to undertake a valuation.
The idea of licensing is drawn from practice in the US, where such a system already
exists to a degree following the passage of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery,
and Enforcement Act 1989, which provided a mandate for States to license and certify
appraisers. Whilst the system does not cover all appraisal situations, it provides a means
of regulating the quality of appraisals. An important aspect of the licensing is that it does
not necessarily restrict the areas in which a valuer works.

If a valuer wishes to cover

more than one State, then provided a licence from the appropriate State is provided, this
situation is possible.
Based on this model, a similar style system could be adopted in the UK, in which
individual local authorities could act as the independent licensing authority, conceivably
within the Trading Standards division, who ensure consumer standards are maintained in
other areas.
The basic mechanism is that certain standards would be set to ensure that individual
practices or valuers meet certain requirements. This could include a minimum period of
working within the area, an appropriate professional qualification, an appropriate system
of records, and an ability to demonstrate knowledge of the area.

Once these

requirements are met then a licence would be issued which would restrict the area in
which the valuer could operate, this could be for the whole of the local authority's area, or
a part thereof, as requested by the individual (valuer or practice). For new practices, the
district valuer could certify valuations, till the licensing authority is satisfied that the
appropriate standards have been met through sufficient research into local markets.
For practices that cover an area wider than the local authority area, applications to the
other appropriate authorities could be made to cover the designated area of the practice.
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This situation would apply to commercial organisations too, who would need to ensure
their systems meet the requirements.
Such a system would provide independent control over the supply of valuation advice,
and ensure that consumers gain the best advice. These guidelines should also apply to
lenders and where work is obtained from another source, for example a panel, the valuer
appointed would need to provide an appropriate licence to demonstrate their ability to
undertake the work. Similarly, where members of the public require specific advice, they
must ensure they go to an appropriately licensed valuer, which could be lodged with local
authorities and professional bodies.
In providing this regulation, the qualification of valuers will be maintained, but will remove
the problems associated with "valuing out of area". Whilst it may restrict valuers from
working in other areas, there is no reason why a valuer cannot move to another area
provided a certain probationary period has been completed in a similar way to the current
Assessment of Professional Competence (APC). For example if a valuer moves to a
practice in another part of the country, the partner in that firm would need to ensure that
valuations provided by this valuer are verified until such a time that the valuer is able to
operate independently.

In this way, the current term used in the Red Book, of being

assisted by someone with such knowledge, is deemed to be someone within the practice
only.
The licensing of valuers would also resolve some of the problems contained within the
consultation document recently published by the Government into the house buying
process (DETR, 1998).
One of the recommendations of the report is the need for sellers to provide a survey of
the property, though whether a value is provided is open to debate. In a situation where
a mortgage is to be advanced, lenders may well require a valuation, which would need to
be approved by them.

The current system ensures that lenders are to an extent,

regulators of the market.

However, by introducing a system of licensing by an

independent body, such as the Trading Standards department, the quality of all valuation
practices will be ensured for those practices, which are licensed. Therefore there could
be no objection from lenders as to the quality of the information supplied. The report, in
being independent would also remove the problem associated with licensing in the US,
where the values produced are for what the lender requires (Rudolph, 1998).
Furthermore, this system would ensure fairer competition within the market place, and
eradicate the unfair practices, which currently occur, in which sole practitioners and other
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smaller practices are unable to compete fairly through regulations and issues of
reciprocity imposed by lenders.
With the licensing of valuers there is no reason why an opinion of value could not be
supplied with the seller's report. The opinion of value supplied would be independent
unbiased professional advice. Under the current system the value provided to valuers
has a marked influence, and should therefore be withheld. In a situation where a locally
licensed valuer supplies a value (in the absence of negligence) there is a proposition that
the opinion would be accurate, and within an acceptable margin, which the research has
demonstrated (see Figure 13 and Figure 14). This clearly demonstrates the importance
of local knowledge.
Licensing would also remove a number of abuses which currently exist in the market,
including potential fraud, in which valuers are chosen especially from outside the area to
provide higher values, but also the potential for agents to supply inappropriate advice. If
this were to occur, the valuer would no doubt be aware of the suitability of the evidence.
In terms of defining local knowledge, a system of licensing would also ensure a tighter
definition, which could, based on the earlier definition, be modified to being aware of the:
Indigenous and exogenous factors that materially impact on the valuation
process in respect of the subject property, including building,
environmental and market contextual knowledge within the licensed area.
Within the issue of local knowledge, is the need to consider the appraisal itself. In this
respect there is a need for valuers to be more explicit in their valuations, including the
comparables selected, and the adjustments made to the data. A system similar to that in
the US, where adjustment grids are widely used could provide the solution. In doing so
the benefit of a valuer's local knowledge would come to the fore in commentating on the
salient issues which impact on the valuation decision, both in respect of the property
itself, but also its environs and the market.
Similarly, greater transparency is required in the market place. The consultation paper on
the provision of actual sale prices in the market (HM Land Registry, 1997) will go some
way to alleviate the problem, although more detailed information of property itself such as
accommodation and condition would be required. It is assumed that the valuer will
already be aware of the information pertaining to the locality. With such information
becoming available, the problems associated with the provision of unreliable evidence,
associated with rivalry, will largely be removed. Nevertheless, even with the provision of
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greater evidence, the need for local knowledge will not be removed, for the sale price is
only one part of the process.
In terms of the education of valuers, local knowledge is acquired through practice, rather
than in academia. The implication of this is a need to consider the introduction into
courses, knowledge and skills relevant to the issues surrounding local knowledge.
However, it is argued that local knowledge itself is a theoryless domain in that local
knowledge can only be acquired in practice, i.e. it relates specifically to a certain area.
Such courses would therefore include an awareness of factors a valuer requires and the
sources of such information, but also, more importantly the communicational and
interpersonal skills necessary to equip the graduate with the ability to develop networks in
the workplace, that is a common feature of acquiring local knowledge.
Courses could also be developed within the current CPD framework to ensure continuous
learning of benefit to the valuer in the exercise of their day-to-day-work. This would
enhance the level of learning gained through CPD, which practitioners contacted for the
research, felt was only a minor, even insignificant, part of their learning process.
Furthermore, overall consideration should be given to the entry routes into the profession.
One of the problems in the graduate entry route is that undergraduates seek work in
areas unfamiliar to them, whereas, in the old articles system the trainee would work in a
local practice and gain the necessary skills and knowledge through supervision by an
experienced valuer.
Beyond the above, better guidance is required as to what constitutes local knowledge.
The definition outlined earlier provides a concise definition as to what local knowledge is,
although, what this definition lacks is reference to the specific attributes, which impact on
the process, which have been outlined in this chapter (see Table 24 and Figure 22).
7.2

FURTHER RESEARCH

Whilst the research has addressed the particular issue of local knowledge in the valuation
of residential property, a number of other issues have emerged, which require further
investigation, and are outlined briefly below.
1.

The research could be developed further and transposed into commercial
valuation practice, to compare how local knowledge may differ (if at all)
between commercial and residential valuations.
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2.

The current research can be further extended and developed through
incorporating the knowledge gained in the development of more "intelligent"
This could consider if improvements in the accuracy of neural
networks (see Lewis, 1999) can be made through utilising the key attributes
The research may also be used in the
identified by the research.

systems.

development of geographical information systems, both as a stand-alone
feature for the provision of information, or incorporated within a valuation
interface.
3.

Consideration should be given to extending the valuation experiment,
whereby no tentative price is provided to the valuer to compare the
distributions of the valuations for valuers who are both familiar and not
familiar with an area.

4.

In terms of the education and training of valuers, investigations should be
made into providing a greater understanding of valuation practice, by
adopting a reflective role. In this respect a small number of professionals in
practice would be observed in the practice situation, and probed during the
course of the valuation, to discover how the knowledge base of the valuer is
acquired and developed.

5.

To develop ways in which the education and training of valuers can be
enhanced, including the provision of an MSc and PhD based on reflective
practice.

6.

From a philosophical viewpoint, the research has only touched the surface of
practice. However, a key area of epistemology rests on true belief, and the
justification of this. The research therefore proposes that investigations are
carried out to consider how justified valuers are in their valuations and the
evidence used in support of this.

7.3

SUMMARY

The research identifies the importance for valuers to have "local knowledge" when
undertaking valuations of residential property. The work has investigated differences
between valuers who are familiar and unfamiliar with an area, and the consequent impact
this has on the valuation process. It also investigated the issues underlying local
knowledge to provide an understanding of the factors of importance, and how local
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knowledge should be defined. The following summarises the important findings of the
research.
It has been demonstrated that valuers who do not have sufficient local knowledge may be
placing themselves at risk when undertaking valuations.

In comparing the times to

undertake the valuation task, there was a significant difference evident, providing
evidence that given a similar amount of information, valuers who are not familiar with the
area will take longer to value. This confirms that valuers who have an awareness of the
area may employ cognitive short cuts in their valuations to minimise cognitive effort.
However, it emerged during the course of the research that familiarity might come in
different degrees. Taking the initial hypothesis of comparing the valuations, altering the
grouping of valuers (whom were familiar), to include those who had some awareness of
the area, conclusive evidence was provided of a significant difference between the
valuations. This has implications for local knowledge, in that evidence is provided to
show that living in an area, but not working there, provides sufficient grounds to value
there.
Extending the comparisons between the values, an analysis of the data was undertaken
to compare the valuations in relation to a known sale price, which was considered to be a
realistic estimate of the property's value. Comparing differences between valuers who
were familiar, and those who were not demonstrated that valuers who were familiar were
more likely to value to within ± 5% of the sale price. Furthermore, valuers who were not
familiar were also shown to produce values, which were outside the ± 10% bracket.
Under such circumstances, the valuation is liable to be deemed negligent by the courts.
These results also demonstrate that in the absence of a known bid price, local knowledge
is essential in providing an accurate valuation.
It emerged that valuers who were not familiar with an area, beyond taking longer to value,
also sought to justify their valuations with more evidence. This conforms to what practice
would suggest, in that their knowledge of the area enables local valuers to justify their
belief in their valuation figure on the minimal amount of evidence. The valuation may not
be wholly correct, but is sufficiently correct in the context of the situation. However, in a
commercial environment, the additional time required may not be available.
Nevertheless, whilst valuers who lack familiarity may choose more information, there is
the risk that the evidence selected may not be wholly appropriate to the case.

The
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research highlighted that valuers who are not familiar with particular submarkets within an
area are liable to draw on evidence, which could lead to errors in the valuations.
Comparisons were made to novices, to consider whether this had an impact on the
valuations and evidence selected. Conclusive evidence was found to show that novices
provide different valuations compared to experts who are familiar to the area. The results
for valuations could not be extended, to valuers lacking familiarity.

Students also

exhibited the tendency of valuers who lacked familiarity in selecting inappropriate
comparable evidence.
Having established a significant difference in practice between valuers who are familiar,
against those who were not, attention focussed on how this knowledge is acquired and its
components.
Despite the provision of mandatory guidance in the Red Book (RICS, 1995), from the
analysis of a postal questionnaire (out of a sample of sixty residential valuers), 45%
(forty-five percent) indicated that they would value in an unfamiliar area. In addition,
evidence was also provided of instances where valuers would work in unfamiliar areas in
order to maintain workloads, to cover for colleagues, or even instances where the area a
valuer is required to cover is so wide that the degree of competence to value diminished.
The implications of such practices were inaccurate valuations. However, more worrying
was the danger of fraud, where valuers who are unfamiliar with an area are sent to value
because of the need for a "higher" valuation.
Whilst the size of area in which a valuer operates differs, evidence was provided to
suggest that markets in the residential sector are more localised, compared to
commercial markets, and as a consequence commercial valuers are more willing to travel
further afield to value.

This partly relates to the fact that commercial values may be

affected on a national level, with the valuation seen as being more "scientific" in its
approach. Nevertheless, local knowledge is still required in commercial valuations.
In terms of professional practice, as a whole, valuers consider that either professional
education (exams) or post-qualification learning contributes most to their knowledge
base.

However, in terms of local knowledge itself, a significant difference was found

which provides evidence that professional education provided little towards a valuer's
local knowledge.
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Much of a valuer's local knowledge is in the form of information, which creates market
intelligence. However, the information impacts in three ways on the valuation process,
these being in the:
•

Inspection

•

Selection of evidence

•

Analysis of evidence

In this respect knowing defects and the properties or estates which are afflicted is
important. Similarly local knowledge is important in the selection of valuation evidence.
Regularly valuing in the area provides a store of comparable evidence, which can be
drawn on. However, in a market where evidence is limited, knowing whom to contact is
considered important in being able to believe that the evidence provided is reliable. The
research provided evidence that errors may occur resulting from information supplied by
unscrupulous agents, or simply by mistake. An awareness of the market would provide
grounds to question this evidence. Furthermore, as evidenced in the study, a lack of
familiarity may induce valuers to draw on evidence from areas that are not considered
comparable, perhaps due to the premium attached to properties there.
In terms of the analysis, factors were elicited which provided for a more accurate
valuation that may also be influential in the selection of evidence. Greater emphasis was
placed upon locational and environmental attributes in this respect. Based on this work a
chart was developed showing the factors, which the benefit of knowing an area provides.
However, the valuation process is a complex process, where factors are interrelated, and
so may influence not only the value of a property, but also the weight attached in terms of
the selection and analysis.
The limits to the transportability and dissemination of knowledge were also explored.
Whilst evidence was provided that suggested valuers are able to move to different areas,
limits to this were established. In moving to an unfamiliar area, it takes time to
acclimatise. Overall the research suggests that between one to two years is the
appropriate length of time, though this varies according to the type and frequency of work,
and the availability of evidence, and contacts. Nevertheless, in the initial period the ability
to value with sufficient competence is limited.
Even within an area, knowledge is not disseminated to all those operating in the market.
However, valuers and agents do contact each other, in an informal network of contacts to
pass on information to each other. This network limits the ability for knowledge to be
disseminated to valuers who generally work outside the area, in that limited (or no)
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information is passed on to those who are not known.

In this way knowledge largely

remains within the "local milieu".
Overall anthropomorphic factors stood out, particularly from the interviews, as being
salient in the valuation process. This through obtaining information from others (either
fellow professional valuers or members of the public), but also in potentially attempting to
damage a sale.
7.3.1

Limitations of the research

Whilst the research provides a comprehensive approach to aspects of valuation practice,
based on a valuation study undertaken with twenty-five practitioners and eighteen
students, and a postal questionnaire from sixty-two practitioners, with the twenty-five
participants also being interviewed, it is recognised that the responses relate to the
sampling frame. It would, therefore, be wrong to state that a true representative sample
of all practitioners had been provided.
However, the research was undertaken within the constraints of time and cost. Those
valuers who participated in the study did so in their own time, and this situation clearly
impacted on the ability to gain a wider response rate.
7.4

CONCLUSIONS

The evidence collected as part of this research has provided reliable grounds to stress
the importance and need for valuers to have local knowledge in the valuation of
residential property.
However, one of the problems with practice is the poor definition as to what constitutes
having "local knowledge".

In this respect, based on the analysis of the research, it is

possible to provide a definition as follows, being aware of the:
Indigenous and exogenous factors that materially impact on the valuation
process

in

respect

of

the

subject

property,

including

building,

environmental and market contextual knowledge.
Such a definition should be accepted by the profession and incorporated into the Red
Book, where additional guidance should be provided with regard to the specific factors
(both indigenous and exogenous) that a valuer should be aware of, which the research
has highlighted.
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Further concern was raised with regard to the use of the term "local" in local knowledge,
in that it suggested something spatial. There is merit in providing an alternative term to
replace local knowledge with the term market knowledge, which embraces the required
knowledge in respect of the property under consideration.

For cultural reasons it is

unlikely that a new term would be adopted, given that practitioners regularly use the term
"local knowledge" to express the advantage they have in knowing the particular nuances
of a market.
However, given problems associated with working in unfamiliar areas, and the fact that
valuers appear willing to (and do) work out of area against mandatory requirements, the
research has concluded that there is a need for a mandatory licensing system for valuers.
Licensing would not only ensure that valuations were provided by adequately qualified
professionals, and restrict the areas in which valuers could work, but it would also ensure
that professional valuers were competent to value in their area.
A licensing system would also provide standards in the valuation industry, whereby
independent regulation would ensure that any person or organisation requiring a
valuation would know the validity of the professional providing the report.
The research also impacts on the education and training of valuers, and concludes that
consideration should be given to the way valuers are educated and trained in an holistic
framework. The evidence suggests that academic theory is divorced from practice, with
little, per se, provided on degrees to residential valuation. Furthermore, whilst the
profession promotes CPD, the research demonstrates that valuers place little emphasis
on its importance.
In respect of local knowledge, very little is provided, with learning acquired through
practice. In this sense it is a theoryless domain, and it is recognised that local knowledge
will only be gained in the practice situation. However, an important part of a valuer's local
knowledge is the ability to communicate and develop networks with other professionals.
Consideration should, therefore, be given to the incorporation of communication,
interpersonal, and social skills in degree courses, such that graduates have the
necessary skills to enter into practice. Specific locally based CPD events could be used
to raise awareness of localised issues, which valuers need to be aware of. This would
assist in the ability to contact others for information, and for building personal networks.
Beyond these skills, a basic understanding of the concept of local knowledge should be
taught, such that those who enter into practice are aware of the issues that are of
importance.
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Beyond the issue of local knowledge itself, are the implications of the research on
valuation practice as a whole. The impact the provision of the tentative sale price has on
practice was clearly demonstrated. However, this was compared to valuations where
valuers (those both familiar or not with the area) were not provided with the tentative sale
price, but an estimated value provided by the owner. In this case the values did not
anchor towards a known price, and the distribution of values was affected as a
consequence. For valuers familiar to the area, the range was smaller, compared to
valuers who lacked familiarity. Furthermore, for valuers familiar with the area, there was
a definite tendency to provide reasonably accurate values in a similar price band, though
for valuers unfamiliar to the area the distribution of values was more spread out, and the
accuracy brought into question.
Beyond the sale price is the implications of the focus on defects and the margin of error
principle. Valuations place an emphasis on defect analysis, given that valuers are more
likely to be sued on missing a defect, than a problem in the valuation. As a consequence,
the valuation becomes a minor part in the overall process. Furthermore, the margin of
error principle allows valuers to be within ± 10%, or even 15% in certain cases. Together
with the provision of the tentative sale price, this appears to provide valuers with great
comfort.
On this basis the research concludes that valuers should not have the sale price
provided. Greater emphasis too, should be placed on the valuation itself, with greater
Greater
explicitness incorporated in the process, similar to practice in the US.
transparency in the availability of evidence should also be provided. Furthermore, courts
should focus more on the methods adopted by valuers.
The research has investigated the importance of local knowledge in the valuation of
residential property, largely for mortgage purposes. However, whilst the conclusions only
relate to residential property, the research also has implications for commercial property,
where some initial comparisons were made. In this respect it was discovered that
commercial valuers tend to cover a wider area than residential valuers, though local
issues are still important in commercial valuations.
Overall this research is original in that it demonstrates for the first time the usefulness of
local knowledge in the valuation of residential property. This is not only in terms of
differences between valuations, where valuers are either familiar or not with an area, but
also in terms of the evidence selected, and the potential for errors due to unfamiliarity.
Furthermore, evidence has also been provided, demonstrating for the first time the need
for local knowledge to provide an accurate valuation in the absence of a known sale
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price. The research has also provided a novel definition of local knowledge.

The

research has considered those attributes, which impact on value, and provided a
classification of these, which develops and adds to the body of knowledge in this area.
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